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  Pref ace    

 This book is written by a teacher and a professional as co-authors with prime focus 
of making understanding of concepts of IT strategy, e-commerce and cloud comput-
ing more practical and achieving learning in a more reader-friendly manner. The 
uniqueness of the book lies in the fact that its content not only includes standard 
topics pertaining to IT strategy, e-commerce and cloud computing but also the class-
room teachings and discussions among students and teacher makes it much easier to 
understand and content is more relevant to any reader as it includes the concepts 
with basic examples used while classroom teaching. The simplicity of the book is 
further enhanced with the help of multiple fl owchart and diagrams used wherever 
applicable and required. The book is an experiment of one of its own kind to present 
the subject from students’ point of view coupled with rich knowledge and experi-
ence of the teacher, together making it a combined feedback mechanism of teaching 
and learning simultaneously.  The whole art of teaching is the only art of awakening 
the natural curiosity of young minds for the purpose of satisfying it afterwards ;  and 
curiosity itself can be vivid and wholesome only in proportion as the mind is con-
tented and happy — Anatole France.  This quote truly fi nds its meaning in the book 
as it not only contains the latest standard theories and topics of ever-changing 
today’s IT strategy and related subjects but also incorporates the basic yet relevant 
questions and arguments raised by the students (readers of this book) in the class-
room and subsequent answers, discussions and clarifi cations thereon and for this 
sole purpose a teacher and his student made this small joint effort to achieve the 
purpose of the quote through this book. During the classroom teaching the ideas, 
arguments and questions were positively accepted, analyzed and answered by both 
the teacher and students, the combined result of which led to constructive feedback 
portrayed through the reader friendliness of this book. 

 In today’s scenario we require teaching while learning (for students) and learn-
ing while teaching (for professors) to create well qualifi ed and learned generation 
for future. Classroom activities should enhance beyond simply one-way teaching 
and learning and this book of ours to a large extent is the result of the two-way 
approach of teaching while learning and learning while teaching through a continu-
ous constructive feedback. We hope that publishing of this book would make the 
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classroom discussions more healthy and constructive which would subsequently 
enable development of new ideas and concepts and at the same time fi nd better 
innovative and dynamic solutions and suggestions for the existing issues. 

    Content of the Book 

 Before implementing any strategy in an organization, it is imperative to understand 
the basics of organization and its working. The introductory portion of the book 
provides detailed theoretical concepts, frameworks and parameters required for 
understanding the organization. Subsequently it explains IT strategy and its imple-
mentation with business with the help of starting questions and an implementation 
approach. Further, it discusses concepts of cloud computing and social commerce 
with their pros and cons. The framework discussed here has been derived based on 
consulting assignments that the authors have carried out and hence is implementable 
and practicable. The book also provides case studies where the authors discuss the 
way IS can be designed and implemented. These case studies are from different 
industries and show how the framework can be used universally with customization 
as required.  

    Audience 

 The book is primarily targeted towards students for academic purposes; however, 
the practical concepts and examples explained in the book will turn out useful for 
the fi rst-generation entrepreneurs who seek to start their ventures in IT, e-commerce 
and cloud computing-related domains. The book uses examples from IT and 
e- commerce industry including the very large and reputed corporate such as Google, 
Microsoft, Amazon, IBM to name a few to small ones like redBus and IndiaInfoline 
(eventually growing big) making their mark in this fast-growing and dynamic indus-
try. Although introductory in its fi rst few chapters, the book defi nitely turns out to 
be a comprehensive content as it progresses chapter by chapter with detailed discus-
sion and explanations with relevant examples.  

    Notes for Faculty 

 The book is intended to have three roles:

    1.    Introduce the concepts related to recent developments in IT strategy, its imple-
mentation and growing role of e-commerce and cloud computing in various 
industries.   

Preface 
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   2.    Explain the above concepts with examples, fl owcharts, diagrams and classroom 
discussion and feedback.   

   3.    Help the readers (students) enhance their learning with live case studies with 
feasible solutions making the learning more practical.     

 Each chapter of our book starts with learning objectives and introductory note so 
as to enable the reader the outcome after studying it and makes the understanding 
more specifi c rather than just browsing through the chapter and taking a generic 
view. What make reading the chapters more interesting apart from the body are the 
ending sections which cover well-articulated summary, glossary and unique por-
tions such as review questions, real-life assignments and multiple choice questions 
not found in majority of the books. These end questions will help the students to 
revise the chapters in an easy and quick manner, summary will assist to recall the 
concepts in a complete and more importantly a structured way and assignments will 
enable the learning to be more practical and allow the students to think for solutions 
and ideas beyond the book. The body of the chapter uses adequate and relevant 
fl owcharts and diagrams to allow the students remember the subjects in an effective 
manner with longer recall and maturity.   

  Bhubaneswar, India     Sanjay     Mohapatra   
 Pune, India     Laxmikant     Lokhande    
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    Chapter 1   
 Introduction 

                     Learning Objectives  

•      Organization Life Cycle (OLC)  
•   Process and its characteristics  
•   Process map and its implementation  
•   Business Model  
•   Work Flow  
•   Benchmarking     

   Introduction 

 In today’s competitive world it is mandate for an organization to keep up the pace 
with its competitors and understand various aspects related to the organization 
for its continuous growth and development. It is important for the top manage-
ment to be aware about the critical issues pertaining to the organization. 
Technology and customer demands and expectations are improving so rapidly 
that processes need to be redefi ned continuously. The old methods of production 
and services must be modifi ed so that current level of expectations from market 
and customers could be met. In this chapter we would cover various topics such 
as  Organization Life Cycle ,  Process and Workfl ow ,  Critical Success Factors  
( CSFs ),  Business Model ,  Benchmarking , etc. related specifi cally to an organiza-
tion and its processes. The study of these topics would help in understanding the 
organization in a better way.  
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   Organization Life Cycle 

 Organization Life Cycle (OLC) refers to the life span of an organization from its 
birth to death. It represents various phases that occur in the life of an organization. 
An organization is no less than a living organism and historians, academicians and 
researchers have treated organizations as living beings to study them in a better way 
and extract most of their practices. Organizations take birth, develop and grow, 
mature, decline and fi nally expire (in most of the cases). 

 Study of OLC has led to development of various models which have helped orga-
nizations to design better strategies and take important decisions judiciously. OLC 
of many companies have become great case studies for others in the industry. These 
studies and cases have helped the organizations to implement best practices of the 
industry (each company had its own competitive advantage depending on the stage of 
the OLC they are into) and improve their process and management effi ciency. 

 Any stage of the organization is affected by external (macro-economic) as well 
as internal (micro-economic) factors. External factors affect the entire industry or 
world whereas internal factors are fi rm or company specifi c. 

   External/Macro-economic Factors 

 Macro-economic factors are the factors mainly concerned with a large set of popu-
lation than an individual. They usually extend beyond the national boundaries and 
have impact globally (most of the times). Companies or individuals have no or very 
less control over these factors. Global Economic Meltdown 2008 and European 
Debt Crisis (2009–2011), US Fiscal Cliff are some of the macro-economic events. 

 Various external or macro-economic    factors that may affect organizations are:

    1.     Political factors    : These refer to the extent of intervention of government in the 
economy. These cover areas such as tax policies, labour law, tariffs, political 
stability, etc.   

   2.     Environmental factors : These mainly include climatic and weather changes. 
These factors are very important for the companies of industries such as tea, 
chemical/fertilizer manufacturing, agriculture, etc. Current industry practices are 
giving a lot of importance to climate change, global warming and carbon 
footprints.   

   3.     Social factors : These represent the social and cultural aspects which include age 
and growth rate of population, health, safety, career prospects, etc.   

   4.     Technological factors : These involve R&D activities and day to day technological 
developments. To maintain its position in the market a company needs to innovate 
and sustain it. To keep up with the pace of technological developments is one of 
the major requirements to gain and maintain the competitive advantage.   

   5.     Economic factors : These refer to the economy related parameters such as interest 
rate, growth rate, infl ation rate, exchange rates, etc. These factors play a very 

1 Introduction
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important role in decision making and operations of any organization. For exam-
ple, interest and infl ation rate have a direct impact on the cost of productions thus 
affecting the sales and profi t of the company.   

   6.     Legal factors : These defi ne various laws that govern the operations and activities 
of the company. They affect the demand of the products and cost of production 
to a great extent. Various laws covered may include consumer law, employment 
laws, internal relations law, health and safety laws (becomes very important for 
industries such as mining, petroleum, chemical), etc.    

     Internal/Micro-economic Factors 

 Micro-economic factors are company or individual specifi c. It may or may not be 
dependent on aggregate economy but are mainly concerned with individual units of 
the economy. They are mainly concerned with the individual choices and decisions 
and its coordination with the market. Companies and individuals have a greater 
control over these factors as compared to macro-economic factors    (Fig.  1.1 ).

  Fig. 1.1    External/macro-economic factors (PESTEL analysis framework)       
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   Various internal or micro-economic factors that may affect organizations are:

    Customers : Customers are always very important for any business. It is very 
important for any organizations to satisfy the needs of its customer in the best 
 possible way.  

   Employees : Employees are the most important resource for any company, but they 
are the ones who are most diffi cult to manage. Skills and experience of employees 
is a very important asset for any fi rm.  

   Suppliers : Relationship with suppliers has a large impact on the operational activi-
ties and cost of production. Quality of raw materials and services provided by the 
suppliers will determine the fi nal product being produced by the company.  

   Shareholders : For continuous growth any organization requires investment which is 
provided by the shareholders but they expect good returns for their investments. 
Thus it becomes important for a company to retain their shareholders by providing 
them expected returns for their own growth. Good relationship with shareholders 
results in quick and effi cient decision making.  

   Media : For promoting the positives and building a strong reputation for the 
 organization media plays a crucial role. Media promotion can “make” or “break” 
the organization depending on its control and relations with media. It is also an 
important and effi cient source to attract the customers and create demand for the 
goods and services.  

   Competitors : Organizations need to differentiate themselves from their competi-
tors in order to make gain market share and make profi ts. Competitor analysis is 
therefore very important to safeguard the customers and demand in the market. 
Competitors’ operational activities and decisions will affect the company to a 
large extent.     

   Stages of OLC 

 Study of various stages of OLC is important because company’s’ goals and objec-
tives, growth opportunities, threats, managerial processes, culture, resource require-
ments and utilization, type of decision making, technology, etc. will all depend on 
the current stage of the organization. Thus it is crucial to know the characteristics of 
each and every stage and act accordingly. The current stage of the company will 
determine all the business, functional and operational strategies. The decisions vary 
signifi cantly form one stage to another, e.g. a company in foundation stage will 
reinvest more of its profi t for expansion as compared to a company which is in 
decline or death stage (Fig.  1.2 ).

1 Introduction
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   Different studies and researchers have classifi ed OLC from ten to three stages. 
The classifi cation varies according to the type of study and requirement of the 
researcher. But according to the majority of models OLC can be broadly divided 
into following fi ve stages:

    1.     Forming / Foundation : It is the fi rst stage of OLC.

  Features of foundation stage are: 

•   One of the simplest organization structures in which management is at the top 
of hierarchy.  

•   Majority of the decisions are taken by the top management with little or no 
involvement of the mid and low level authorities.  

•   Size of the organization is small.  
•   Organization is non bureaucratic in nature.  
•   Employees have overlapping tasks.  
•   There are no written rules in the organization.  
•   No professional staff.  

  Fig. 1.2    Internal/micro-economic factors       
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•   Internal Systems are non-existent.  
•   Lateral teams and task forces are not present for coordination.  
•   Development of products and services starts.  
•   Capital is accumulated.  
•   New employees are hired.  
•   Business opportunities exceed resources and infrastructure.  
•   Processes are ad-hoc.  
•   Customer is reference point.  
•   Employee Retention is very important.      

   2.     Growth / Boom : It is the second stage of OLC.

  Features of boom stage are: 

•   Repeated business.  
•   Structured processes.  
•   More focus on turn-over and growth percentage.  
•   Resources and workforces are increased.  
•   Strong customer base is established.  
•   Companies look for additional capital (sometimes they go public).  
•   Size of the organization is medium.  
•   Organization is pre bureaucratic in nature.  
•   Departments are created within company.  
•   Few rules are standardized.  
•   More than one decision maker.      

   3.     Maturity / Stable : It is the third stage of the OLC.

  Features of stable stage are: 

•   Size of organization is large.  
•   Company is bureaucratic in nature.  
•   Many departments are created to distribute the roles and responsibilities.  
•   Policy and procedures are well defi ned.  
•   Firm is very bureaucratic.  
•   Division of labour is extensive with small jobs and many descriptions.  
•   Integration between department starts.  
•   Company is established in the market.  
•   Accumulated assets and solid profi ts.  
•   Merger and acquisition starts.  
•   Product lines are expanded.  
•   Companies go for diversifi cation.      

   4.     Decline : It is the fourth stage of OLC.

  Features of decline stage are: 

•   PIP (Process Improvement Plan) starts.  
•   Formal structure exists.  

1 Introduction
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•   Productivity starts decreasing.  
•   Sales and profi ts drop.  
•   Hiring of new employees drop.  
•   Demand for products and services decreases.  
•   Re-engineering campaign starts.  
•   Size of the organization is very large.  
•   Top management is heavy.      

   5.     Death / Revamp / Bust : It is the fi fth and last stage of OLC.

  Features of death stage are: 

•   Research and development stops.  
•   Companies can lead to:

 –    Sustained growth.  
 –   Bare existence.  
 –   Extinction.     

•   Companies look for shut down or a buyer.         

   Organization Process and Its Characteristics 

 A process is a sequence of procedures and actions which are linked and interdepen-
dent and performed to achieve a result. A process has various stages and at every 
stage resources (time, energy, machines, money, etc.) are consumed. These resources 
are used to convert inputs into output. One output behaves as input for another 
action and using more of the resources fi nal known output, goal or end result is 
obtained (Figs.  1.3  and  1.4 ).

  Fig. 1.3    Organization life cycle (OLC)       
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    Various characteristics of a process are:

    1.     E - Entry : It is the starting point of a process where fi rst input is fed. This input is 
converted into an intermediate output using various resources and tasks. This 
intermediate output becomes input for the next task until the fi nal desired output 
is obtained.   

   2.     T - Tasks : Activities that are carried out to convert input into output are known as 
tasks.   

   3.     V - Verifi cation / Validation  ( compliance ): After the fi nal output (product/service) 
is obtained it is compared with the reference/standard to check for the quality. 

  Verifi cation : Testing which is done in industrial or simulated environment. 
 For example metal pipes are exposed to high pressure under simulated environ-

ment to check for its strength. 
  Validation : Testing which is done in actual user environment. 
 For example once all the components of vehicle are assembled and vehicle is 

driven on road for mileage, BHP testing   

   4.     X - Exit : It is the end point of a process where fi nal known output is obtained.   
   5.     M - Measurement : Final output is measured for both quality and quantity so as to 

keep the process in control.   
   6.     F - Feedback : Feedback is one of the most important characteristics of any pro-

cess in order to bring improvements in the process. Feedback is communicated 
back to the tasks and the entry stage so that product/service quality can be 
improves and effi ciency of the process can be improved.      

   Business Model 

 A business model is a plan of activities which a company would implement in order 
to generate revenues and make profi ts. It represents different functions and compo-
nents of the business including the revenues generated and the expenses incurred. It 
would also involve various stakeholders of the business such as partners and clients.

    Every business model has   processes .  
   Every process has   procedures  ( work instructions ).  
   Every procedure has   transactions  .   
   Every transaction  ( instance of procedure )  leads to   data  .     

Input Output

Systematic Steps

+

Resources

  Fig. 1.4    Process fl ow       
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 As shown in Fig.  1.5  the business model can be explained with the help of nine 
building blocks:

     1.     Value Proposition : It refers to the value offered to the customer by the company 
through its products and services. Value would determine the revenues generated 
and profi t making ability of the organization.   

   2.     Client Segments : They are basically the customers for the company to whom the 
value is offered. These clients generate revenue for the company.   

   3.     Distribution Channels : These are the various communication channels to reach 
the clients and offer them the value proposition.   

   4.     Client Relationships : The relationships developed with the clients will produce 
repeated business for the company and ensure growing revenues and stability of 
the company. Retaining customers is one of the keys to sustain the business. 
Acquiring new clients on a regular basis is very diffi cult and costly.   

   5.     Key Resources : To provide value proposition to the clients in the form of product 
and services, an organization will need key resources such as employees’ skill, 
time and energy, money, machines, etc.   

   6.     Key Activities : A set of activities with the help of resources would help deliver 
the value to the clients. These activities would help to implement the business 
model.   

   7.     Partner Network : Key partners will be involved in decision making at various 
stages. They would also be involved in designing the strategies at business, func-
tional and operational level.   

   8.     Revenue Flows : It would determine the revenue stream generated by the com-
pany. It would cover the various sources of revenue for the company and aggre-
gate them to give the total revenue generated by the business model.   

PARTNER
NETWORK

KEY
RESOURCES

KEY
ACTIVITIES

COST
STRUCTURE

VALUE
PROPOSITION

CLIENT
RELATIONSHIPS

CLIENT
SEGMENTS

DISTRIBUTION
CHANNELS

REVENUE
FLOWS

  Fig. 1.5    Business model       
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   9.     Cost Structure : It would include the various types of costs incurred by the 
 company while delivering the value proposition to its clients through its products 
and services. Cost structure would help to classify different types of costs and 
their contribution so as to reduce the total cost of production for the value propo-
sition delivered.    

     Innovation and Business Model 

 Innovation and business model are closely related. Business model refers to the wide 
range of revenue and profi t generating opportunities. These opportunities are created 
by various business designs which come out of innovative ideas. The value proposi-
tion offered to the client needs to be continuously improved through innovation if the 
business wants to remain sustained in the market. For example, when mobile phones 
came into market they offered a different and improved value proposition to users as 
compared to fi xed line phones. The features and services provided by mobile phone 
were the result of the innovation in telecom industry and it brought a revolution in the 
way people communicate today. Introduction of mobile phones has given birth to 
various business models today such as social media, advertising, mobile banking, 
etc. Similar is the case with evolution of internet. With high speed net connections 
coming up various online business models have come up and are growing day by day. 
E-commerce is one of the top growing businesses with the advent of high quality 
internet services. Organizations such as DELL have utilized internet tremendously as 
a distribution channel. Websites like Amazon and Flipkart are selling a variety of 
products ranging from books, apparels to electronic goods online and making good 
profi ts. Apple, Wal-Mart, Intel, Google and Gillette are some other organizations 
who have continuously innovated and improved their business models.  

   Critical Success Factors: Identifying What Really 
Matters for Success 

 Success is not far if one knows what really will bring it. Success is a subjective term 
and has different meanings for different individuals. In a team, most of the times it 
becomes very diffi cult to pull all the team members in one direction and get them 
work for a common task. A team requires defi nite set of goals and objectives to get 
the success. 

 CSFs are the factors, parameters, activities which will help the business and 
organization to achieve its mission, objectives and goals. As the name suggests they 
are critical for the success of the business. CSFs act as a common reference point 
which can be used to determine and measure the success of the project and the busi-
ness. They help team members to know what is important to perform, maintain and 
control. Thus the work is performed in the right way and pulls the entire team 
towards the goals and objectives. 

1 Introduction
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 CSFs were fi rst introduced by D. Ronald Daniel in the 1960s. The idea was 
further built, improved and popularized by F. Rockart, of MIT’s Sloan School of 
Management, a decade later. 

 Rockart defi ned CSFs as:

  The limited number of areas in which results, if they are satisfactory, will ensure successful 
competitive performance for the organization. They are the few key areas where things must 
go right for the business to fl ourish. If results in these areas are not adequate, the organiza-
tion’s efforts for the period will be less than desired. 

   An Example: 
 It can include a hypothetical or real mission statement and a CSF Table can be 

formed in the format as below (   Table  1.1 ).
   Many times CSFs will have metrics to measure the performance. Metrics can be 

of two types:

    1.    Primary Metrics: These metrics gives the measurement in direct/absolute 
manner.   

   2.    Secondary Metrics: They provide relative measurement in the form of ratios.      

   Work Flow 

 Workfl ow determines process fl ow and roles and responsibilities in any business 
process. Process fl ow is the sequence of the connected processes which need to be 
carried out in a predetermined manner to obtain the output. Whereas roles and 
responsibilities refer to the personnel involved in the business process and tasks 
which need to be performed by them. Workfl ow is like a blue print giving macro 
view of business processes. 

 Workfl ow chart is a very important tool for having a control over business pro-
cesses. A workfl ow chart will clearly determine “who will perform what” and help 
the processes to complete smoothly without any confusion. 

 Figure  1.6  shows a simple workfl ow chart consisting of N number of processes. 
Each process is assigned a person who will perform the specifi c tasks. There could 
be multiple    persons assigned to a single process and multiple tasks performed by a 
person; however for simplicity we have shown a single person and single task for 
each process. A Workfl ow chart can have multiple fl ows depending upon the project 
requirements.

  Table 1.1    Business 
objectives and critical success 
factors  

 Objective  Critical success factor 

 1.  Revenue growth by 20 %  Bring new customers 
 2. 

Organization Life Cycle
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   A Workfl ow chart will contain all the processes required to reach the output and 
thus will contain all the persons and tasks involved. A clear description of fl ow of 
processes will increase the effi ciency of the system.  

   Advantages of Workfl ow Chart 

     1.    It helps employees to better understand the strategies and decisions of 
management.   

   2.    It provides broad scope of the project.   
   3.    Visual representation helps to fi gure out the links quickly.   
   4.    Debugging becomes easy and cheaper (bottlenecks and fail points are identifi ed 

easily).   
   5.    Shows the fl ow of knowledge and information.   
   6.    It simplifi es the process and helps to eliminate the non-value adding activities.   
   7.    Helps in better communication and analysis.   
   8.    Process documentation becomes more structured.   
   9.    Effi cient performance and maintenance.   
   10.    Provides better fl exibility and control.      

   Benchmarking 

 Benchmarking is the process of comparing ourselves with the best ones. 
Benchmarking may be related to products as well as processes. In benchmarking we 
look for the “best practices” in the industry and compare them so as to identify effi -
ciency and quality of our products and services. Benchmarking can be extended 
beyond a particular industry to other industries as well. 

 The main aim of benchmarking is to understand the current business position. 
After understanding we evaluate the business for various parameters such as value, 
quality, effi ciency, etc. Comparison with “ best practices ” will lead to identifi cation 
of areas which can be improved and will fi nally lead to performance improvement. 

  Fig. 1.6    Workfl ow chart        
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 Benchmarking is a “outward looking” concept in which an organization looks 
beyond its own boundaries, industry, people, country to fi nd out what is best. While 
looking outside organizations try to fi nd out:

•    Others goals and objectives  
•   Their performance levels  
•   Tasks and activities they perform  
•   Their strategies and decisions    

 In this way benchmarking helps to extract best out of all and reach towards the 
excellent performance. Usually industry leaders are used as a reference for bench-
marking. Learning from benchmarking exercise when is applied to the current busi-
ness leads to increased effi ciency and improved performance. It allows organizations 
to concentrate on critical functions and improve in the key areas of business.

  Benchmarking is not a onetime exercise, rather it’s a continuous process which needs to be 
monitored and exercised regularly in order to keep the momentum of performance going. 

      Benchmarking Steps 

 Although the number of steps in benchmarking process may vary from organization 
to organization, depending on the type of business and processes, majorly there are 
six steps in benchmarking.

    1.     What to benchmark ?  
 There would be number of issues and problems in an organization but due to lack 
of resources (man and money) all can’t be addressed simultaneously. So it 
becomes very important to decide which issues need to be addressed fi rst depend-
ing on their respective priorities.   

   2.     Understand the current performance   
 In order to observe the changes and improvements, it is very important to under-
stand the current performance so that it can be compared with the new results. 
Only after a careful comparison and observation the improvements can be 
identifi ed.   

   3.     Plan   
 A proper step by step plan is required to implement the benchmarking process. 
The benchmarking processes should be synchronized with time so that results 
can be obtained timely.   

   4.     Study others   
 Observing the competitors and their processes is important because it would 
provide a different perspective to the problems. It is important to learn how the 
same problem can be solved in various ways utilizing the minimal resources and 
gaining maximum utility. One’s mistakes can be learning lessons for others 
(Fig.  1.7 ).

Organization Life Cycle
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       5.     Learn from data   
 Numbers always speak the truth and hence they should be given importance. 
Data on previous results always helps in fi nding the shortcomings and gives a 
way for improvement. Also results are easy to compare and demonstrate once 
they take the form of numbers.   

   6.     Use fi ndings   
 Findings can be obtained from the people working close to the processes. These 
people work in vicinity of the processes day in and out and are aware about the 
problems which may not be visible to higher management. A genuine feedback 
from such people could help in improving the processes to a large extent.      

   Benchmarking Parameters 

 Benchmarking is done with respect to some parameters. There could be a stand-
alone parameter or a combination of them. It depends on the process and the type of 
result and improvement expected after the benchmarking process (Fig.  1.8 ).

  Fig. 1.7    Benchmarking steps       

  Fig. 1.8    Benchmarking parameters       
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       Summary 

 In this chapter we started with OLC and its various stages. Organizations have been 
treated like human beings by most of the researchers. As human beings have various 
life stages so does an organization. Identifying the current life cycle of an organiza-
tion is very important because the decisions and strategies for any organization 
depend on its life cycle. Every stage has its own unique characteristics which need 
to be considered by the management for designing various business and tactical 
strategies. If the decisions are related to the stage the organizational growth would 
be faster as well as sustainable. We also discussed how macro-economic and micro-
economic factors affect various stages of OLC. 

 We then talked about processes and its characteristics. They are the heart of the 
organization. These individual processes defi ne the entire organization. The way 
these processes are designed and handled by the employees takes the organization 
on its path of success. Understanding these processes to the core is very important 
for the top management. The processes important for the value chain must be given 
priority and dealt accordingly. We also discussed Business Model, Innovation, 
importance of CSFs and work fl ow. 

 Finally we discussed benchmarking. Benchmarking is one of the steps to improve 
the current processes in the organization. To learn from the best industry practices 
and implement them in the current processes is one of the best ways to improve the 
results. There are various steps which are involved in the process of benchmarking. 
These steps could vary from process to process. Also there are parameters on which 
benchmarking is done to compare the improved results. These parameters again 
depend on the process and the type of results expected.  

   Review Questions 

     1.    What is OLC?   
   2.    What are macro-economic and micro-economic factors?   
   3.    How do macro-economic and micro-economic factors affect OLC?   
   4.    What are the various stages of OLC? Briefl y describe them.   
   5.    What is a process? Defi ne its various characteristics.   
   6.    Defi ne business model and also mention its essential building blocks.   
   7.    How innovation and business model are related to each other?   
   8.    What are CSFs and what is their importance?   
   9.    Explain CSFs with an example from

    (a)    IT company.   
   (b)    Auto-mobile company.   
   (c)    Manufacturing company.   
   (d)    Logistics company.   
   (e)    FMCG company.   
   (f)    Banking.       

Review Questions
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   10.    What are primary and secondary metrics? Explain with examples.   
   11.    Explain workfl ow with a diagram. Also mention its various advantages.   
   12.    What is benchmarking and its importance?   
   13.    Explain various steps and parameters in the benchmarking?   
   14.    Give an example from industry illustrating various benchmarking steps and 

parameters.      

   Assignments 

     1.    Select an organization from different industries such as manufacturing, service, 
etc. and identify their current OLC stage. Explain the reasons for your identifi ca-
tion of their current stage. Recommend suggestions for the company with respect 
to the current problems faced by them.   

   2.    Analyse the business models of companies from various sectors. Identify their 
work fl ow and CSFs and compare with other companies.   

   3.    Identify various benchmarking methods followed by companies from different 
sectors and countries. Figure out similarities and differences amongst them.        

1 Introduction
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    Chapter 2   
 Understanding IT Strategy 

                     Learning Objectives  

•      Vision, Mission and Goal statements  
•   VMG (Vision, Mission and Goal) Framework  
•   IT Strategy and its components  
•   IT Strategy Implementation Steps     

   Introduction 

 IT (Information Technology) has travelled a long distance very quickly to reach its 
current state and has a very long way to go ahead. IT mainly started with the help to 
accountants. The accountants used to do a lot of data interpretation and number 
crunching to convert numbers into strategic and tactical decisions. IT has helped to 
develop new business models and become an important resource for the organiza-
tion. It was possible due to the continuous research and the corporate which pro-
moted them. Innovation and new ideas were encouraged to match the day to day 
developing technology and extend the use of IT to a large number of areas and 
domains. IT has created such numerous opportunities that organizations are forced 
as well as motivated to develop its business models in synchronization with it. For 
example online marketing by Dell, e-commerce portals for buying tickets for air 
travel and many more. The vastness of IT has brought a big change in current busi-
ness structure and added a new life to them. 

 Business managers have tremendously improved their business and decisions 
with the help of characteristics, opportunities and possibilities provided by IT. Retail 
organizations such as Wal-Mart, Big-Bazaar etc. are heavily dependent on IT for 
their operations and control their stock, inventory and supply chain in control. Great 
volumes of daily transactions in these organizations are manually impossible to 
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handle. With the help of IT, it is possible to know the real time data such as product 
sold in India can be easily tracked in centralized database in the USA. 

 Technology has continuously improved over the years and helped businesses in 
many ways such as reducing the cost of production, reducing the lead time for sup-
ply chain operators, reducing the inventory and logistics cost and ultimately benefi t-
ting the customers by reducing the cost of purchase/ownership. In this way IT has 
valued the entire supply chain form the entry to exit point. 

 Thus, we see that IT forms a very important part of the strategy of any organiza-
tion, big or small. It helps to achieve the goals and objectives of the organization to 
a large extent. It is up to the organizations how they utilize the tremendous power of 
IT through their creativity and innovation. Utilizing those powers and implementing 
them in the day to day business processes is what IT strategy is all about.  

   VMG (Vision, Mission and Goal) Framework 

   Vision 

 It defi nes one’s aspirations in life, the way one wants things to be in future, the way 
one would like his business to grow up. Without a vision one would not know where 
he wants to go, how he would reach there and in the end whether he has arrived or 
achieved the desired results or not. Vision is a purpose which acts as a guide and 
provides a direction for achieving the desired outcome. It also acts as a motivator in 
achieving the results. It is very important for the vision statement to be precise so 
that it can be effectively communicated. It requires commitment, time, effort and 
energy to develop the vision statement. 

 A vision must:

•    Align with core values of both individuals as well as business.  
•   Should be very well accepted by all the stakeholders of the business (manage-

ment, board offi cials, employees, shareholders, suppliers and even customers).    

 Vision is of two types:

    1.     Top Down : This type of vision is usually followed by family owned and well 
defi ned business. They strictly adhere to their core values and there is almost no 
change in the vision, statement over a period of time.     

 For example Reliance, TATA, Godrej.

    2.     Bottom up : Most of the organizations hire professionals appointed by board of 
directors for a specifi c tenure to help defi ne the vision statement. Their vision 
statement might see a change over a period of time considering the changes in 
market forces and increasing customer expectations.     

 For example HP, Yahoo.  

2 Understanding IT Strategy
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   Mission 

 It defi nes how one is going to accomplish his aspirations. It is the set of day to day 
business activities which will be carried out in order to achieve one’s results. They 
serve as a guide to the strategic and tactical decision making for the fi rm.  

   Goal 

 It is basically the end result which one would want to achieve. Goals provide the 
roadmap to head towards the vision and mission of the organization. They are the 
stepping stones towards the success    (Fig.  2.1 ).

       Characteristics of Goals: Goals Should Be SMART 

   VMG Framework 

 VMG framework is used while designing strategies and taking important decisions 
for the business. It mainly focuses on keeping vision, mission and goal statement 
of the organization on top priority while designing strategies and implementing 
them. The main aim is to keep the core values of the organization and business 
intact and align each and every activity of the business with its core values. Changes 
which are brought in (irrespective of their effectiveness and profi t making ability) 
should not deviate from the core value of the business. Any new activity taken up 
should be analyzed properly. It should justify the purpose of existence of the 
organization. 

 VMG framework helps to sort out the priorities and take better decisions. New 
strategies and decisions should be aimed at increasing the shareholder’s value and 
not depleting them. If the activities are in sync with the core values, shareholder’s 
value will always follow a growing trajectory (Fig.  2.2 ).

   Thus VMG framework is an important tool for the management whenever man-
agement is taking new strategic decisions and trying to bring changes in the existing 
processes.  

  Fig. 2.1    Goal characteristics        

Characteristics of Goals: Goals Should Be SMART
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   IT Strategy and Business 

 Now that we have understood the importance of IT and its relevance to various 
 businesses both in commercial and government organization, we will now focus on 
what is IT strategy and its importance. We will also discuss various components of 
IT strategy. 

 Strategy mainly focuses on three questions, namely

•    What is your destination?  
•   What is your current position?  
•   How are you going to reach your destination from your current position?    

 Strategy is the combination of plans and policies and putting them together into 
the operations to achieve the desired results. It is the roadmap for reaching the busi-
ness goals and objectives. 

 In the context of IT strategy it mainly answers the third question. How IT is 
going to increase the chances of success of your organization and help the business 
grow at a faster pace? Thus while creating strategies managers try to organize the 
resources and enablers which would help them in forming better strategies. Such 
strategies would be feasible and implemented without any execution constraints. IT 
serves as one of the best strategic enablers which will help in designing business 
strategies as well as in their successful delivery and execution. IT had tremendous 
capabilities in supporting various businesses. Since past managers had vast faith in 
IT in delivering the services and goods to the customers in the most effi cient way so 
as to gain the competitive advantage. 

 The importance of IT in today’s scenario is also revealed from the fact that CIO 
is invited in most of the strategic planning sessions. The reason behind this is to 
provide a different perspective rather an IT perspective to the thinking processes 

  Fig. 2.2    VMG framework       
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and decision making. IT could easily remove the constraints which otherwise  hinder 
the ideas or implementation of managers from other departments. Presence of CIO 
and IT in the discussions helps to understand the processes and fi nd better and effi -
cient solutions. 

 Introduction of IT in forming business strategies depends on the way manage-
ment thinks and current situation of the organization. The way organization wants 
to change and expand itself will decide the role of IT as an enabler. Currently in 
developing countries IT is mainly used for accounting purposes and the wide spec-
trum of opportunities provided by IT as an enabler is untouched. The untapped 
potential of IT could be easily utilized if organizations start using the top-down 
approach (holistic approach) while designing their strategies so that ideas and deci-
sions fl ow from top management to operational level employees (shop fl oor) in a 
hustle manner. 

 In one of the internet based articles “IT Value Management” from Roland Berger, 
Strategy Consultants, Gerard Ritchter and Martin Bednaric also depicted similar 
results, as in Fig.  2.3 .

   IT and IT strategy always has strategic business intent. It is leveraged for business 
advantage. It provides solutions to business problems. All those projects have gone 
bust where IT was not connected to business benefi ts. Those IT systems could never 
be assimilated in business and did not have longer life. A good IT project must focus 
at business benefi ts, users’ enablement and support to business processes. People, 
who understand the complete gamut of IT solutions and factors improving IT usage, 
even quote that having latest technology is not that important, the solution and 
adaptability aspect of users are more important. I have seen business and IT manag-
ers agreeing to a technology that is not so new or the solution that is not even opti-
mum as their people and skill level of users are not to the level where they absorb 
and benefi t from newer technology. Thus “People” aspect is also important and an 

  Fig. 2.3    IT and business strategy       
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IT strategy must take care of them as well. Faulkner Consulting and Richard Ivey 
School of Business have presented three elements in business context of IT strategy. 
We fi nd them quite relevant in our experience too. These three elements must grow 
together and remain in balance for a successful implementation of IT. We call them 
“3 Must” basic elements of IT strategy (      http://www.cioindex.com     , Accessed in 
2013) and they are

•    Process  
•   People  
•   Technology      

   Major Components of IT Strategy 

 We now take a glance at the high level approach to IT strategy. This approach cre-
ates the IT strategy and it would help us in understanding its pillars and compo-
nents. Business strategy is not like a wish list or a dream. Managers put a lot of hard 
work to explain strategies in detail by determining critical success factors, control 
and monitoring, roll out plans (initial, intermediate and fi nal), stakeholder’s interest 
(communicating implications to them and align their interests), reviews at regular 
time periods, feedback and adjustments, and many such activities which is neces-
sary to ensure proper implementation and success of the strategy. 

 Business managers call it strategy so that their business strategy works. When 
managers are asked about the success of their strategy, you will obtain answers with 
a very high level of analysis and feasibility plans. They will explain you how  various 
enablers will be used to achieve the best results under given scenario and conditions. 
While drafting business strategy business managers try to make effi cient use of 
enablers such as fi nance, process, assets, people, technology or their combination. 
They try to identify their strengths and weaknesses and fi gure out how they would 
impact their business and drafted business strategy. Because of this impact, strate-
gies are usually a part of main strategies or CSFs. Later on drafted strategies are 
detailed (Fig.  2.4 ).

   IT is one of the most important enablers these days due to various innovations 
and developments in technology. As a result of this it regularly draws the attention 
of business managers. The various enablers help in building the capabilities of orga-
nization which in turn helps achieve the business objectives through the defi ned 
strategy implementation. 

 IT strategy like any other strategy will answer the following questions

•    Where are we?  
•   What we want to achieve?  
•   How we want to achieve?    

 The last question would also focus on:

 –    How to optimize resources and investment and maximize benefi ts?  
 –   How to monitor and adjust deviations while implementing new plans?     

2 Understanding IT Strategy
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   Business Purpose 

 Business managers plan their strategy and at the same time identify business 
domain/functions encompassed by the strategy. After that they look for factors 
which would make this strategy successful. These CSFs will be mapped on IT value 
chain. This mapping will determine how IT characteristics will support the CSFs. 
Development and design of complete IT infrastructure and the associated enablers 
is done around CSFs. 

 Business purpose or the objective is the fi rst component of IT strategy. It is the 
responsibility of the business managers and their respective CIO to bridge the gap 
between IT and the business strategy. 

 Most of the times strategies and plans become dependent on IT, in such cases 
managers need to prioritize their strategies. This is similar to allocation of resources 
in an organization. Allocation of resources depends on their individual contribution 
towards achieving business objective and strategic benefi t. In most of the cases IT 
expectations are given top preference so that IT infrastructure could be laid down. 
This will fulfi l both short term as well as long term goals and later on scalability and 
expandability can be achieved.  
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  Fig. 2.4    “3 Must”—basic elements of IT strategy       
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   A New Strategic Mindset 

 It is also called as management commitment. The organizations should understand 
that they aren’t using IT because others are using it, rather they should focus on the 
strengths of IT and make use of this powerful tool. In many cases the investment in 
IT is based on the reports of various consultants. These investment ranges from 0.5 
to 3 %. Senior managers compare various consultants’ reports and then arrive at 
their decisions. Arriving investment decisions in such a way clearly depicts a non- 
strategic thinking approach which should not be the case. 

 The top management should take IT as a strategic tool and understand its strate-
gic value. They should drive IT with right perspective since the success of the busi-
ness strategy depends on the success of the IT. Investment in IT infrastructure and 
services must be looked as an investment and not as a cost. Management should 
have a long term perspective when it comes to investment in IT. Investment in IT 
depends on the business needs, business nature and investment capacity of the orga-
nization. The investment in IT as a percentage of revenue would be different for 
different organization. The investment can’t be same for Wal-Mart, SAIL (Steel 
Authority of India Limited), Tata Motors and JP Morgan. The reasons are very 
simple. These four organizations have different business models, demand-supply 
gap in market, seasonal variations, and impact due to market changes. Critical 
Success Factor (CSF) for Wal-Mart is Supply Chain Management (SCM) whereas 
for SAIL it is steel making and its marketing. The business involving more of trad-
ing, supply chain needs and retailing requires a larger and stronger IT infrastructure 
such as in JP Morgan and Wal-Mart. Financial institutions like JP Morgan and retail 
outlets like Wal-Mart can’t think of running their business without the help of 
IT. These businesses require real time data processing and information exchange to 
serve their customers which can be enabled only through IT infrastructure. Whereas 
for organizations like SAIL and other manufacturing companies the major cost 
would be plant and equipment setup. For Wal-Mart the information required per 
unit of items sold as well as per thousand dollars of revenue is much higher than any 
manufacturing company. 

 In one survey report published by IDC#2 on IT status and trend in Western 
European countries, it presented that the government is moving slowly towards the 
usage of technology for governance and citizen centric services. In the same report 
it was also presented that government sectors are slowly getting familiarized with 
the technology and its usage is growing reasonably. But in developing nations usage 
of IT in government sectors is still lagging. Public sector companies have better 
usage than pure government offi ces and establishments. In India, there has been 
success in railway ticket reservation in some progressive states, but that is not good 
enough to motivate and expedite the progress in local and central governments. 
Even the progress in e-governance sector is not good enough. 

 Currently government organizations follow a hands-off approach. Government 
establishments providing crucial services like education, health care, revenue 
 services, etc. are yet to plan how to implement IT in their operations. There is a 
lack of quality information in government offi ces whether it is related to citizen, 
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environment or health of government assets. The records are not up to date which 
created problems like disputes arising while acquiring land for industrialization. 
During run up to Indian budget for 2009–2010, the Chairman, NASSCOM 
Mr. Pramod Bhasin, while representing IT industry, emphasized the need for more 
IT systems in India. He requested the fi nance manager to bring focus to IT adoption 
in government sectors, which have been far behind the private sector, especially the 
large capital corporate. He was right in his speech. Even we have observed that when 
IT services are being sold to government agencies and departments, management 
wants to move forward quickly. But due to inadequate understandings as how IT can 
scale up the performance and bring improvements and internal dynamics and con-
straints, they are unable to make quick decisions and faster implementation. When 
IBM recommended that India should lead second wave of IT adoption similar senti-
ments were sounded. Some organizations and managers have been very progressive 
such as The Dharma Port who has started investment in IT as soon as their port 
construction started. The CEO wanted the port to be of 21st century and not of 19th 
century, thus they laid the IT foundation along with the construction project itself. 

 When Maersk took over P&O Nedlloyd, the top management also thought about 
IT integration strategy to make merger smooth and successful. This might be better 
written up as a mini‐case example. Demonstrating direct benefi ts of IT is a very dif-
fi cult task. The business doesn’t benefi t just because of IT or buying and installing 
modern technology applications. For proper benefi ts it must be used properly. That 
usage requires a complete ecosystem which includes process, people and gover-
nance. Therefore, the benefi t must be targeted with balanced growth in all the com-
ponents of IT ecosystem and not only in IT. You should be very clear about this fact 
that a modern IT infrastructure with costly applications in isolation will not yield 
benefi t. It remains the toy in the hand of publicity makers. The old practices fol-
lowed by business mangers continue and then IT is blamed. Such imbalances are 
clearly observed in government offi ces, where IT infrastructure and applications are 
installed but not used properly. The use of IT is out of focus there. It must be used 
effi ciently for improving operational effi ciency and quality of services provided to 
the public. To avoid this pitfall, one needs to drive with defi nite goal, develop all 
components of IT ecosystem and monitor the benefi t. Another change which is 
desired is the area of technology selection and infrastructure life. The preferences 
for technological solutions must be based on purpose suitability, available support 
and the supplier relationship. 

 Most of the companies do not chase technology and big branded service 
 providers. Companies like Microsoft, Intel, AMD and other hardware vendors have 
ensured that hardware products are more or less standardized and their perfor-
mances are comparable to make the choice easy for buyer and implementer. The 
users’ lives have become simpler in this way. But due to rapid changes in technology 
and update in software the infrastructure life has become shorter. IT managers have 
to approach business managers for investment to upgrade and changes in IT infra-
structure and assets frequently, unlike production manager of a factory. Senior man-
agement needs to understand and appreciate this phenomenon. 
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 For example client–server based technology existed till late 1990s and 
re‐launched after dotcom burst. But the way dotcom and web based systems returned 
with new features supporting remote access, facilitating collaboration across orga-
nizations and geographies and hardware architecture free applications, the infra-
structure needed face change. Touch screen, Smart cards, RFID, Voice interface, 
Microsoft Surface technology and others have already started putting pressure for 
changes again in IT infrastructure and applications. IT enabled services have 
become new competitive tool to build new capability to reach to the customers, 
 collaborate, improve fi nancials and globalize their product and services. These 
changes have occurred within a decade. 

 Most of the business managers are not able to understand this phenomenon and 
thus create a hindrance to modernization which leaves them behind competitors. 
Big companies can utilize different technologies for different functions which pro-
vide them an additional facility. Even though that is part of their strategy, which 
could have been driven by cost saving or business needs, they have started thinking 
of integration. It has crossed the limit of information integration and reached to 
virtualization i.e. common platform to improve manageability. Areas on the priori-
ties are updated fi rst. Hence, one needs to apply his own thoughts on selection of 
right technology and investing in it. The decision has to be based on the rational 
need of the organization. Tata Steel has built its own IT strategy and based business 
function to certain application and line of technology. They have standardized these 
platforms purely based on manageability and coverage of business functions.  

   Generally Upgrade of Infrastructure Depends On 

•     Where one wants his/her business to reach?  
•   Whether there are compelling reasons from Customers and Competitors?  
•   Whether it will negatively impact the current services?  
•   Whether the requirements from regulators or government need changes e.g. 

HDFC Bank’s Disaster Recovery (DR) project was because of central bank 
(RBI) directive which recommended that Indian banks put in place a DR plan.    

 Government has allowed higher rate of depreciation since they have recognized 
the short life of these IT assets. Software assets are quickly amortized by many 
organizations so that they can choose their own option depending upon their needs. 
When we observe that the understanding and awareness of IT amongst senior man-
agers would make IT adoption for business purpose better, we recommend CIO and 
IT managers to take a pragmatic view and put an effort to educate and win the con-
fi dence (  www.cioindex.com    , Accessed in 2013). It is but obvious that business 
managers will understand contribution of IT in terms of business benefi ts and 
money; and some successful CIO does adopt this approach. This helps the business 
managers to appreciate IT and connect IT‐investments to their business. They get 
committed to leverage IT successfully.  
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   Holistic Approach 

 We propose a holistic approach to IT strategy similar to Gartner. They recommended 
three approaches for IT strategy:

•    Developing demand  
•   Control side of strategy  
•   Supply side of strategy    

 IT strategy should have business goals and capabilities required under demand 
and administration and governance under control and supply side of strategy. 
It should address sourcing issues, service and most importantly people related to it. 
Learning from our experiences we have presented a bit different approach in this 
book. We suggest to design and develop strategies around three basic contexts dis-
cussed above with main focus on business benefi ts. They might not be very similar 
to Gartner’s approach but the assembly line looks different. While designing, devel-
oping and assembling the components of various strategies the main concern should 
be to achieve the expected goal. Therefore these components must be depicted 
clearly so that executers can get better guidance and assemble these components in 
the best possible way. 

 For better performance a policy wise decision making process will certainly 
help. For example

•    Which approach should be followed in selecting the technology?  
•   Will the development and implementation be done in-house or through 

outsourcing?    

 These policies should guide the executioners and provide a road map to all the 
stake holders. It must also fulfi l the expectations of top management. They must be 
able to see the profi ts and growth in their investments. All IT strategies must pres-
ent current as well as future scenarios and the way organization would reach there. 
This should lay emphasis on complete IT ecosystem so that a balanced and holistic 
approach could be followed. IT strategy will mention the high level measurements 
and actions which will provide progress and help the organization to reach the 
right end. It should provide visibility on the following items like an investment 
proposal:

•    Current scenario  
•   Process:

 –    Business effectiveness.  
 –   Business integration.  
 –   Business process.  
 –   Opportunity to improve.     
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•   People:

 –    Capability and skill level of IT and business people.  
 –   Change management capability.  
 –   Design of services vis‐à‐vis employee involvement.     

•    IT:

 –    IT infrastructure.  
 –   Application portfolio.  
 –   Level of IT integration with business.  
 –   Stock of digital data.  
 –   Service and Support.     

•   IT management structure.  
•   Business priorities and intended coverage.  
•   Future scenario.  
•   Process:

 –    New orientation to process.  
 –   Change deployment.  
 –   Support needed from IT.     

•   People:

 –    Desired level of skill and capability.  
 –   Process for people enablement.  
 –   Change management.     

•    IT:

 –    Infrastructure and Operations.  
 –   New technology and application.  
 –   Implementation approach.  
 –   Service (outsourcing, technology upgrade, IT Processes etc.) and Support.     

•   Approach to service delivery.  
•   IT and Data Security and Business continuity strategy.  
•   Investments.  
•   Risks and mitigations.  
•   Benefi ts and success measurements.    

 The top management will approve only if there is suffi cient visibility and analysis 
in the strategy and benefi ts could be expected out of it. It is very diffi cult to attribute 
tangible benefi ts directly to IT. Therefore senior management must appreciate this 
fact and consider non-tangible benefi ts of IT as well. They must understand the role 
of IT as an enabler for investment decisions. As the benefi t of education in removing 
poverty, improving health and population control can’t be explained directly similar 
is the case with IT in helping organizations. It should also be noted that it is extremely 
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diffi cult to provide complete details on IT strategy during the business planning 
stage since the changes in strategy would be fl exible and would vary during the 
implementation. Thus strategy information would be provided in two stages:

•    At High level: IT is treated as a strategic tool to achieve the business objectives 
and goals.  

•   At Low level: A detailed exercise and elaboration on working of IT strategy 
would be provided.    

 The high level may have extra details if the key business people in the 
 organization understand IT. In many cases it is seen that without IT it’s not possible 
to carry out day to day operations. In such cases even business managers them-
selves provide and elaborate additional parameters. In one of the organizations, 
where obsolescence of IT has reached to service breakdown stage, business people 
wanted IT to be on high priority. They identifi ed business risks, expected benefi ts 
from IT implementation and the new system expansion which would match their 
own strategies on:

•    Operational effi ciency  
•   Cost reduction  
•   Customer responsiveness    

 It provided a better and comprehensive scenario to the concerned IT managers 
and how they should drive the IT strategy. With this they also got extended support 
in implementation from business managers.  

   Approach to Green IT 

 A worldwide awareness is already being generated related to the sensitivity of our 
environment and climate change. World bodies have been continuously taking many 
initiatives in this regard such as:

•    Communication from Commission of The European Communities to European 
Parliament  

•   Kyoto Protocol  
•   Attempt by United Nations to arrive to an agreement amongst its members vide 

Climate Change Conference 2009 at Copenhagen (  http://en.cop15.dk/    )    

 These initiatives have clearly shown the concern of world towards environmental 
and climate change. Industrial authorities and governance have become stricter 
towards the emission of green house gases. Industries of all the countries whether 
developed, developing or underdeveloped are made to accept the emission norms so 
that entire world can curb these problems together. Each and every one is expected 
to support the climatic change movements. 
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 For achieving this, organizations must use their resources optimally and help 
reduce the emissions of green house gases which are causing a continuous rise in 
average temperature of earth which is further causing melting of ice-caps in polar 
regions and increasing the mean-sea levels. Some recommendations to reduce emis-
sions are:

•    Recycling  
•   Use of bio‐friendly materials  
•   Plantation of trees    

 IT can contribute to this movement by (  www.symantec.com/greenit    )

•     Green use —reducing the energy consumption of computers and other informa-
tion systems as well as using them in an environmentally sound manner  

•    Green disposal —refurbishing and reusing old computers and properly recycling 
unwanted computers and other electronic equipment  

•    Green design —designing energy-effi cient and environmentally sound compo-
nents, computers, servers, cooling equipment and data centres  

•    Green manufacturing —manufacturing electronic components, computers and 
other associated subsystems with minimal impact on the environment    

 The summit site (  http://en.cop15.dk/    ) also suggests many ways to green comput-
ing. We could see at least two areas in IT domain that visibly impacted by this 
campaign. The fi rst is power consumption by the IT equipments and the cooling 
need, and the second is paper consumption. Reduction in usage of fossil fuels for 
power generation and mass reduction of paper consumption in business and offi ces 
are certainly a welcome contribution from IT. There are ample opportunities to save 
energy by choosing right hardware, right confi guration and system design. Use of 
blade/rack servers instead of boxes, consolidation of systems and systems that are 
supporting online availability of data and information, use of LCD monitors instead 
of CRT monitors and use of solar panels for supplementing power need are also in 
support of this goal. Again the tendency of having more printed report for  verifi cation/
analysis of data as well as records can easily be controlled by educating the users 
and providing matching features in the system. Recognizing electronic data instead 
of papers in government offi ces and government dealings with business will be 
another good step in this direction. 

 In one of the survey reports on green IT “Green IT Survey Results—May 2009” 
from Symantec it has been reported that     Ninety ‐ six percent of companies are at least 
discussing a Green IT strategy. Fifty ‐ two percent are in the discussion or trial stages , 
 while 45 percent have already implemented a strategy. Additionally ,  87 percent of 
companies said that it is somewhat / signifi cantly important that their IT  organization 
implement Green IT initiatives. Only two percent said it was somewhat / signifi cantly 
unimportant . It also adds that  Companies are willing to spend more today than in 
the past to implement green technology. Seventy ‐ three percent of respondents pre-
dicted an increase in Green IT budgets over the next 12 months . 
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 Today the international users/customers have become so sensitive to this fact 
that they ask for audit reports on energy consumptions and initiatives towards 
Green IT before outsourcing the IT business.  Martyn Hart ,  chairman of the 
National Outsourcing Association has quoted in his article dated 23rd Sept 2008 , 
 that UK government committed to ensuring its IT operations are carbon neutral by 
2013 . The article also quotes,  The Brown ‐ Wilson Group ’ s 2007 Black Book of 
Outsourcing study indicates that more than 21 percent of US and European 
 companies that already outsource have added green policies and performance 
indictors to their outsourcing agreements . This number has been rising since 
then. Similar message is provided in the “2009 Green Outsourcing Survey” by 
TheBlackBookofOutsourcing. com. 

 One of the world’s big logistics    companies more detail needed which went under 
similar scrutiny by their big customer posed the same discipline to its vendors 
including IT vendors, and IT service providers from India too adopted these 
 practices. Similarly while creating an IT strategy for a Hydro Power Generation 
company, which has policies for social responsibilities, the company wanted an 
exclusive consideration for Green IT in its IT strategy. This might make a good 
mini‐case. This is new phenomenon and it will spread like epidemic soon. Therefore, 
it is important that any new IT strategy must evaluate an opportunity for this and 
adapt it. This not only provides an opportunity to be socially responsible organiza-
tion but also saves cost, thus making good business sense.  

   Globalization 

 As per White et al., 2007, today IT has become a good tool to support the organiza-
tions’ globalization plans. Big corporate of the USA from fi nancial, trading and 
manufacturing industries have pioneered in globalization using IT. They extensively 
used the technology to integrate business across the globe and confi rm the conve-
nience and benefi t from IT in achieving their objective. In an article on Itstrategyblog.
com    Raj Sheelvant highlighted how Coca Cola used IT effectively to make their 
global strategy of collaboration within different sets of employees, suppliers and 
customers were achieved. IT directly helped them to two of their vital business 
strategies, market Dominance and Defensive Strategy in supply chain. Like Coca 
Cola, many front runner organizations, which used IT extensively for their global 
ambitions, create new directions and opportunities of services for IT. Global 
Strategy to reduce cost by outsourcing of IT and IT enabled Services could be 
 successful only because of IT. Currently, the industries, which are innovating new 
solutions based on global participation and collaboration, are infl uencing the 
new research and development in IT. 

 IT strategy must refl ect the business strategy of globalization and plans to reach 
beyond geographical boundaries. This helps the planner to visualize the need of 
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infrastructure and create strategy to support business till last mile. In context of 
 having many differences including language, regulation, culture, demography, tech-
nology adaptation and business conditions across different markets it is better to 
indicate the expectations from IT as part of the business strategy. These must hap-
pen by design than on adhoc basis. 

 Current infrastructure level and ever expanding the same have created good 
opportunities for business to integrate seamlessly across countries and continent 
boundaries. Even regulators have started collaborating and taking help of IT to glo-
balize. This was evident when SEBI, The Indian Stock market regulator and SEC, the 
USA agreed to share practices and data to monitor and regulate the stock exchanges 
and investments as well as investigations. The regulators cooperation again became 
important when the USA made Tax‐heaven countries to declare the money and 
investments belonging to American citizens. Many business establishments want to 
create new business models based on IT. This was evident when many new business 
models like remote tuition services through internet, sell and auction services are 
provided by real estate builders, electronic payments for services, use and pay ser-
vices for software came into being. This means success and failure of business 
directly and holistically depends on IT. In such scenario IT becomes utmost impor-
tant. There also business strategists provide certain performance and expectation 
guidelines which they think important for them to succeed. This dependence of busi-
ness on IT makes business to develop their e- Strategy and when this helps to global-
ize the business, it is called “e-Strategy for Globalization” (Mohapatra 2009a, 2009b; 
Ashwini et al. 2012). This approach where complete business runs over IT, throws 
different type of demand on IT. This also demands that business managers have bet-
ter understanding of IT thus helping in amalgamating IT with their thoughts.  

   IT Strategy Implementation 

 Now we start with the implementation of the IT strategy. It is one of the most critical 
steps leading to the fi nal implementation of business strategy (Fig.  2.5 ).
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  Fig. 2.5    IT as enabler       
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      Starting Questions 

   Before you start with the implementation process you need to ask following related 
questions: 

   1.     Objectives / Goals : What are the current goals and objectives of the organization/
business? 
 It will play an important role in the way implementation is carried out. 
Implementation steps will directly affect the desired results and objectives thus it 
is critical to clarify the objectives before starting the implementation process.   

   2.     External Drivers : What are the external drivers affecting the business and 
organization? 
 Some of the external factors could be competitors, government policies, porter’s 
fi ve forces etc. These factors should be critically analyzed beforehand so that 
they don’t create any hindrance to the implementation process later on. Since the 
cost of altering the implementation or stopping could be huge and might also 
prove as sunk such risks should be mitigated with priority.   

   3.     Internal Drivers : What are the internal drivers affecting the business and 
organization? 
 Internal factors could be growth, stage of lifecycle (OLC), consolidation, partner-
ing, stakeholder’s problem etc. Since these factors are internal to the organization 
and business these must be sorted out by management before bringing in any new 
change. Change would be fruitful only if these parameters are in proper condition.   

   4.     Real time data : How are you going to obtain and process the real time data? 
 During implementation it is very crucial to observe the changes and obtain those 
results. It is possible only if you have a robust system for collecting and process-
ing retail time data. For sectors like retail, FMCG, and banks one can’t think of 
completing even one process without the real time data. The entire operations 
say in a bank would depend on the sequence of data which should be available in 
real time. If data at one step is missed, next step can’t be carried out. Such is the 
nature of operations that one is bound to have a real time data system installed 
which would run with the IT support and infrastructure.   

   5.     Schedule of Authorization  ( SOA ): What is the SOA in the organization? 
 SOA determines the hierarchy followed in the organization for approval process. 
It could be one of the major bottlenecks during implementation phase. If the 
managers at different levels aren’t aware about their authorities and responsibili-
ties the tasks would not be directed properly. It would create confusions at differ-
ent levels and cause both problems and delay for the implementing team. 
A proper SOA will help defi ne the work fl ow. 

 For example i   n a bank, does approval of a cheque depend upon the criticality 
of the process/transaction such as cheque amount of Rs. 10,000, 20,000, 50,000, 
100,000 etc.? Now if the cashier, manager or cheque collector is unaware who 
should be the one handling the cheques, those cheques would take more time to 
get cleared. This would create unnecessary trouble for both bank customer and 
bank employee who is authorized to clear the cheques. A proper guideline for 
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the roles and responsibilities covering all the conditions would sort out this 
problem easily.   

   6.     Latent Data Need : How much time does it take to trace the data and give it to the 
authority?  
 Latent data is required by the authority to track the progress of any process. One 
can’t wait for the entire process to get over and then analyze and compare the 
results. It could be a risky and costly affair. As said “ prevention is better than 
cure ,” so it makes sense to provide the latent data to the concerned authority at 
regular intervals. 

  But the question is: 

   (a)    How do we obtain this data?   
   (b)    Do we have a robust system which would provide us with accurate data?   
   (c)    How much time does it take to obtain and process that data?   
   (d)    Do we have a strong database to preserve this precious data?      

 These are some of the questions whose answers should be sought before 
implementation. For example in BFSI sector data needs to be archived for as 
long as 7 years. One can assume how large chunk of data would be produced 
during these 7 long years. Storing such large data and retrieving it with accuracy 
will defi nitely require a very strong database system.   

   7.     One point data entry : Do you have one data point entry system? 
  Single point entry is one of the most important characteristics of Enterprise 
Resource Planning (ERP). In order to create a repository which has well 
structured stored data we need: 

   (a)    Central database   
   (b)    One point data entry   
   (c)    Integration of different processes      

 Above features would ensure easy retrieval of data with better accuracy and 
less work overlap. Central database would be shared partially/fully to various 
authorities according to their roles and responsibilities. Such a system would 
also offer additional security to the stored data.   

   8.     Support Functions : What are the various support functions which need to be 
integrated?
  There are many independent departments such as Finance, Marketing, HR, 
Operations, Administration, and Accounts etc. in an organization. These 
independent departments should be integrated so that they: 

   (a)    Work together in synchronization   
   (b)    Understand problems and fi nd solutions as an organization and not as an 

individual entity   
   (c)    Achieve better results by helping each other in the various business functions   
   (d)    Do not compete for resources, rather contribute to each other in whichever 

way possible    
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      9.     Degree of statutory compliance : How are the processes bound by statutory 
compliance? 
 Business processes in most of the cases are bound by statutory compliance. It is 
very important to understand the laws and regulations related to one’s pro-
cesses. Dealing with legal laws could be time consuming and costly. 
Inappropriateness in such matters could prove as bottlenecks for the operations 
and there is no way escaping out. Thus necessary requirements must be fulfi lled 
beforehand. 

 For example: Statutory Compliance varies from sector to sector

    (a)     Banking Sector —High degree of statutory compliance needs to be fulfi lled. 
Each and every process has to be followed under various banking laws. 
Forging with such laws could prove disastrous for any banking business.   

   (b)     Service Sector —Low degree of statutory compliance. There are some 
 general laws which need to be followed while carrying out business 
 activities. There is a Custom Bond in IT industries that after 7 years com-
pany has to dispose desktops they are using. Either they have to donate or 
throw it. But there is no compliance for e-waste management when they 
throw it off.       

   10.     Degree of Automation : What is the degree of automation you want to achieve?
  Not every process can be automated either due to lack of resources or the nature/
criticality of the process. You need to fi gure out the degree of automation you 
want to achieve in your processes. Automation improves the effi ciency of the 
process but at the same time needs solid maintenance to ensure proper control 
over it. For achieving automation one needs to focus on: 

   (a)    Process automation   
   (b)    Support Function    

      11.     Reliability : How reliable is your system?
  Reliability is the measure of the ability of a component or system to perform its 
assigned tasks and functions under the specifi ed given conditions for a particular 
time period. Every product and service comes with certain reliability depending 
on the nature of functions performed or delivered. Reliability is measured with 
the help of following two parameters: 

   (a)     Availability : this answers will system    or component will be available when 
required.   

   (b)    Down Time: this determines the time taken by the system to recover and 
perform once again in case it fails.    
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      12.     Total Cost of Ownership : What is the total cost of ownership of the system?
  Total Cost of Ownership includes different types of costs described below: 

   (a)    Cost of hardware   
   (b)    Cost of software   
   (c)    Cost of Maintenance (fi xing the problem)   
   (d)    Cost of Upgrade (adding new features)   
   (e)    Cost as Salary   
   (f)    Cost of Training   
   (g)    Cost of Migration (data, system, hardware, software)    

         Implementation Approach 

 After understanding the problems mentioned in previous section and fi nding feasible 
solutions to them we now proceed towards the implementation.

    1.     Pilot Phase : 
 Implementation starts with defi ning Critical Success Factors (CSF). CSFs are 
measured at milestone.

  CSF provides answers to following questions: 

   (a)     Roadmap : what processes, route are to be followed?   
   (b)    Milestone: when would be results achieved?   
   (c)     Reviewer : who is the appropriate authority to review the achieved results?   
   (d)     Status Reports : how will the status reports be generated?       

   2.    Project Goals:
  Under this, structure for the implementation would be developed. Structure 
would constitute following features: 

   (a)     Members : who are the people involved in the implementation process?   
   (b)     Roles and Responsibilities : what are the roles and responsibilities of the 

members?   
   (c)     Cross functional Support : how people from different departments will gener-

ate feedback and help to redefi ne CSFs?       

   3.     Critical Success Factors : 
 CSFs would be analyzed by internal evaluation. A communication protocol and 
strategy would be developed to determine the critical success factors.   

   4.     Project Organization Structure : 
 This would determine the overall organization structure to be followed during 
project implementation. It would also defi ne hierarchies at different project level 
implementation.   
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   5.     Roles and Responsibilities : 
 Roles and responsibilities at different levels of hierarchy would make the process 
smooth and avoid overlap of work. Clear mention of rules would also help to 
curb the clash of interests in decision making.   

   6.     Milestones and Roadmap : 
 Milestones determine the time oriented results and roadmap determines the 
timely progress path.   

   7.     Reward and Recognition Scheme : 
 Reward is monetary whereas recognition is non-monetary. Proper reward and 
recognition schemes would ensure internal competitiveness and help improve 
the effi ciency of the resources.   

   8.     Training Requirement :
  New changes whenever implemented require professional team at work. Also the 
existing employees must be trained properly for the new techniques and 
approaches so that implementation can be carried out as it was planned. Some of 
the issues related to training which need to be tackled are: 

   (a)    Training cost   
   (b)    Feasibility of training   
   (c)    Benefi ts of training   
   (d)    Acceptance of employees to the new changes    

      9.     Review :
  Review covers mainly four aspects: 

   (a)    Who will review?   
   (b)    When will review be done?   
   (c)    What is to be reviewed?   
   (d)    How will review be done?    

       KPIs  (Key Performance Indicators) are for individuals and regular activities 
  CSFs  will determine whether system has been implemented correctly or not.  

   Summary 

 In this chapter we started with the defi nition of vision, mission and goal. A vision 
defi nes where an organization want to be in future, mission is the set of day to day 
activities whereas goal is the end result (more of quantitative). We also discussed 
two types of vision: top down and bottom up and fi ve SMART characteristics of 
goals. Then we looked at the VMG framework. VMG framework is used while 
designing strategies and taking important decisions for the business. It mainly 
focuses on keeping vision, mission and goal statement of the organization on top 
priority while designing strategies and implementing them. VMG framework helps 
to sort out the priorities and take better decisions. 
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 IT strategy and business are very closely related. Strategy mainly focuses on 
 current position, destination and how are we going to reach from our current posi-
tion to destination. IT plays a very important role in any organization. The extent of 
that role would depend on the nature of the business. There is also a strong linkage 
between IT strategy and business strategy and this linkage must remain strong 
throughout the operations to achieve the desired results. 

 We then focussed upon the major components of IT. These components have 
evolved over a period of technological changes. Business purpose must be closely 
linked to the IT strategy formulation and implementation. A strategic mindset for 
management is must while bring IT into the organizations. There is a need of holis-
tic approach while implementing IT. Managers must look    at both tangible as well 
as intangible benefi ts while investing into IT infrastructure and services. Green IT 
is another important component of IT. Recent environmental and climatic changes 
have forced the world bodies to follow strict rules and regulations when it comes to 
saving the environment and earth. World is now a global village. With the help of 
IT organizations are able to run their businesses in multiple locations across the 
world at the same time. They even serve customers of another nation from their 
home country. 

 After that we looked at different IT Strategy implementation steps. We started 
with the questions that must be asked before we start the implementation process. 
Seeking answers to these important questions would keep the implementation pro-
cess in line with the business strategy. Finally we ended with the implementation 
approach and its various steps.  

   Review Questions 

     1.    What is vision? Explain its different types.   
   2.    What is a mission? Explain with a live example.   
   3.    What is a goal? What are the different characteristics of a goal?   
   4.    Explain VMG framework and its importance with an example.   
   5.    Explain how IT strategy and Business strategy are related to each other.   
   6.    What are three main areas where strategy focuses?   
   7.    What are the major components of IT Strategy?   
   8.    Why is it diffi cult to attribute tangible benefi ts to IT?   
   9.    What do you mean by approach to green IT?   
   10.    How globalization and IT strategy are related to each other? Explain with an 

example.   
   11.    Explain the term “IT as an Enabler.”   
   12.    What are the questions necessary to be answered before starting the 

 implementation process?   
   13.    What are KPIs and CSFs? Explain their role in IT strategy implementation.      

2 Understanding IT Strategy
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   Assignments 

     1.    Identify organizations from three different sectors and analyze the role of 
IT infrastructure and services in them. Compare and recommend the ways to 
improve.   

   2.    Choose an organization and draw a fl owchart of IT implementation process in it. 
Also explain the various stages in detail.        

Assignments
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    Chapter 3   
 Cloud Computing and Social Commerce 

                     Learning Objectives  

    The chapter will discuss the following concepts: 

•   What is cloud computing?  
•   Opportunities and potential of cloud  
•   Requirements for implementing cloud computing  
•   Cloud computing realities  
•   What is social e-commerce?  
•   How do fi rms get benefi ts out of it?  
•   Value addition from social commerce  
•   Strategy for social commerce     

    Introduction 

 In today’s world businesses are growing at a tremendous speed and so are their 
 clients and customers. Such a fast growing pace is causing lack of resources and 
their proper utilization. One of the examples is the usage of IT technology. The use 
of IT in today’s growing businesses has expanded to such a great extent that it is 
posing problem for the organization to serve and satisfy their customers. The busi-
ness during peak hours (time when maximum customers want to be served) is 
extremely diffi cult to handle. Some of the common examples are railway reserva-
tion when the window for ticket reservation just opens, students visiting website 
when results are declared, ticket bookings on weekends, etc. To serve the customers 
in these cases companies can’t go after continuously installing the new systems and 
resources because they would be unused during non-peak hours. Such a problem 
gives rise to a new solution which is known as Cloud Computing in which resources 
are shared to adjust the traffi c of the requests to be served. But the question is where 
do we start from? With the growing hype about cloud computing there are some 
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more questions creeping into the minds of management about implementing cloud 
solutions in their organizations. For example, which case it will be the most helpful? 
How will it improve the effi ciencies? Which areas it will not be fruitful? Should we 
adapt to cloud-based solutions or not? These are some of the questions which we 
will try to answer in this chapter. 

    It’s Time to Say Goodbye to Hardware 

 In today’s world most of the businesses need ideas and ways to stay quick and light. 
They can’t afford to have tonnes of hardware. It’s the time they go for cloud com-
puting so that they can minimize their hardware requirements and at the same time 
quicken their operations. 

 Using cloud solutions not only reduces the costs but at the same time increases 
the revenue to a great extent. Cloud helps to adjust the traffi c judiciously. Data, 
processing power and the memory are retrieved accordingly from the cloud server 
to handle the increased work traffi c, when the workload on the system increases. 
Examples of such situations could be railway reservation on IRCTC website during 
tatkal ticket booking hours, stock transactions on NSE and BSE websites during 
peak hours, declaration of examination results on website, etc. 

 Today software companies can set up hundreds of servers for their new project 
within 30 min with the help of cloud computing technologies. Companies like 
Infosys, TCS doesn’t need to buy new resources for their projects. They can simply 
fi t “virtual servers” in their data centre in a minimal space with a minimal effort. 
Earlier buying hardware for new projects was a very cumbersome and time con-
suming process. It used to take several weeks and sometimes months to start the 
project but today it’s just the matter of hours. This is one of the examples which 
reveals the tremendous potential of cloud computing. So now someone may ask 
what this cloud computing is all about. In simple terms it is like buying the comput-
ing power as we buy electricity for our use. As everybody requires electricity but no 
one attempts to produce it. People use it and then pay for it. Similarly in cloud 
computing the external virtual servers provide the data, memory and the computing 
power required by the companies and in return companies pay as per their usage. 
Now organizations can get rid of their need to buy expensive hardware and software 
and cumbersome storage space. They can buy the requisite amount and then pay a 
rental fee as per their usage. Cloud computing has a lot of potential in bringing rapid 
changes to current business models, provides cost benefi ts and changes the role of 
IT in organizations. Many large companies like Infosys, TCS, Tata Motors, and 
Wal-mart are making full use of cloud computing to reduce their IT hardware and 
software expenses.   

3 Cloud Computing and Social Commerce
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    Cloud Computing: Opportunities Ahead 

 Google has more than two million enterprise customers who are using Google Apps 
in India alone. Google also claims that today it has about 100,000 enterprises includ-
ing businesses, educational institutions and NGOs. The companies like Salesforce.
com and Microsoft are also joining in the league in acquiring the new clients. 
Salesforce.com alone has around 87,000 customers using 240,000 applications 
globally. It includes variety of customers ranging from small and medium busi-
nesses to large organizations such as Bajaj Finance and Su-kam. As the IT and 
broadband infrastructure becomes stronger and reliable day by day cloud comput-
ing will also reach great heights. In a recent survey of 100 Indian CIOs by Zinnov 
Consulting, 40 % of respondents are planning to spend around 5 % of their IT bud-
get on cloud and 21 % are expecting to spend close to 10 % of their IT budget. This 
shows that cloud is looked as an important technology nowadays and organization 
have a faith in this technology which is clear from the spending which they are eager 
to put into cloud. 

 Cloud computing is one of the technologies which is going to dominate over the 
next 5–10 years. The reason being fulfi lling the objective of internet: To create a 
global computing grid, always-on, cheap and easy to use. It will surely take some 
time to realize the potential of cloud computing. So now one would ask why cloud 
is so unique and interesting. Let’s understand this with an example. We can’t think 
of even one area where organization can add or reduce capacity at will after spend-
ing on it. The offi ce space needs to be purchased in advance considering the future 
hires. Now suppose the extra space in offi ce is not required it can’t be sold out easily 
since it is integrated with the required space. IT systems, plant, machinery, all these 
are to be bought in advance. Capital expenditure needs forward planning and 
increasing or decreasing debt in favour of equity requires consulting of expensive 
investment bankers. Even people as a resource can’t be handled at organization’s 
will. It’s easy to hire people at will but once they are hired one can’t get rid of them 
as easily as it seems. If extra people are hired in anticipation of new projects and if 
those projects don’t start, people can’t be shown pink slips so easily. These extra 
resources would only increase the cost of organization. Now let’s focus on cloud 
computing. Why is it so interesting? IT costs can be adjusted on demand with the 
help of cloud computing. It is easy to manage (increase and decrease both) IT infra-
structure because you pay for only what you use. There is no unutilized capacity 
and cost overheads. 

 Over the next 5 years, according to a survey conducted by Zinnov, more than 
40 % of the Indian companies will move IT services like e-mail, ERP software, and 
customer relationship software to the cloud. The reason is simple. Companies would 
want to cut their IT costs and go for pay as you use model. There is no point invest-
ing into huge hardware installations and then purchasing software applications to 
enable the hardware. The capacity utilizations, even for big players may not be very 
high. In this way the unutilized portion adds to costs overheads. Survey study 
reveals that organizations are rather investing in buying virtual servers and 
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 computing power. It is also found that not big companies but small ones are  investing 
more into cloud technology. They are evolving their business models like Airtel and 
HUL to target the price sensitive customers and market which big tech companies 
have failed to do. Many smaller fi rms like Sify, Nustreet, Netmagic, etc. have come 
into the cloud market.  

    Is Cloud Computing for You? 

 It is very important for the organizations to understand whether cloud would be use-
ful for them or not. Not every business will gain by adopting cloud. Philip McKinney, 
vice president and chief technology offi cer of Hewlett-Packard’s Personal Systems 
Group provides us a framework consisting of fi ve criteria to judge before one goes 
to adopt the cloud technology.

    1.    How Fast Is Your Business Growing?  
 Hardware and software investments usually follow a stair-step pattern. Increasing 
investments usually lead to too much capacity. In most of the cases, cloud com-
puting investments fall within the budget of company’s expenditure. Fast grow-
ing businesses are better candidates for cloud rather than slow or seasonal 
demand business.   

   2.    Where Are The Troops?  
 Cloud computing offers its services 24 × 7. Both employees and customers can 
have access to information in real time anywhere on the planet. Companies hav-
ing their operations at multiple locations and time zones can take huge advantage 
of cloud services. More widespread a business is, more helpful a cloud would be.   

   3.    How Reliable Must Your System Be?  
 A system of 99.999 % availability implies that it will be offl ine for 6.05 s per 
week, whereas a system offering 99 % availability will be offl ine for 1.68 h per 
week. The difference of 99.999 and 99 % isn’t cheap. It would be eight to ten 
times the cost of the 99 % availability service. So here comes the decision mak-
ing, the trade off between the extra cost and up-time your system must deliver to 
serve the customer needs. The availability of the system depends on the sector 
you are serving. If you are in critical sectors like health care, telecommunication 
or public safety industries you need to bear the extra high cost to achieve all time 
availability, whereas to serve the other sectors a system with    99.xx % would be 
enough. Another factor which needs to be considered is that overall reliability of 
the system doesn’t depend entirely on the cloud vendor but also the network 
service provider. Thus it becomes important for the managers to understand their 
customer and business needs before going for the cloud expenses.   

   4.    Is the Service Secure Enough?  
 Cloud vendors usually share their extra server capacity with other customers. In 
this way a server is shared by multiple clients who might not be apt for the com-
panies which require data security such as banking, health care, etc. This is 
because the data is never 100 % secure in a shared environment.   

3 Cloud Computing and Social Commerce
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   5.    Good Track Record?  
 Increasing buzz about the potential of cloud computing and its numerous 
 advantages to businesses have increased the competition among cloud service 
providers in the market. There are 100 of cloud vendors present in the market 
and companies have lot of options to choose from. Many vendors are differenti-
ating themselves from the league by launching new services like mobile market-
ing and social networking. But regular entrance of new players and continuous 
innovation leads to instability and cloud vendors lose their business for all sorts 
of reasons. Managers should carefully examine cloud vendors by scanning sites 
like cloudfail.net, which tracks data on outages and reliability for popular cloud 
services. The dissatisfi ed customers posts their views and comments on Twitter 
business intelligence software which could help the new customers to decide 
before opting for cloud services from vendors. Initially big IT companies were 
fi rst to buy this software whereas small and medium sized companies took 
around 5 years to go for the same.      

    Big Steps Taken by Small Companies 

 Most of the cloud software products were being bought by big companies so there 
was hardly any need for the service providers to customize or re-engineer their 
products for medium and small sized players. As a result of this smaller companies 
could never invest in an ERP. SAP and Oracle did not get into small towns and reach 
out to smaller businesses. Even if these companies tried to sell their software prod-
ucts in smaller markets, they would fail because of their very high product costs. 
Karnal Agro Forging could never invest in ERP software. The company was located 
in a small town Karnal with a population of less than one million people. It was a 
50-year-old company that makes metal parts for agricultural equipment. Then Rohit 
Rajpal, 28-year-old third generation family business-man took over as the executive 
director of manufacturing and IT department. He wanted to take the advantage of 
effi ciency and process focus provided by ERP. And then he found the service pro-
vided by S. Parthasarthy, CEO of NuStreet. Parthasarthy also founded Aztec 
Software earlier, today wanted to target the small and medium sized business (SMB) 
sector because he believed that SMB isn’t well served in terms of IT services which 
is in fact true. NuStreet, the Chennai based company now provides software appli-
cations to niche segments like forging, spinning, health care and manufacturing. 
Applications are hosted on Microsoft infrastructure to reduce the hardware cost. 
If the company had gone for customization for different market segments the cost 
would have been tremendously high including the selling expenses. But since the 
application is on cloud, the basic kernel of the software can be used and customized 
a bit according to the customers of different industries. Executive director now gets 
all the key business metrics in his e-mail every day by paying a monthly fee without 
going for a large investment in hardware. Earlier the production planning used to 
take a lot of time, around 15–20 days which used to be done in advance, but now can 
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be fi nished within a single day. Today Rs. 150-crore enterprise has all its 25 units 
linked through the cloud for effective software services. The company has been able 
to save 5–10 % by identifying the line-rejections. Also with the help of MIS 
(Management Information System) data, the fl ow of raw materials can be tracked 
and the blockage can be identifi ed which has improved the cash fl ows of the com-
pany by 10 %. The profi tability meter which is built in the application can easily 
compare the company’s performance vis-a-vis industry average. 

 For most of the SMEs the biggest challenge is to keep their IT department staffed. 
For companies like Wildcraft, manufacturer of travel and adventure gear, this is a 
bad news. Wildcraft was cautious for many years in expanding its network because 
it was a self-funded company and was unsure of the way it would manage its cash 
operations. The company could not offer many products because it would have 
increased the inventory of the company. As a result it was very conservative in its 
approach. But after adopting the cloud-based ERP system in 2009, the company has 
been successful in scaling up fast. According to company’s founder director, now 
the time taken to confi gure a new showroom is less than an hour. Wildcraft has been 
able to expand its network and increase its stores from 5 to 30 and products from 
150 to 1,000 in just one and a half years of time. This has lead to a fi ve times 
increase in the sales of the company. Even for extremely savvy and venture-funded 
companies cloud offers great benefi t of speed. 

 redBus has pioneered online sales of bus tickets and today is the business leader 
in just 5 years. The company is highly tech-savvy as compared to its competitors 
and founders are all engineers and ex-employees of IT companies. The company 
migrated to Amazon’s cloud service lock, stock and barrel after facing the problem 
of adding a new server and opening an additional hardware port. These processes 
took a very long time for them and they decided to switch to cloud solution. The 
developers of the company had to spend a long time to chase their data centre ser-
vice provider even for smaller things which could otherwise be solved with less 
effort and time. Due to this their hardware was over-utilized and stressed during 
peak hours and under-utilized during normal days. During Diwali when the number 
of visitors on the website of the company shot up, the servers slowed down and 
eventually crashed. The company did not have any option but to restart everything. 
It caused company to lose few lakh rupees of revenues as well as their precious time 
and efforts required during peak demand during festive season of Diwali. But this 
problem got solved next year when company switched to cloud applications. Next 
Diwali when customers’ visits increased by almost 100 %, redBus ordered extra 
servers in no time and served its huge traffi c customers effi ciently. Computing pow-
ers are bought from Amazon on an hourly basis depending on the website load. 
Today redBus has 35 servers to handle the bus bookings on its website during day-
time and during night when visits are low the number of servers gets reduced to 20. 

 The volatile nature of customer demand has become a norm for many businesses 
today, especially the e-commerce business as that of redBus and IndiaInfoline. As a 
result of this, IT spending isn’t able to provide the expected yield. The IT spending 
usually grows as a percentage of sales. During upturn the IT spending increases 
proportionately with the expected increased revenue however those spending aren’t 
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justifi able during downturn few years down the line. Most of the companies aren’t 
able to absorb the extra spending which are diffi cult to reduce instantly especially 
the hardware setups. They are not easy to get rid of. The demand cycle in IT indus-
try is much shorter as compared to 10–12 year demand cycle of manufacturing 
operations. Also it is easy for manufacturing facilities to take the advantage of oper-
ating leverage and economies of scale when compared to IT fi rms. In case the com-
pany is not able to compensate for increased costs of offi ces and computers it has no 
other option than to lay off its employees to maintain its profi tability. But with the 
use of cloud services these extra costs are always adjustable and it makes the invest-
ment look recovered in most of the cases. Another advantage of using cloud ser-
vices is that the organizations don’t have to worry about installing latest software 
and updates for their products. Cloud providers automatically provide the latest 
hardware and software updates to its clients on a regular basis. 

 With the IT department’s ability to deliver business returns, its role in the orga-
nization also changes. They just can’t be specifi cation experts, they are expected to 
know more than what to buy, when to order, what forms to fi ll, etc. Today they are 
required to understand the business apart from understanding the technicalities of 
the business. They need to be capacity planners who can boost company volumes 
and fi nd new avenues for cost reduction and improving revenues.  

    How Big Organizations Gel with Cloud Computing? 

 In the previous section we discussed the problems faced by smaller organizations 
and how cloud services could help them in solving them and increase their profi t-
ability. We discussed that it was easy for small companies to switch to cloud ser-
vices according to their needs and boost up their revenues. But does the same 
condition follow for bigger players? Is the process that simple and easy for them? 
Let’s fi nd it out. 

 It’s not that large companies do not wish to change and make use of cloud com-
puting. It’s just that they aren’t comfortable in seeing their huge data and their com-
puters lying on virtual platform rather than their own hardware system which they 
consider more secure and accessible. What if the server crashes? What if the data 
gets corrupt or stolen? What if the data is not accessible when required? Companies 
are more worried about these issues. 

 For example, Welspun, a textile company uses a software to collect the real-time 
data from shop fl oor directly with the help of machines. The analysis of this real- 
time data collected can be very useful for the company and can reveal things like the 
reasons for maximum rejection, the product most liked by the customer, amount of 
sales, inventory levels of the stores, etc. which are very essential for production 
planning and marketing activities of the company. These results are obtained almost 
instantly as soon as the data is received. If these services are deployed with the help 
of cloud software it could cost 30–40 % less than the traditional hardware and soft-
ware support used by the company. But Welspun has gone for a mid-way solution to 
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tackle the problem. IT systems of the company are managed by Covacsis, which has 
developed the software solution for the use. Covacsis through its own small private 
cloud provides its services and customer support to companies like Castrol India, 
Grasim and Godrej along with Welspun where it has deployed its software product. 
Tarun Mishra, whose company Covacsis manages the facilities for Welspun and 
other such company says that culturally they are a control-freak population so initial 
apprehension for cloud is justifi able. 

 Now consider the case of HDFC Bank. It will move only the applications that run 
on the Windows platform to the cloud and critical applications such as core banking 
and ATM switches will work on the internal system of the bank. The CIO of the 
bank very well understands the cost advantages of cloud computing but thinks that 
the critical software which they use are currently not compatible with cloud plat-
form. Most of the banking software especially ATM software are usually created 
with the help of specifi c hardware so that it could deliver higher performance and 
work with higher effi ciency and reliability. When this customized software is run on 
other hardware their performance is severely affected. When applications are moved 
onto cloud platform it is diffi cult to maintain the exact confi guration of the original 
hardware. In such a case organizations move less critical applications on the cloud 
platform and retain the critical ones within their internal system. For critical appli-
cations they would like to look at the longer time frame. A large company like 
HDFC having numerous customer bases will require more assurance from cloud 
technology vendors before they switch entirely on it. 

 According to Mr. Rakesh Kumar, Vice President of research fi rm Gartner, big 
software makers aren’t friendly and compatible with cloud computing at the 
moment. Cloud applications providers like SAP and Oracle are unsure and suspi-
cious about introducing cloud specifi c licensing models because they think it could 
cause a decline in their revenues. As a result of this when big players like HDFC 
Bank and Tata Steel want to switch over their applications to cloud platform their 
software costs largely remain unchanged. Thus there is no incentive for them to 
switch to cloud along with security and performance related issues. Many big com-
panies also feel that quality assurances they get on cloud platform aren’t satisfactory 
enough. Another reason why larger players want to own their own hardware and 
software systems is to avail the tax benefi ts which they get after charging deprecia-
tion and amortization on their tangible and non-tangible assets. 

 But the biggest concern which remains for larger players is security. Considering 
their very large scale of operations data becomes very critical for them. Their entire 
operations could suffer if this data is lost, not accessible at desired time or stolen. 
They have traditionally stored data on the internal hardware within their premises 
and secured them with appropriate fi rewalls, anti-virus software and a complete 
range of controls both physical and virtual. When the data is loaded on cloud there 
is a fear of data loss and theft. Mint newspaper once lost all the blog posts it had 
moved on the cloud server. Such concerns will always prevent the companies to 
trust cloud especially with their critical data which is the key to their day to day 
business operations. Besides this, cloud does not provide any mechanism for the 
client to see whether their data is lost or stolen. When a particular client uses less 
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space on the server, unused part of the machine that stored the data previously 
would be utilized to store the data of the other client. Another issue closely tied with 
the data is the fear of data being locked to the cloud provider. Availability of data 
24 × 7 remains a critical factor for companies that have a larger customer base. 
“Open Cloud Manifesto” is a document which calls for open standards in cloud 
computing. This document ensures that customers can shift their data and applica-
tions from one cloud server to another without any hassle. The IT players such as 
IBM, Cisco, Jamcracker, Sybase have provided support for this document but the 
bigger names in cloud computing such as Amazon, Google, Microsoft and 
Salesforce.com are yet to furnish their support for it. The standards for cloud com-
puting are slowly coming up and bigger players are themselves pushing for some of 
them. Cloud should be a combination of strengths and not a forced convergence of 
common subset of capabilities. It is very easy for anyone to say why the standards 
for cloud are not in place but one should also keep in mind the fact that cloud con-
cepts are still in their nascent stage. It requires efforts and shift from traditional 
businesses the way they have looked and treated the support of IT. Today we are 
living in a post-PC world. The move from PC to cloud is as signifi cant as the move 
from mainframe to PCs. The companies which have made huge investments in IT 
systems still have a long way to go. The transition is not one step rather a series of 
complex processes. 

 For a large organization the applications are customized to a great extent and data 
is stored at multiple locations depending on its type, criticality and requirement. 
Therefore the decision for them to shift to cloud is not as easy as it is for small com-
pany. The service levels of cloud computing aren’t that attractive to make organiza-
tions shift to it. Large organizations have more stringent quality norms as compared 
to smaller players which make them more resistant to switch. Also the higher prices 
paid for such standards will wipe out the cost advantage of cloud computing. 

 In many ways cloud computing is to technology what outsourcing was to global 
business. The shift to cloud technology will end the role of many entities such as 
enterprise software vendors, hardware makers and internal IT teams in the technol-
ogy value chain. But the service providers like Amazon, Google, Sify, etc. will 
bring in new roles in the existing value chain. Once the companies like redBus, 
IndiaInfoline extensively use the cloud computing and gain the market share, it 
would be diffi cult for competitors and even larger players to keep themselves away 
from cloud applications and ignore its tremendous potential.  

    Cloud Computing: Myth or Reality 

 Just because cloud computing is a modern concept and many are using it, manage-
ment should not adopt it blindly. The IT industry has a bad habit of sinking into the 
buzzwords and trying to implement them everywhere in their processes. Cloud is no 
exception. They just want to portray that they are catching up with the latest tech-
nologies and not behind anyone in using them. To understand more about cloud 
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computing we start with the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) 
defi nition of cloud computing published October 7, 2009:

  Cloud computing is a model for enabling convenient, on-demand network access to a 
shared pool of confi gurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applica-
tions, and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management 
effort or service provider interaction. 

   Cloud computing is an opportunity to build the relationship between consumers 
and sellers of IT. Today organizations are replacing company owned hardware and 
software systems with “pay per use” service models provided by other companies. 
Such a change will promote the growth and development of IT products in many 
areas and at the same time cause reduction in other areas. Similar to the evolutionary 
changes of IT during the last four decades, new technologies and developments 
initially prove to be disruptive. Hypes about them spread faster than the actual reali-
ties about them. But when the same technology is studied and understood deeply the 
benefi ts outweigh the negatives. 

 Cloud computing concepts have different meaning for different people. So here 
we are presenting fi ve myths about the cloud concepts: 

 Myth one: Procurement of IT services is done most inexpensively through public cloud 

 Public cloud works on “pay-as-you-use” model. For example, the starting price 
for standard on-demand instances with the Amazon EC2 Web service is less than a 
dime per hour based on system size, operating system, and locale. Thus people 
think that public cloud delivery is cheaper than the internal IT. But this is always not 
the case. When the resources are required on continuous basis organizations can 
reduce the cost by leveraging other cloud models such as shared resources making 
use of private cloud. In such a case the overall cost would be even less than the 
 “pay-as- you-use” model. A simple analogy can be drawn with an example of a buy 
vs. rent a car. Suppose if we require a car for short term then it would be better to 
rent a car and pay as per the usage, but if we require a car for long-term usage and 
travel more frequently, buying a car would be a better economical decision. There 
are many factors apart from price such as performance, security, availability, com-
pliance, and service-level agreements, which need to be considered before bringing 
cloud computing into the system. 

  Cloud strategy is essential : It is very essential to incorporate our specifi c require-
ments into a well structured and defi ned cloud strategy whether we are using a 
public cloud service, developing our own private cloud or taking a hybrid approach. 
A cloud strategy must encompass all the aspects related to our security and control 
issues, performance and availability requirements. Therefore developing a cloud 
roadmap is not a simple task. Another very important question is whether to go for 
private cloud, public cloud or both. It has been observed that most of the organiza-
tions prefer to start with a private cloud to understand it within the confi nes of their 
own fi rewalls. It is a viable option to analyze our applications fi rst and then take the 
cloud delivery decision. Organizations should fi rst evaluate specifi c applications, 
consider security and compliance issues and then decide which apps would be 
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appropriate for a private cloud. They should also determine the apps that can be 
shifted immediately onto the public cloud. 

 In order to help organizations develop their own strategy and roadmap HP con-
ducted a Cloud Workshop. It helped the managers to know about the key success 
factors and the required components for developing a cloud solution. It also helped 
them to understand the implications of cloud for the business and IT and build con-
sensus among various stakeholders. It was a one-day workshop in which HP consul-
tants used highly visual displays and discussed various topics such as cloud 
concepts, key technologies such as CloudSystem and their architecture, manage-
ment, service portfolio, governance, fi nancials, etc. 

 Myth two: baby steps in virtualization are the only way to reach the cloud 

 For businesses there are many good reasons to switch to virtualization  technology 
such as improved fl exibility and better utilization of existing computer resources to 
name a few. In transforming IT virtualization is a very powerful step however it 
doesn’t account for the real transformation. The real transformation happens only 
when organizations completely encompass the cloud computing. There are many 
benefi ts of building a private cloud such as signifi cantly lowering IT costs, reducing 
IT complexity, and enabling a more fl exible and agile service delivery. 

 Virtualization and cloud computing are not mutually exclusive. Many technolo-
gies consider virtualization as a catalyst for successfully adopting the cloud com-
puting. But private cloud in itself is a complete package that automates the 
underlying provisioning of infrastructure and applications. It provides a convenient 
way for end customers/users to request IT services. Traditional IT silos are unable 
to meet the growing pace of business demands because of rigidity, data centre 
sprawl, complexity, and costs. A private cloud that uses a shared pool of resources 
can help IT to keep up the business needs by automatically tapping the required 
resources. With the help of private cloud IT managers can use all the available assets 
and resources and at the same time adhere to the security standards required both 
within the cloud and data centre. Cloud helps to automate the processes and reduce 
the human involvement. Thus time consuming but important tasks such as provi-
sioning of applications can be processed speedily. Manually it takes 3–6 months to 
provision the new applications or may be longer but with the help of Cloud and IT 
it can be fi nished within hours. The database and applications can be automated to 
save a lot of time which IT administrators spend in maintaining manually. 

 Thus we see that private cloud can solve lot many issues and problems. Now the 
question is why businesses cause delay in adopting cloud strategy and automation? 
The simple answer is infl exibility of organization and its people to adapt to new 
change. Some executives also think that the amount of work and effort required to 
automate will outweigh the gains achieved after automation. Sometimes they also 
believe that they need to fi rst standardize their current environment to make full 
advantage of automation. But the fact is that the effort required to get cloud today is 
minimal. Companies like HP have built many automation and integration tools 
required for faster development of private clouds. If the organization has already 
adopted virtual technology it would certainly help in integrating cloud technology. 
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But it’s not at all important to adapt to virtualization fi rst in order to move on to 
cloud environment. HP CloudStart is a fast track on-ramp to the cloud. CloudStart 
is a turnkey HP Services solution that allows establishing an open and private cloud 
system. The solution is implemented within 30 days at a fi xed-price and fi xed- 
scope. Based on HP CloudSystem, a private cloud service catalogue is established 
by HP CloudStart services. This catalogue has up to four services integrated with 
the backup and security environments. 

 Myth three: critical applications do not belong in the cloud 

 One of the tasks that is assigned to cloud-based infrastructure is relegating the 
servers running test and development jobs. But the most important charter for IT 
organizations is to deliver business applications quickly and effi ciently. A recent 
study by Forbes has shown that IT executives have following priorities:

•    Deliver applications with greater speed  
•   Cut infrastructure costs  
•   Adjust their service levels to meet changing needs    

 With the help of cloud computing IT professionals intend to help IT executives 
with all the three above issues. But administrators and CIO’s worry mainly about 
the major business critical applications such as Microsoft, SAP and Oracle. They 
doubt how IT can deploy these complex hardware bound entities with the help of 
cloud. How can cloud be confi gured so that these applications can run speedily, 
safely and most importantly securely without wasting much time and effort of the 
IT department? In short they worry about whether cloud would be able to handle the 
applications which are critical for success of the business. 

 HP developed Cloud Maps to answer these questions. With the help of HP Cloud 
Maps a comprehensive catalogue of applications can be quickly built for push- 
button simple deployment with HP CloudSystem. It drastically reduces the time to 
deliver a new application from months or weeks to few hours or even less than it. 
HP Cloud Maps are basically templates and additional content. This content is the 
result of the 1,000 of hours of research and development leading to industry-leading 
intellectual property. The decades of close partnerships between HP, customers and 
systems integrators (SIs) have also helped in developing these. 

 Myth four: all cloud security requirements are created equally 

 In a public cloud we pay only for the service delivered to us. Thus it reduces the 
cost of software and hardware to a great extent. Today cloud services are required 
for most areas of the businesses, thus IT manages it at the service level. But IT 
executives don’t prefer the systems where data is out of their control. There are 
strict rules followed in organizations about handling and archiving of sensitive data. 
It is mainly due to compliance regulations, risks and governance to be followed. 
Some of the major security issues defi ned by Cloud Security Alliance are:

•    Abuse and nefarious use of cloud computing  
•   Unknown risk profi les  
•   Account, service, and traffi c hijacking  
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•   Insecure application programming interfaces  
•   Data loss/leakage  
•   Malicious insiders  
•   Shared technology vulnerabilities    

 Fear due to continuous growth in data fudge and attack methodologies 
have forced IT executives to go for private cloud. They believe that in private 
cloud the infrastructure would be inside the company’s premises, within their fi re-
wall and IT group will have direct control over it. The executives want the private 
cloud to have the same level of security assurance as they have on their traditional 
networks. 

 But the question is whether private cloud is impenetrable and safe? The answer 
is certainly no because when it is connected to internet vulnerabilities do exist. 
Threats such as data theft and insider attacks also exist. It requires great specialities 
to secure a cloud. Real expertise is required in securing the cloud. To deal with the 
security issues and challenges you should start with a comprehensive risk under-
standing and then do a thorough analysis on the same. A proper governance and a 
compliance and risk program must be created to solve the security concerns which 
would be tailored to the cloud. There is also a requirement for high-level security 
architecture for services based on the cloud applications. 

 Companies should also defi ne additional security controls which are very impor-
tant to protect the information assets in different types of cloud environments. 
Investments in the security must be maintained while complying with the industry 
norms and regulations without affecting the availability and current performance. 
Service Providers can help the companies in building the necessary security con-
trols and principles and also in designing the risk mitigation strategies against the 
risk issues. 

 Myth fi ve: there is only one way to do cloud computing 

 There are number of cloud delivery models available today. To name a few are 
public, private and hybrid. We have already discussed public and private cloud ear-
lier. Let us now understand about the hybrid cloud. As the name suggests a hybrid 
cloud consists of two or more clouds. They may be private, public or community 
clouds. These clouds behave as unique entities but they are bounded with the help 
of standardized technology. This technology helps in enabling the data and applica-
tion portability (e.g. cloud bursting for load-balancing between clouds). 

 Next generation cloud computing decisions will be more complex. They will be 
designed to allocate the resources across an array of predefi ned building blocks as 
per the development by the service providers. They will scale up and scale down as 
per the demand. To achieve this one would require a careful evaluation and analysis 
of the subscribers’ inventory of enterprise applications so that it becomes easy to 
determine which applications can be moved to cloud platform easily. Also we would 
get an idea which cloud it should run upon (public, private or hybrid). Careful anal-
ysis of applications would make the decisions easy and clearly highlight the options 
for cloud delivery available with the organization. 
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 Benefi ts of private cloud:

•    Leverages cloud technology  
•   More standardization of infrastructure and business processes  
•   Reduce overall operational costs (OPEX)  
•   Improves business agility    

 Benefi ts of public cloud:

•    Leverages others’ infrastructure to run IT workloads  
•   Works on pay-as-you-go basis  
•   Reduces CAPEX costs     

    Are You Ready for the Cloud? 

 As we have seen there is plenty of hype about cloud computing, but its proper 
implementation can bring lot of benefi ts to an organization. Cloud applications can 
make a lot of sense for one’s business by speeding the processes helping to increase 
the revenues and reduce the costs. But for a successful implementation organiza-
tions must go beyond the hypes to fi nd the real solutions as per their requirement. 
Service Providers like HP and IBM have people, processes, expertise and proven 
track record in implementing the cloud computing platforms. They can make a real 
difference and provide a direct route towards the cloud applications. 

    Security Strategy Roadmap for Cloud Computing 

 One of the most important reasons why organizations fear from adopting or provid-
ing cloud services is security concern. They are inhibited by the privacy risk con-
cerns. Organizations and management should ask themselves the following 
questions before starting with the cloud strategy:

•    Do they understand different types of security issues and risks associated with 
cloud computing?  

•   Does the organization have a sound security system which aligns with the secu-
rity concerns of the customer and the corporate?  

•   What would be the expenditures on security in order to optimize the cloud 
initiatives?    

 There are companies like IBM that provide cloud security consulting depending 
on the specifi c requirements of the client. IBM Professional Security Services Cloud 
Computing helps its clients to develop a cloud security strategy roadmap that helps 
to understand, establish and defi ne the steps to achieve the security goals with 
respect to their cloud computing strategy. Their expertise in security areas of cloud 
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computing help organizations to determine their cloud computing goals and 
 initiatives and identify the security risks and privacy issues with the help of onsite 
work sessions and discussions. Once the security risks and privacy issues are under-
stood it becomes easier to design the appropriate risk mitigation strategies. 
Eventually it will provide a high-level security strategy roadmap for successfully 
achieving the cloud security requirements. 

 IBM Professional Security Services Cloud Computing follows the following 
steps in helping their clients with the cloud security solutions:

•     Provides guidance around client ’ s cloud security and privacy concerns : Their 
onsite working sessions begin with the discussions on cloud computing and the 
associated security issues and privacy concerns. The subject matter experts    pro-
vide an overview of security risks that apply to the subscriber and providers of 
cloud computing application and help to assess the risks that are appropriate to 
their cloud initiative.  

•    Determines the cloud scenarios that best meet client ’ s business needs : Throughout 
the process and work, subject matter experts are in direct contact with the client’s 
key personnel to understand their specifi c cloud initiatives and goals and then 
outline the associated cloud deployment scenarios. Each scenario is discussed in 
detail and then respective security risks are identifi ed. The identifi ed risks are 
mitigated in relation to identifi ed legal, regulatory and security requirements. To 
further fulfi l the remaining gaps the controls for required subscriber and provid-
ers are outlined.  

•    Leverage expertise to provide a high - level roadmap : Once the high priority tasks 
are determined the security experts collaborate with the business people to estab-
lish the risk mitigation process. The mitigation strategies and steps are designed 
for effective migration to cloud computing. They work with the company people 
to ensure that the designed risk mitigation strategy is in line with the security 
objectives and goals of the organization. Documentation of discussion, decisions 
and actions from the working session is done which is the result of the engage-
ment and high-level security roadmap for the client’s cloud initiative.      

    Social Commerce 

 Many entrepreneurs had bloomed in the year 1999 using dot com portal. Most of 
them were using e-commerce to offer their products and services. These entrepre-
neurs wanted to follow the model of Amazon.com. New ventures like Firstandsecond.
com, Sify.com, rediff.com, Fabmart, etc. started offering their services to Indian 
customers. Apnaloan offered its loan services through e-commerce portal instead of 
selling the traditional products. Shaadi.com, a matrimonial site offered matchmak-
ing through internet. All these companies’ progresses before the bubble burst for dot 
com portals. When NASDAQ crashed in April, 2000 investors and venture capital-
ists lost a huge sum of money. Private equity contributors also suffered huge losses. 
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 It took a long time after the crash to bring back the confi dence of investors and 
venture capitalist back into e-commerce. Hundreds of businesses closed down after 
the crash in 6–8 months and e-commerce business model was treated as immature. 
However, e-commerce revived after many months as the spirit had survived. Today 
many organizations are offering the products and services through internet that were 
earlier offered through traditional channels. Indians have become more tech-savvy 
and like to spend time on internet being engaged in several activities, this has given 
push to e-commerce trend in Indian market. A village near Hyderabad is a perfect 
example to this scenario. The village is around 45 min drive from the main city. The 
infrastructure of the village hasn’t change much during last 5 years. The roads are 
improper, loose wires lie around everywhere, there are no new schools and hospitals 
built in the village. But almost in every household of the village one would fi nd a 
DTH (Direct to Home) satellite TV. The customers select their preference channels 
and make payments as “pay per view.” They order movies and shows according to 
their desire. And what is more surprising is that, none of them have gone to physical 
store to buy this DTH. They have ordered these through e-commerce and have 
received delivery in a span of 4–5 days. The villagers have been able to get the 
products at best rates sometimes even cheaper than the physical stores. Internet is 
ubiquitous and it is slowly changing the buying pattern of the customers. There is a 
huge scope for e-commerce with ever increasing usage of internet and latest tech-
nology gadgets including mobile phones, laptops, ipads, etc. E-commerce has 
brought a big difference in the lives of people all over the globe. It has provided a 
different perspective to the social lives of the customer.  

    Social Power and Civilization 

 The year 2011 was remarkable and saw the rise of social power. People of Tunisia, 
Egypt and Libya used Facebook and Twitter to protest against dictators and knock 
them down. Even in Syria public outcried using social networking sites and Syria 
has gone to the polls. Similar things were happening in many countries. Ordinary 
people used the social platforms to protest against mighty powers and bring them 
down to their knees. 

 Companies and marketers have taken full use of social power to design their 
products, market them and after selling get the feedback from customers to improve 
their products and services. Today individuals are using potential of technology and 
harnessing social media to design and implement their business strategies. The 
managers no longer take the decision alone and put them on their teams, rather they 
reframe and redesign their strategies and policies accordingly in line with social 
power. Salesforce.com became leader in selling its Customer Relationship 
Management (CRM) software products by using the concept of social commerce. 
Today leaders have to show good faith, transparency and fairness to their stakehold-
ers, otherwise their customers and employees may not be as loyal to them as they 
were earlier. 
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 Customers also post their buyer and user experience on social media platform. 
This could have both benefi cial as well as disastrous effect. If the experience was 
unpleasant the potential buyer will get infl uenced and think twice before buying that 
product. However if the user experience is pleasant the same potential buyer will be 
infl uenced and might get converted into an actual buyer. Traditional companies never 
used this approach and will fi nd it diffi cult to sustain if they ignore the potential of 
social media. The executives handling the traditional business will have to reorient 
their minds towards social media. These changes will bring a new trend for both 
business as well as society. The business is becoming more refl ective of the choices 
and desires of the customers. Social power today can make or make a business 
model. To grow the business and move the company forward customers have become 
an important source for new ideas through their feedback and reviews. At the same 
time dissatisfi ed customers could cause reputation damage to the company. 

 In order to adapt the social commerce business model business leaders need to 
change. This change has to come in the form of ability to listen to customer feed-
back and implement it in improving the products and services. The reviews of the 
customers on internet must be taken seriously and should be treated as new innova-
tive ideas which company or business could not deliver or think of. Business leaders 
must build the trust by showing transparency and openness to different criticisms. 
The more the company is open to criticism the better it will be able to solve the 
problems and serve its customers. This way the success achieved will be more sus-
tainable. For example, Salesforce.com once had problem with reliability of one of 
their servers. Initially company did not have any discussions on it which made its 
customers unhappy. The customers were rather upset with this attitude. It later on 
turned into a public relation (PR) problem. The management then decided to come 
up with a website detailing all the issues related to the server. All the technical prob-
lems were discussed in detail on website and all possible information was provided 
before customers could complain about them. This approach reduced the anguish of 
the customers and helped the company built trust with their stakeholders.  

    Understanding Social Commerce 

 Social commerce is a concept in which electronic commerce is used along with 
social networking sites such as Facebook and Twitter to conduct business. It could 
be treated as a subset of electronic commerce, only difference being it involves 
social networking online sites. The concept involves the customers/user contribu-
tion and social interaction to help in buying and selling the products and services 
online. Social Commerce takes inputs from social networking sites and thus helps 
in increasing the online transactions. The concept describes a set of online collab-
orative shopping tools generated by social networking site users. These tools are 
picking lists, user ratings, suggestions, feedback, reviews, etc. This information is 
available for various products and services which have been used and experienced 
by users. The online shopping stores such as Amazon and Flipkart use these tools 
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extensively to increase their customer base. Reviews from their customers coupled 
with discounts and offers help them to attract more customers and improve their 
sales and network. 

 The user reviews, content and comments generated with the help of social com-
merce act as free advertisements for different products and services. “Word of 
mouth” is the best and most reliable source of information for a new customer. The 
varied experience of users provides a complete overview of the product and service 
which can help the customer to choose the best from available stock. Prospective 
buyers can buy these products and services online with the help of e-commerce site 
using these comments. In most of the cases e-commerce site is linked with the 
social networking site so that users can directly access them from the social net-
working site. Nowadays, with the increasing technology changes and advent of 
smart phones access to social networking sites have become much easier and faster. 
Subsequent to this e-commerce has become ubiquitous. The mobile software devel-
opers are coming up with new and advanced dedicated apps for both social net-
working and e-commerce sites which are becoming benefi cial for both seller and 
buyer. These days one can see pre-installed apps for Facebook and Twitter built in 
the phone. Also apps for e-commerce sites such as Flipkart, Amazon, Quickr, and 
OLX are freely available on mobile phone services market. The shoppers can get 
advice from trusted users, search desired goods and services and purchase them 
with the help of collaborative e-commerce tools. Advices available on the social 
network have found to increase the prospective customer’s trust in the buyer, prod-
uct and the buying process. 

 The scope and area of social commerce is continuously expanding to include 
more social media techniques and tools with advancement of technology. Take for 
example, the case of movies; the number of tickets that are brought online is a direct 
function of the reviews put up by those who have already seen that movie. After 
watching movie, people rate the movie based on the experience and likeability. 
Some people even post their reviews regarding the various aspects of the movie 
such as cast, story, music, camera work, acting, etc. Thus a new person can get a lot 
of information about the movie and based on his interest and take his decision 
wisely. The content of the reviews can be read by the users at their convenience and 
since the same site is integrated with the e-commerce site, one can also buy the 
tickets instantly, saving both time, effort and in some case even money through 
discount offers provided by service provider. 

 The difference between “social commerce” and “social shopping” is that social 
commerce is a collaborative network of online participants (which include vendors, 
users, etc.) for business whereas social shopping is mainly collaborative activity of 
online shoppers without involving the vendor or the seller. Each industry has varied 
usability of social commerce. In apparel, automobile and electronic industry 
e- commerce sites have taken comments generated by the users seriously. These 
reviews have proven to affect the topline of companies in a broad way. These com-
ments provide credibility to the e-commerce site and are generally authenticated. 
Let us consider automobile industry, the websites such as carwale.com, cardekho.
com have reviewed each and every comment on their website for different models 
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of car manufacturers. These comments have been used extensively by OEM’s 
(Original Equipment Manufacturers) to improve their product features and at the 
same time improve service levels in the supply chain. These sites use various tech-
niques such as user recommendations and referrals, customer ratings and reviews, 
social communities and forums, shopping tools and social advertisements.  

    How Has Social Commerce Evolved Over a Period of Time? 

 Social commerce has basically evolved from e-commerce and growing with the 
help of social networking websites like Facebook and the upcoming social shopping 
websites. Facebook itself has given birth to F-commerce which is gaining promi-
nence among suppliers, customers and retailers. Retailers are busy developing their 
own Facebook page to promote and grow their business. They are developing appli-
cations for their page to help customers with their buying decisions. They are 
enabling the purchase of product and services at the same place. In short, it is the 
concept of buying at the same place and at the same time. 

 Social commerce has found its place in virtual marketplace through social shop-
ping websites after its advent through social networking sites. One example of 
social shopping website is Stylehive (  http://www.stylehive.com    ). This site is a per-
fect combination of online shopping business model and social networking. Using 
this site a shopper can browse through various products and services offered by the 
company, compare their prices, read reviews posted by the users, interact with other 
buyers, check best sellers list and fi nally make a purchase decision. 

 According to industry reports on Generation Y, 60 % of people take help of social 
media to associate with brands and their respective business. More than 50 % of 
people feel that blogs, Facebook posts and comments, and related online media 
affect their views and purchase decisions about the products and services. Websites 
are infl uential in nurturing the sentiments of the Generation Y like brick-and-mortar 
stores.  

    Features of Social Commerce 

 User reviews and ratings are in great demand from customers of social shopping 
stores. Highly sophisticated recommendation technology has been implemented on 
shopping and social networking websites through which customers get access to the 
reviews and product ratings . With the help of this information customers are not 
only able to make more informed decision for them but also switch to a brand offer-
ing the same product at a lower price. Based on the interest, actions on the web and 
preferences the customers get product recommendation. According to a study con-
ducted by Brand Reputation, more than 80 % of the customers check online reviews 
about the product or service before purchasing them. This shows the growing 
importance of social commerce in today’s technology enabled world. 

Features of Social Commerce
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 Majority of social media networks have large number of members who are 
potential content generators and a repository of data and information. These net-
worked users help in generating new ideas, advertising, creating added value with-
out any cost, identifying prospective customers. They increase business effi ciency 
by understanding customer needs in a better way and thereby developing customer 
loyalty. To exploit the power of such networking, Volkswagen recently launched an 
ad campaign on YouTube. The ad campaign majorly focussed on ecological con-
cerns. The main agenda of the campaign was to encourage users to develop innova-
tive solutions for the changing environment and share them. VW utilized these 
newly generated ideas by customers and incorporated them in their own ads, thus 
delivering a creation by a customer to a customer, a unique way to reach out to pro-
spective customers in one of the most effi cient ways. 

 The above approach adopted by VW illustrates the importance and value of 
social media presence around us. In order to provide up-to-date information to con-
sumers effectively MIS (Management Information System) plays a critical role. 
Also in order to generate that up-to-date information, inputs from customers and 
users are required. These inputs (both objective and subjective) are gathered with 
the help of feedback, reviews and rating obtained from the users. Thus, we see that 
real-time data capture becomes essential and critical for implementation. This is 
achieved with the help of irreplaceable option of Information Systems.  

    The Facebook “Like” Button on the Product’s Web Page 

 Facebook “Like” button directly represents the liking of the user for a particular 
brand or product. When users visit the page of a particular brand or a product, they 
can represent their liking by clicking on the “Like” button. In this way brands and 
companies can promote their products in an almost cost free manner. 

 Social networking sites like Facebook helps e-commerce websites in three ways:

    1.     Better Understanding of the Consumer ’ s behaviour :  
 After integrating the Facebook “Like” button on product and brand pages and 
analyzing them companies can know their popularity. The product having the 
maximum number of likes will be more profi table as compared to the product 
having minimum likes. In this way, number of likes helps in immediate under-
standing of the customer’s preferences. By interpreting these numbers compa-
nies can do an alpha or beta testing of their products without actually developing 
or producing the product. Trial costs for products are almost nil in such as cases 
which otherwise would have required huge amount of investment in terms of 
money, time and efforts. They can understand the response and behaviour of 
customer for their future products and can plan their actual production, market-
ing and selling depending on the demand visualized by the analysis of number 
of likes.   
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   2.     Instant Personalization of the user experience :  
 The Facebook “Like” button is integrated with tools like “Facebook Instant 
Personalization pilot” program which enables personalization of visitor’s experi-
ence by using their public information available on their Facebook profi le.   

   3.     Brand Growth :  
 The brands and the products are easily able to expand their reach to a large cus-
tomer base with the help of social networking sites without much investment of 
money, time and effort. Reaching out to a large section of customer also helps 
them in garnering visibility on various fronts which ensures the product’s suc-
cess and sustained brand growth and development.     

    Advantages of Social Commerce 

 Social Commerce provides a unique personalized shopping experience to a shopper. 
Customers can get lot of information about the products and services by reading 
reviews and feedback of the past users. Reviews and ratings on social networking 
websites are very closely monitored so that customers can rely on the available 
information to make their buying decisions. Social commerce also provides a plat-
form where customers can interact with both seller as well as past consumers. At 
the same time customers also provide inputs to company by generating new ideas 
and mentioning their preferences which help the company to improve their prod-
ucts and services. The retailers have access to customer’s interests and social graph 
on social networking sites which can help them in developing promotional strate-
gies and plans. Through these plans and strategies they can better suit to the inter-
ests and preference of the customer and satisfy them in a more effi cient way. By 
positioning their offerings retailers can also attract prospective customers. Social 
Commerce provides an opportunity for customers to interact with online retailers 
and at the same time network with other customers by creating a direct contact 
with “Communities.” In this way consumers can exchange reviews about the prod-
ucts they wish to purchase or have already purchased so that others can benefi t 
from the same. 

 Building trust is more important in case of intangible products (which can be 
touched, seen or felt). Such products can only be viewed online and researched 
extensively to ensure buying. Social commerce helps in creating a trusted environ-
ment under these scenarios. Today technology is providing an immersive shopping 
environment along with great usability which makes the customer experience a 
seamless process. Right from providing the content from company, product reviews 
from past users, various payment options, to fi nal purchase by the customer, the 
entire buying process has become easy and user friendly. Word of mouth publicity 
is the most infl uential factor to improve the promotional strategies for products/
services. The social networking site also provides real-time feedback. With social 
commerce, retailers are able to receive customer feedback instantly and at the 
same time manage them in few minutes. Retail brands can react according to the 
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customer’s requirement since they have real time and instant access to the consumer 
behaviour. Retailers ensure that the products they are offering turn out to be most 
relevant for their consumer base. They can also analyze the weaknesses of their 
products and provide better products and services to their customer in future.   

    Pitfalls 

 By implementing right strategy, social commerce connects social media investment 
with new revenue sources. The key challenge that remains is to recognize and apply 
appropriate techniques to establish that connection and integrate them with suitable 
marketing, communication strategies and most importantly the business. If the key 
challenge is fulfi lled, a right creative user experience will be generated. 

 Some of the trends and the challenges of social commerce are as follows:  

    Moving Away from the Traditional Media 

 Social media is the mother of all communication tools. It provides a platform to 
businesses to not only know the customer’s reviews but also engage with them, thus 
strengthening the buyer–seller relationship. In order to make effi cient use of that 
platform companies need to adapt the culture existing in social media. They need to 
design their strategies, user communication which fi ts the members of social media. 
However, social media will not change businesses on its own. The businesses will 
have to think in line with the concept of social media and make best possible use of 
the opportunities provided by it. The critical challenge which remains is the genera-
tion of new ideas and unique ways to engage customers with the business.  

    Offering a United Shopping Experience 

 Social media is transformed into e-retail sites through social commerce. E-retail 
sites are also complemented by functionality of e-commerce. In most of the cases it 
is seen that businesses are able to use either of the functionalities but not both simul-
taneously. This is the point where businesses lose out to make full utilization of 
social commerce. Funkrush is an example of business having both F-store inte-
grated with its e-shop. Businesses have been also looking for newer platforms such 
as Tumblr and YouTube to promote their offerings in the market and attract more 
customers. Multi-channel shoppers incur over 80 % extra cost for each new transac-
tion when compared to a shopper who shop in store. Retailers also face the task of 
minimizing the cost in such a limited customer’s experience. This challenge could 
be solved with the help of single login which would prove out to be a great customer 
service in terms of speedy checkout and personalized payment portal. 
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    Privacy 

 There is no doubt in the fact that social media provides great offers and exciting new 
things to customers continuously. But it should be noted that constantly changing 
privacy policies and sharing settings have forced social media users to rethink about 
openly sharing their views on the social websites. Customers are not willing to share 
their review, likes and dislikes openly since they expect some privacy to be main-
tained while their personal information and choices are shared freely in public 
domain. In a recent study it was found that more than 70 % of the social networking 
site users (18–29 years of age) are reconsidering their privacy and sharing settings 
and are trying to limit the content which they are sharing online. The latest hacking 
scandals and accidental leakage of credit card numbers involving the top businesses 
like McDonald’s and MasterCard have increased the customer’s concern over safety 
and security of their personal data. With more and more businesses come into this 
fi eld the personal data of customer is bound to become more vulnerable and the key 
challenge for any company is to develop a robust security model which could pre-
vent the data theft and develop a long lasting trust and retain it among the users. One 
way to achieve this is to make customers understand the privacy policies and issues 
and ways to handle them. A well written privacy policy easily understood by the 
user will make them aware about the concerns and built a trust which would moti-
vate them to share their data and content on the public domain.  

    Customer Engagement 

 With continuously expanding social network it is very important for the companies 
and their brands to fi nd new ideas and ways to create a direct connection with their 
customers. They need to rise above the common chaos and ensure that there exists 
a direct interaction with the customers. The ever increasing number of social net-
working sites will confuse both customers as well as e-retailers. Customers will be 
unable to distinguish between numerous offerings and at the same time e-retailers 
will be unable to offer differentiated offerings to its customers. With so many 
options available it will require a large amount of time for a customer to compare 
the prices, feature, availability, etc. of products and increase the overall effort in 
making their buying decision. Thus it is essential for businesses to select social 
media platforms judiciously and use only those which best suit their purpose and 
customer base. 

 Some other key issues which need attention:

•    Most of the social commerce sites integrate the payment gateway on the social 
media network itself to ease out the payment process for the customer. Thus the 
users who would like to buy the product are redirected to the website of the com-
pany to complete the purchase process.  
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•   Buyers want a separate and secure payment network for purchasing the product. 
The privacy policy of the social sites like Facebook is not strong enough to con-
vince buyers to make their payment directly on the social network.  

•   Tools and applications of social commerce change rapidly with the changing 
interest of the people. Thus investment in engaging customers through social 
commerce could be risky. Earlier to Facebook, sites like MySpace, Orkut were 
very popular but are seen nowhere in today’s race. Thus being informed about 
the latest requirements and changes in customer interest is crucial.  

•   There are lot of intangible hidden costs involved in online selling unlike direct 
selling. It takes a long time to develop trust and relationship with the customer 
and sustaining it. A strong relationship and trust may be diffi cult to develop as 
there is no direct or one to one connection with the customer. Therefore one time 
selling may be easier through lucrative offer and promotion but retaining the 
customer might be a diffi cult task.  

•   It is much easier for the consumer to express his regret or dissatisfaction from the 
product or service being offered by the company. They have powerful tools in 
their hands like Twitter and YouTube to express their disappointment which 
could impact the brand’s reputation in a negative way.     

    How to Address These Pitfalls? 

 The issues discussed above must be sorted at strategic level. While designing the 
social networking website these challenges must be kept in mind to effi ciently inte-
grate social media with e-commerce. While designing, following points must be 
kept in mind:

    1.    Facilitation of planning and control   
   2.    Minimization of information redundancy   
   3.    Integration of processes   
   4.    Effi cient metrics   
   5.    Personalization/customization   
   6.    Feedback     

 A complete shopping experience can be created for a customer by combining 
social networking, online transactions and virtual marketplace business models by 
integrating various processes. Security measures are taken with the help of fi rewalls, 
anti-virus and antispyware software, intrusion detection system, digital certifi cates, 
encryptions mechanisms and rigorous software testing and metrics. A variety of 
data privacy mechanisms are available on social networking and social shopping 
sites which can help users to manage their privacy settings. Information Systems 
(IS) available on these websites have been programmed in such a way that provide 
fl exibility to user in terms of demographics, availability of personal information, 
areas of interest and updates. Social commerce websites can reach out to right 
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 customers at right time and place with the help of customization through various 
processes in information system. For effective advertising, websites like Stylehive 
and Facebook have customized the processes. IS, thus helps in developing a person-
alized marketing strategy for enhanced customer engagement.   

    Future of Social Commerce 

 So far from our discussion in this chapter it can be easily believed that social com-
merce has tremendous potential in becoming one of the primary revenue generating 
sources in near future. Currently the social commerce platforms used on websites 
like Facebook are effective only in impulse purchase. However if a proper balance 
between data privacy policies and providing right information to advertisers is 
maintained, social commerce can prove out to be the next best thing for businesses 
in this world of digitization. 

 Another shortcoming prevalent in social commerce platform is the absence of 
B2B transactions which are generally high volume and specifi c business related 
transactions. Currently social networking and social shopping websites are limited 
to B2C transactions, thus providing immense potential for business to business 
dealings through social media and e-commerce.    
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    Chapter 4   
 Cloud Computing Strategy 

                     Learning Objectives  

•      When should a company adopt cloud computing  
•   Cloud strategy framework  
•   Cloud architecture design principles  
•   Cloud risk management     

   Introduction 

    IndiaInfoline (  www.indiainfoline.com    ) is a brokerage fi rm dealing with retail and 
corporate brokerages. It has also operations in consumer lending apart from realty 
and wealth management. The challenge faced by the organization is variable 
demand, spike in volumes and online security issues. The fi rm wanted to concen-
trate in its core business and reduce effort, time and investment in technology infra-
structure. The CIO was asked to devise a strategy that will reduce spending on IT 
while all transactions will be carried out with the help of technology. This will help 
in consistency and predictability in performance. The CIO adopted cloud strategy. 
He managed to reduce IndiaInfoline’s annual IT costs by a factor of fi ve in a time 
span of 12 months. During the same period the company’s revenues increased 36 %. 
This means not only the cloud strategy supported business growth, it also reduced 
spending on technology. They are, if you allow for a little exaggeration, much like 
commodity traders. They scour for events when the need for computing power will 
surge and buy it just before the spike. 

 For instance, the day Coal India (  www.coalindia.in    ) listed on the stock exchanges 
in India, the number of transactions done through IndiaInfoline jumped up 60 %. 
The IT team managed the surge in volume through cloud strategy. The day was 
uneventful because the IT department had already obtained virtual computers to 
take care of surge in volumes. And once the surge was over, all those computers 
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were decommissioned without incurring any further costs. Muralikrishna K., the 
head of Infosys’ Communications and Computers division, manages projects exe-
cuted by more than 150,000 employees throughout the world. These employees are 
engaged in around 7,500 projects running on any given day at Infosys. Using Global 
Delivery Model, the company delivers projects to clients across the world. Being 
bound by rules and regulations of Software Technology Park of India, Infosys can 
buy hardware after bagging a project, which means it cannot forecast its hardware 
requirements well in advance. I there are many orders    “software park,” the com-
pany was bound by rules that allowed it to procure hardware only when projects 
arrived, he says.

  Today, using cloud computing technologies, Infosys can set up to 100 servers for a new 
project within 30 min. Back in its data centre, Muralikrishna can fi t 800 “virtual servers” in 
the space that would have been occupied by a 165-L refrigerator. “New projects would take 
up to 6 weeks to start. Now we can do it in just 30 min,” he says. This is just a glimpse of 
the potential cloud computing holds. 

   Cloud computing helps you to buy computing power the way you buy electricity. 
Today nobody manufactures their own electricity, but chooses to use from different 
options depending on their requirements. Cloud computing promises to get rid orga-
nizations of their needs to buy physical hardware, expensive software and spend 
money on cumbersome storage. Organizations can buy the computing power they 
need by paying appropriate rental fee. If early signs are any indication, cloud com-
puting holds the potential to allow rapid changes to their business model, deliver 
cost savings and change the way IT functions in organizations. Companies such as 
IndiaInfoline, Infosys, Tata Motors, ESPN-Star, Schiller Corp and Mahindra 
Renault are using it to reduce either their IT hardware costs or software costs. 

   The Future 

 With the changing market dynamics, companies now need to have agility to serve 
their customers. Earlier, the fi rms could manage    with longer lead time for acquiring 
customers, but now it has gone down drastically. Using cloud computing the com-
panies can get these customers to their fold faster than they were able to do that 
earlier. Today, Google claims that “it has signed up over two million enterprise 
customers.” This has been possible because of several Google applications. Google 
encourages several professional developers to partner with Google. Using these 
Google Apps platform, about 100,000 enterprises (businesses, educational institu-
tions and NGOs) in India alone have become its customer. The business models of 
companies like   www. Salesforce.com     and Microsoft (  www.microsoft.com    ) encour-
age open source, collaborations and virtual installations of software. This implies 
that software like Offi ce 365 can be used by users without installing them on their 
hard drives. This gives the users to pay only for the amount of usage rather than 
paying for number of licenses purchased. This approach could hasten the process 
of acquiring more customers as well as get other companies as their partners. 
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  www.Salesforce.com     has 87,200 customers globally using 240,000 applications. 
It has number of customers in third world countries including India. In India, it has 
a variety of customers spread across small and medium enterprises (SME). This 
gives credential to the fact that cloud computing can be used by SMEs. As far as big 
fi rms are concerned,   www.salesforce.com     has customers such as Janalakshmi 
Financial Services, Bajaj Finance, Su-Kam and Tulip Telecom. 

 Microsoft launched cloud computing solutions named Azure in India. It used 
several collaborators such as professional developers and independent software 
vendors. These collaborators were connected to a network using virtual forums such 
as chat room, webinars, etc. Using these collaborations, Microsoft managed 6,000 
apps to be developed on this platform within a short span of 15 months. Microsoft 
would have taken years together to develop all these applications through its own 
resources (personnel) employed in its Development Centres. As a result, after 
launch of this service, Microsoft has acquired 600 customers within 9 months. As 
the broadband and IT infrastructure becomes much more reliable, one expects to see 
the cloud computing more popular. In a survey conducted by Zinnov Consulting 
(  http://www.zinnov.com/    ), CIOs discussed adaptability of cloud computing in small 
and medium enterprises. The survey says that by 2015, 40 % of respondents plan to 
spend at least 5 % of the their IT budget on cloud and 21 % expect to spend close to 
10 % of their IT budget on this new technology trend.

  You should be able to Increase and decrease IT infrastructure and you should be able to pay 
for only what you use 

 —Sharad Sanghi, CEO, Netmagic 

   We are witness to a strong trend in technology—cloud computing. It is predicted 
(Gartner report on technology trend) that for the next 5 years, it will be cloud com-
puting that will dominate decisions related to different business models. This is 
because of ever increasing infrastructure investment in all the economies (both 
developing and developed countries). This has helped in greater presence of internet 
resulting in creation of a global computing grid. This grid is available all the time, 
“always-on,” affordable and easy to use. There could be initial inhibitions related to 
adopting cloud computing as a technology strategy. But as the benefi ts of the cloud 
computing impact all the stakeholders, it will make a big change in the entire infra-
structure network. For example, in a traditional business model, infrastructure needs 
to be bought well in advance and with a plan for future growth. Plant, machinery 
and even IT systems have to be bought in advance. The problem with the approach 
is that, in case the business does not take off as initially planned, we can’t get rid of 
infrastructure if we don’t need it. Capital-raising has to be done at the initial stage. 
Increasing or decreasing debt in favour of equity always needs forward planning 
and involvement of professionals from investment banks. If the business goes 
through a variable demand, then it would be diffi cult to retrench and hire people at 
will. Cloud computing strategy takes care of this variable demand. With cloud com-
puting, IT costs can be adjusted on demand. Thus, there is a business case for cloud 
computing. A fi rm should be able to increase and decrease IT infrastructure and pay 
for only what it uses. 
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 According to Zinnov’s survey, over the next 5 years, more than 40 % Indian 
companies will move email, enterprise software and customer relationship man-
agement software to the cloud. They have already started investing in buying com-
puting power or virtual servers, just the way IndiaInfoline (  www.indiainfoline.
com    ) does. The paradoxical thing about the cloud is that it is small companies 
rather than the big companies that are investing in it. Since the big tech companies 
have not done what mobile companies like Airtel or FMCG companies like HUL 
have done, which evolve business models to target the price sensitive mass market, 
it has allowed a host of smaller technology fi rms like Netmagic, Sify, Nustreet, 
Affordable Business Solutions and even Amazon to move into this market. 
Considering the big ticket IT investments that Indian companies have made in the 
last 15 years, this approach will make their operations more effi cient. It started with 
the enterprise resource planning software (ERP) implementation in cloud. Later on 
salesforce.com used cloud computing to attract customers to its customer relation-
ship software.  

   Cloud Computing Readiness 

 Cloud computing strategy has many advantages, but the fi rm must be ready to adopt 
it. Whether to be or not to be in cloud computing is a question that every CEO needs 
an answer. Cloud computing reduces the cost of investment and increases opera-
tional effi ciency; this happens because the fi rms can engage its human resources to 
its core business areas. As a result, small and medium enterprises can get a head 
start in their business operations. However, not every business needs to operate “in 
the cloud.” Before one makes the move, consider these fi ve criteria. (These fi ve 
criteria have been given by Philip McKinney, vice president and chief technology 
offi cer of Hewlett-Packard’s Personal Systems Group.) 

   Growth of Business 

 Investments in hardware and software typically follow a stair-step pattern. 
Incremental outlays often lead to too much capacity. Cloud computing can more 
smoothly match technology expenditures with a company’s natural trajectory. 
Fast- growers tend to be good candidates for the cloud, as are those with choppy or 
seasonal demand. 

 Geographical spread of business 
 Cloud services, by defi nition, are available 24 × 7. That gives employees and cus-

tomers access to information from anywhere and in real time—a huge advantage for 
companies with operations in different locations and in multiple time zones. The 
more spread out a business is, the more the cloud can help.  
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   Service-Level Agreement 

 This is a typical decision between control vs. cost. If the customers demand a high 
level of reliability in the system, then a judicious decision needs to be taken. For 
example, a system boasting 99.999 % availability means that it will be offl ine just 
6.05 s per week, while one offering mere 99 % availability will be down 1.68 h per 
week. Those three extra 9 s don’t come cheap—perhaps 8–10 times more than 
 cut- rate 99 % service—so be honest about how much up-time your system must 
deliver to meet your customers’ needs. (If you’re not in the health care, telecom-
munication or public safety industries, 99.95 % should do.) Also keep in mind that 
overall reliability depends not just on the cloud vendor but also on the network 
provider. Beware: Neither cloud vendors nor broadband providers will race to take 
ownership of your system’s reliability.  

   Security 

 Some cloud vendors share their servers with other customers—that may not be a 
good fi t for companies in regulated industries, such as health care and banking, as 
data are never 100 % secured in a shared environment. A hybrid approach for cloud 
can make a positive impact on the business.  

   Vendor Reliability 

 There are now 100 of cloud vendors to choose from. Many are launching new ser-
vices, like mobile marketing and social networking, to separate them from others. 
But lots of new players and incessant innovation also invite instability, and cloud 
vendors go out of business for all sorts of reasons. Learn the credibility of a vendor 
by looking at data such as data on outages and reliability for popular cloud services. 
Also several sites will have complaints from the customers which will be recorded. 
These will help to determine which vendor to choose from and determine their 
credibility.  

   Change in Business Model 

 ERP implementation was beyond the reach of many small and medium enterprises 
because this would mean high cost of purchase, implementation, training and time 
required to implement were high (often more than 15 months). As big companies 
were customers, there was little need for software companies to redesign their prod-
ucts for the smaller companies. This is one reason why Karnal Agro Forging 
(a small unit in Karnal, Haryana, India, does not have a website of its own) could 
never invest in an ERP. Located in Karnal, where the population is less than one 
million people, it isn’t really where the big names of the world (such as SAP, 
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ORACLE, etc.) would look for customers. This is so because their costs would be 
too high for this small company that makes metal parts for agricultural equipment. 
These businesses need a different business model. 

 Parthasarathy, who earlier founded Aztec Software & Technology Services Ltd. 
(  http://www.aztec.soft.net    ), targets the SME sector, which isn’t well-served in terms 
of IT offerings. So, Chennai-based  Nu Street Technologies  ( website  :   www.nustreet.
com    ) builds applications for niches like spinning, forging, manufacturing and 
healthcare sectors, and hosts them on Microsoft platform based cloud infrastructure. 
This helps in reducing its own hardware cost. In a conventional software scenario, 
the cost of customization and selling it to different market segments would have 
increased the cost of implementation. But because the application is in the cloud, he 
can use the basic kernel of the software, customize it a little bit and offer it to cus-
tomers of different industries. 

 Using cloud computing, an executive can get key business metrics in his email 
every day. This he can get for a monthly fee and no upfront investment. Earlier, the 
production planning needed to be done 15–20 days in advance, now he can do it in 
a day. Typically a fi rm now can have all its 25 units in enterprise linked through the 
cloud. The company can now identify reasons for line rejections, which has led to 
5–10 % savings. Secondly, due to MIS (management information system) data, an 
executive can fi nd out where the raw material is getting blocked, which has led to 
10 % improvement in work in progress, which has resulted improved cash fl ow. 
Moreover, due to the dashboard in the application, he is able to benchmark his com-
pany’s performance against the industry average every month. 

 For many small- and medium-sized companies the big challenge is keeping their 
investment of resources (money, time and human) in IT department small. This will 
help them to focus on their core business. “We’ve got clients whose entire IT depart-
ments have been wiped out in one shot from just one headhunter who comes call-
ing,” says Srikant Rao, CEO of Affordable Business Solutions (  http://www.abs.in    ), 
a Bangalore-based company that develops customized cloud-based ERP solutions 
for SMEs. 

 This is also encouraging for a company like Wildcraft (  http://www.wildcraft.in    ), 
a maker of travel and adventure gear. A self-funded company, Wildcraft was for 
many years wary of expanding its store network because the company was unsure 
how well it could manage its cash operations. It was also very conservative with the 
number of products it offered because it felt its inventory would get too unwieldy. 
But since adopting the cloud-based ERP in April 2009, the company has been able 
to scale up fast. Siddharth Sood, one of the company’s founder-directors, says, 
“It now takes me less than an hour to confi gure a new showroom.” Wildcraft has 
expanded its stores from 5 to 30, and products from 150 to 1,000 in 18 months, lead-
ing to a fi vefold increase in sales. 

 Even for companies that are extremely savvy and venture-funded, the cloud 
offers the great advantage of speed. redBus (  http://redbus.in    ) is a 5-year-old com-
pany (established in 2008) that pioneered online sales of bus tickets and is today the 
leader in that fi eld. It is much more technology-savvy than most companies its size. 
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The founders are all engineers and ex-employees of IT companies. Yet in March 
2013 they migrated to Amazon’s cloud service offerings. The database and business 
logic have moved to Amazon’s cloud services. This helped them to reduce time for 
adding a new server during peak load. This they learnt the hard way after they had 
serious challenges with time required to do things like adding a new server or sim-
ply open an additional hardware port. Charan Padmaraju, its co-founder and CTO, 
says as a result, his developers spent hours chasing up with their data centre service 
provider for even minor things. The result was their hardware was either stressed 
out during spikes and under-utilized during average days. “Last Diwali as the visi-
tors to our website shot up, our servers slowed down before fi nally crashing. We 
were completely helpless and had no option but to restart everything. We must have 
lost a few lakh rupees because of that,” says CEO Phanin-dra Sama. In contrast, this 
Diwali, as customer visits increased by 100 %, redBus simply ordered extra servers 
that were just “clicks away,” says Sama. Today redBus buys computing on an hourly 
basis from Amazon. During the day it has 35 servers to handle the booking load. 
At night there are only 20 servers in existence. “We just de-commission other 
machines during the night,” says Sama.  

   Variable Demand 

 The volatile nature of customer demands (such as sudden spurt in demand during 
festive season and no or less demand during other seasons) is seen more often 
today. The experience of redBus or IndiaInfoline is a reality for many retail busi-
nesses today (which has Business To Customer, B2C models). This is also the 
reason that investment in IT spending doesn’t make business cases that used to be 
earlier; this sort of paybacks that CIOs often used to present their CEOs. In 2005, 
IndiaInfoline’s technology spending was about 4–5 % of total sales. That’s a very 
normal level. Then as the bull market gathered momentum, trading volumes 
increased. Annual IT spends shot up to 7–8 % of total sales. “It was considered 
okay because conventional wisdom had it that in 3 years you recover your money,” 
says Bannerjee. During the economy slow down, the trading volumes dropped 
fast but more importantly, revenues dropped even faster. IT Investments made 
during the peak period did not yield payback. “Our business is not like steel where 
the demand cycle is 10–12 years. It is much, much shorter,” says Bannerjee. So 
what does a company do when it can’t let go of offi ce space or computers? In 
order to survive, the fi rm starts reducing staff size. It lets its people go to reduce 
costs and maintain profi tability. However, with cloud computing strategy, this 
situation is avoidable or has a minimum impact. With the cloud, since all these 
costs are truly adjustable, it means the investment is always recovered. “Plus, 
I always have the latest IT hardware running and the latest version of the software 
running,” says Bannerjee.   
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   Role of CIO in Cloud Computing 

 With the CIO’s ability to deliver business returns, his role in the organization is all 
set to change. That is best seen in the way other staff in the IT department functions. 
Earlier employees from IT department were technical specifi cation experts. Their 
knowledge was limited to different processors, ports in computers, etc. They were 
also experts in knowing when to order, what forms to be fi lled to get approvals. With 
cloud computing, technical people can understand their business better. This helps 
to plan for capacity planning and capacity utilization. It isn’t as if large companies 
don’t see these changes. It is just that large organizations aren’t sure about wanting 
to see their data, their computers all in a virtual form. What if the Internet crashes? 
What if the data gets stolen? Consider the case of Welspun (  http://www.welspun.
com/    ), a textile company. It uses software to collect real-time shop fl oor data directly 
from machines. The analysis of this data can reveal things like the top fi ve reasons 
causing maximum rejection in the last 30 min, and this happens instantly. This soft-
ware could cost 30 % less if deployed in the cloud. But Welspun has opted for an 
in-between method. Its IT systems are leveraged by Covacsis (  http://www.covacsis.
com/en/    ), which has developed the software solution, for deployment. Through its 
own private cloud, Covacsis provides customer support not only to Welspun but to 
other companies like Castrol India, Grasim and Godrej where it has deployed its 
software product. 

 The decision to adopt cloud computing strategy depends on the culture of the 
organization. If the company has a control-freak culture, apprehension for cloud is 
understandable. This strategy implies that cloud strategy has to be well thought of 
and both cloud strategy as well as cloud architecture need to be aligned with busi-
ness goals. This chapter deals with design of cloud strategy framework and cloud 
architecture. Both these designs need to be enabling business at strategic, functional 
and operational levels. For example, for HDFC Bank (  http://www.hdfcbank.com    ), 
it has moved all the applications, that are run on Windows platform, to cloud com-
puting. These applications are payroll, Human Resource Information System, infra-
structure management applications, that are resource intensive, require constant 
updating and are maintained by outside vendors (not by its IT employees). However, 
applications that require sensitive data to be stored, such as core banking and ATM 
switches’ software will remain inside its premises. This means that the cost advan-
tages of the cloud are well understood but depending on the criticality of the soft-
ware being used, one needs to weigh between options of cost and control. If there is 
a mission-critical software that is being used or if there is a proprietary software that 
needs to be employed, then it doesn’t take to the cloud as of now. Similar views have 
been echoed by several CIOs. 

 Most banking software, or for that matter ATM software, is usually created 
around specifi c hardware for high performance. The performance of such software 
suffers severely when put on any other type of hardware. Hence, if these software 
are put on cloud computing then it is hard to control the exact confi guration of hard-
ware. So HDFC Bank is planning to move its less critical applications on the cloud 
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while business sensitive applications requiring special hardware will continue to be 
installed in its premises. “For the more critical applications, we will have to look at 
a longer time frame,” says Jaggia. A large company like HDFC Bank will need 
more assurances from its technology vendors before it does that. 

 However, the industry still wants to wait and watch. Many big IT service provid-
ers aren’t very cloud friendly at the moment; this is per an analyst from the research 
fi rm Gartner (  http://www.gartner.com    ). Firms like SAP and Oracle are wary of 
introducing cloud-specifi c licensing models because they’re afraid that their reve-
nues will dip. As a result, when a company like HDFC Bank or Tata Steel wants to 
shift its enterprise applications to the cloud, it does not fi nd the proposition to be 
attractive. Many large companies also say that the service-level agreements and 
quality of service commitments that they get on cloud platforms aren’t good enough. 
In addition, it is true that large enterprises prefer to have their own hardware and 
software so as to claim tax (depreciation) benefi ts. 

 The biggest concern for effective cloud computing strategy is data security. 
Companies have traditionally stored data on the hardware in their premises and 
secured them with fi rewalls, anti-virus software and a range of controls—physical 
and virtual. When the data moves to cloud there is a fear of data loss (e.g. in October, 
 Mint  newspaper (  http://www.livemint.com/    ) lost all the blog posts it had hosted on 
a cloud server), and indeed data were stolen. Besides, cloud does not offer custom-
ers the satisfaction of seeing data destruction. (No optical disk gets shredded, for 
example.) When you use less data, the part of the machine that stored your data 
simply goes to someone else. Another aspect closely tied to data is the fear of get-
ting locked to a cloud provider. “Open Cloud Manifesto,” a document calling for 
open standards in cloud computing, so that customers can move data and applica-
tions from one cloud to another easily, seems to have enlisted support from a range 
of IT players such as IBM and Cisco, etc. But not everyone has joined the coalition; 
Amazon, Google, Microsoft and   Salesforce.com     are missing from the coalition. 
This implies that guidelines and standards for cloud computing are coming up, 
which will improve predictability and standardization. In cloud computing, inter-
pretability of clouds is essential but it “should be a combination of strengths, not a 
forced convergence of common subset of capabilities.” This will help increase the 
fl exibility and make it trust worthy. 

 It’s easy to see why standards are not in place. Cloud computing is still in a 
nascent stage. It demands a fundamental shift in the way businesses have looked at 
IT. The move from premises based storage to cloud computing is as signifi cant as 
the move from Mainframe to PCs. Moving to cloud computing will require transi-
tion and proper risk management strategy. For a large enterprise, with its applica-
tions customized extensively, it becomes diffi cult to change the attitude. The attitude 
and corresponding change management need to be addressed as sense of lack of 
ownership, loss of control would be diffi cult to overcome. If the company has a 
distributed network and data reside in different places, the decision is not easy to 
move to cloud computing. In a way this transition is similar to moving to PC based 
network from mainframe based network. The transition from legacy system to PC 
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based infrastructure had several pain points and it took quite sometime before 
 standardization could happen. We see a similar mindset and attitude problems with 
respect to transition to cloud computing. 

 If the existing legacy systems make it diffi cult for them to move, the benefi ts of 
cloud computing are not reaped completely because of less than attractive service 
levels. Large companies have much more stringent quality norms than smaller com-
panies and they fi nd that the higher price they pay for such standards wipes out the 
cost advantages. The enterprise-level service levels that large companies seek also 
tend to be 25–30 % more expensive than what cloud computing vendors can  provide. 
In many ways cloud computing is to technology what outsourcing was to global 
business. This shift, though inevitable, will upend many entities in the technology 
value chain—enterprise software vendors, hardware makers and internal IT teams. 
This shift in strategy not only needs to be aligned with business model, but also 
requires a shift in mindset. Once companies like Indiafoline, redBus or even 
Welspun use this technology trend to gain market share, it would be hard for peers 
to keep the cloud at bay. Probably what Robert De Niro said in Cape Fear “You can 
run, but you can’t hide!” Cloud could be inevitable in long run.  

   Criteria for Moving to Cloud 

 We have discussed benefi ts of cloud computing in great depth; in this section we 
discuss on competencies required for cloud. As many organizations think that cloud 
is going to be their priority, there are many research fi ndings which tells us widen-
ing gap between demand and supply of cloud skills. Apart from other factors cloud 
computing skills shortage is going to prevent the growth and adoption unless we do 
something immediately. 

 To uncover this, the following section describes different competencies and skills 
that are required to move to cloud computing. This will help in reducing the gap in 
preparedness and will help moving the enterprise to manage transition. There is a 
huge opportunity to train the workforce and become ready to tap the megatrend. The 
competencies are discussed below. 

   Cloud Technical 

 This consists of understanding of technical aspects of virtualization and manage-
ment of cloud lifecycle. Conducting due diligence for cloud to identify candidates 
for public and private cloud and how cloud should be implemented is something 
which cloud specialists must understand. It also includes monitoring, service 
 management and SLA management over cloud, which is different from traditional 
approaches.  
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   Partner Management 

 This will be required for certain types of cloud. The fi rm needs to manage its 
 relationship with its cloud provider. It will not be a short-term relationship and has 
to be managed with perfection so that the service does not face challenges. This will 
be required for both supplier and consumer as the heartburns of moving to cloud 
needs to be addressed through proper understanding as the failure of relationship 
will have catastrophic impact.  

   Demand Management 

 This is needed for consumers of service as commoditization of IT resources will 
convert them as demand managers where they need to understand the business 
demand and channelize it to right provider.  

   Contract Management 

 You will have to understand contracts better once you lose control over in-house 
capabilities. This is something which will keep you in control on your various pro-
viders through your deep understanding of what you have contracted. Inability to 
manage contracts will keep you in sticky wicket and create issues with relation-
ships. While I do not advocate using contract for managing relationship but is an 
important piece of control and guidance.  

   Cloud Financials 

 Understanding cloud fi nancials is important and one must learn how to compute the 
costs and savings when you move to cloud.  

   Negotiation 

 This is necessary because cloud providers tend to give an impression that their 
services are not negotiable and it is at times very diffi cult. Traditional vendor man-
agement skills may not create a breakthrough result as cloud negotiations are dif-
ferent and it requires deeper negotiations. We have to revisit our skills of 
negotiations under the changed circumstances of commoditization and consumer-
ization. The negotiations will happen internally as well as externally as you release 
control over the IT.  
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   Governance 

 Mostly an afterthought in the entire process of cloud, a good cloud governance leads 
to successful and satisfi ed customer and provider of service. Failure to govern will 
generate myths, which will lead to resistance to change elsewhere. It should incor-
porate management forums, reporting and MIS, service delivery management, etc. 
I advocate setting up    of “Cloud Management Offi ce” and executive committees of 
different levels with your cloud provider. This should also have understanding of 
audits and compliances over cloud. 

 Today’s CIOs and business leaders from industry and governments around the 
globe are challenged to stay competitive and meet business objectives. Aligning the 
enterprise IT model with the business, controlling costs and keeping pace with the 
rapid rate of innovation are critical. The reasons cited are compelling. Early adopt-
ers of cloud computing have already realized signifi cant benefi ts, including:

•    Reducing IT labour cost by up to 50 % in confi guration, operations, management 
and monitoring.  

•   Reducing server and application provisioning cycle times from weeks to 
minutes.  

•   Improving quality.  
•   Eliminating up to 30 % of software defects.  
•   Lowering end-user IT support costs by up to 40 %.    

 With the growing adoption of cloud computing there has been a concurrent 
growth in the number and variety of vendors in the marketplace with cloud offer-
ings. These providers range from established IT industry leaders like IBM to 
 software as a service vendors leveraging cloud computing to broaden their scope—
Salesforce.com, for example—to players leveraging other domain expertise or part-
nerships to enter the cloud arena, such as Amazon, Google, Cisco and VMware, 
along with numerous telecommunications and hosting service providers. 

 The more crowded this marketplace becomes, the more challenging it is for CIOs 
to select the right cloud vendor to meet the organization’s needs. And as the applica-
tions deployed on private or public clouds move up the value chain and into the 
enterprise computing realm, the stakes increase as well—with selection criteria 
shifting from an emphasis on price to considerations such as security, reliability, 
scalability, control and tooling, and a trusted vendor relationship.   

   Cloud Architecture 

 Cloud computing can potentially be a disruptive change to the way an enterprise’s 
IT services are delivered. We propose that before making a transition to cloud com-
puting strategy, the fi rm needs to follow a framework that will reduce the chances of 
error. This framework will also help in minimizing risks involved in the switch to 
cloud computing. By examining a fi rm’s present business model, the cloud solution 
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provider’s reference architecture should also be examined as a foundation for 
 transition. Cloud computing must be enabled with effective security, resiliency, 
 service management, governance, business planning and technology lifecycle 
 management. These are the components of an effective and comprehensive cloud 
architecture that will enable the enterprise to control the environment more 
 effectively, optimize productivity, reduce associated labour costs and ensure safe 
environment for business users. By delivering best practices in a standardized, 
methodical way, this reference architecture ensures consistency and quality across. 

  Cloud architecture should be :

•    Based on open standards.  
•   Delivers robust security, governance, compliance and privacy capabilities.  
•   Combines powerful automation and services management (low touch) with rich 

business management functions for fully integrated, top-to-bottom management 
of cloud infrastructure and cloud services.  

•   Supports the full spectrum of cloud service models, including infrastructure as a 
service (IaaS), platform as a service (PaaS), software as a service (SaaS) and 
business process as a service (BPaaS).  

•   Enables the fl exible scaling and resiliency required for successful cloud econom-
ics and ROI.  

•   Facilitates seamless integration into existing customers’ environments based on 
industry-leading expertise with SOA for building services and service-oriented 
architectures.    

 This architecture provides specifi cations not only for the physical components of 
a cloud implementation (network, compute, storage, virtualization), but as impor-
tantly for the software components required to run operational and business man-
agement processes. It also defi nes governance policies tailored for the environment 
or organization (Fig.  4.1 ).
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     Principles Guiding Cloud Architecture Decisions 

 An architectural principle is an overarching guideline or paradigm driving decisions 
across the entire architecture development process. There are three established prin-
ciples that guide cloud architects in defi ning the detailed components of each module 

  Effi ciency principle . Design for cloud-scale effi ciencies and time-to-deliver/time-
to-change metrics when realizing cloud characteristics such as elasticity, self- 
service access and fl exible sourcing. Objective: drive down costs per service instance 
hour and time to response by orders of magnitude. 

  Lightweight principle . Support lean and lightweight service management policies, 
processes and technologies with an eliminate-standardize-optimize evolutionary 
approach. Objective: radical exploitation of standardization in cloud environments 
to reduce management costs. 

  Economies - of - scale principle . Identify and leverage commonality in cloud service 
design. Objective: Optimize sharing of management components and infrastructure 
across cloud services to reduce capital expense, operating expense and time to 
market. 

 Cloud reference architecture addresses the three major roles in any cloud com-
puting environment: cloud service provider (CSP), cloud service creator and cloud 
service consumer. With this strict separation of concerns, the cloud architecture 
enables specifi c perspectives to be assumed in order to understand the requirements, 
expectations and value propositions placed upon the system, and the supporting 
capabilities necessary to fulfi l these requirements:

•    From the service consumer’s perspective, a simplifi ed interface is needed with 
well-understood service offerings, pricing and contracts. The value proposition 
for the service consumer is to get fast, on-demand access to the service they need 
while only paying for the period of time the service is used.  

•   From the service provider’s perspective, a highly effi cient service delivery and 
service support infrastructure and organization are needed in order to provide 
differentiated, well-understood, standardized and high-quality services to end 
users. Service management makes it possible for signifi cant economies of scale 
to be achieved. A self-service portal allows exposing a well defi ned set of ser-
vices in a highly automated fashion at a very attractive cost point.  

•   From the service creator’s perspective, a tooling environment is needed for mod-
elling and assembling service elements (virtual images, for example) as well as 
an effective means of managing the service lifecycle.      

   Components of Cloud Architecture 

 Cloud reference architecture, security, resiliency, performance and consumability 
underpin all other service provider components: the common cloud management 
platform, the cloud services layer and the physical infrastructure layer. This approach 
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is critical to maintaining consistency in how various non-functional requirements 
are executed at each of these other layers of the architecture. For example, if a secu-
rity policy at the highest level defi nes that customer information cannot leave the 
country, then at the lower level of physical resources, disk space must be allocated 
only in the country where the data originates. 

 The key security focus areas for the cloud services layer include:

•    Federated identity, authorization and entitlements.  
•   Audit and compliance reporting.  
•   Intrusion detection and prevention.  
•   Secure separation of subscriber domains.  
•   Secure integration with existing enterprise security infrastructure.     

   Managing Cloud Services 

   Increasing Transparency Through Cloud Services and Architecture 

 Well-designed cloud architectures and solutions must address the diffi cult realities 
of “layers of complexity” in distributed IT environments. While much industry dis-
cussion has focused on infrastructure (network, compute, storage), signifi cant 
 challenges also exist in achieving the low touch automation required to successfully 
scale to economically successful cloud solutions. Masking complexity for users, 
supporting cloud business models and managing heterogeneous, distributed envi-
ronments are the top service management challenges for any cloud architecture.  

   Enabling the Business Side of the Cloud Services Paradigm 

 Cloud services represent any type of IT capability that is offered by the CSP to 
cloud service consumers. Typical categories of cloud services are infrastructure, 
platform, software or business process services. In contrast to traditional IT ser-
vices, cloud services have attributes associated with cloud computing, such as a 
pay-per-use model, self-service acquisition of services, fl exible scaling, and sharing 
of underlying IT resources.  

   Open, Vendor-Neutral Approach 

 The infrastructure layer of the cloud reference architecture comprises all hardware 
infrastructure elements needed to provide cloud services. This includes facilities as 
well as the server, storage and network resources and how those resources are 
deployed and connected within a data centre. It is important to note that in a true 
cloud environment, signifi cant engineering and thinking must be invested for select-
ing and deploying these infrastructure elements to achieve minimal costs in 
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combination with optimal performance, scalability, security and resiliency. A key 
factor to consider in evaluating a cloud reference architecture is how these typically 
virtualized resources will be managed. As a vendor designing, implementing or 
managing private cloud implementations for customers—either on premises or 
 outsourced—the architecture should be vendor and technology neutral. This 
approach means that IT organizations have greater fl exibility in repurposing exist-
ing physical server, storage and network resources for use in a cloud environment.  

   Benchmarking Against Standards 

 In evaluating vendors for enterprise-class cloud solutions, consider also the way a 
vendor’s reference architecture supports the tools that service creators and service 
consumers use to develop and integrate cloud services. Some cloud platforms are 
highly proprietary, and in turn require developers to use proprietary tools and 
develop to proprietary standards, resulting in high switching costs to move logic, 
data or applications from one CSP to another. 

 The reference architecture builds on existing SOA reference architecture stan-
dards and defi nes open standards support for several categories of tools used by 
service creators and service consumers. 

 These include: 

  Service creation tools : Service creation tools are used to create new cloud services. 
These include tools for developing runtime components, such as virtual machine 
images or SaaS applications, as well as tools supporting the development of cloud 
service-specifi c management confi gurations and artefacts for all OSS and BSS com-
ponents. These confi gurations and artefacts defi ne how the CCMP OSS and BSS 
functionality is used in the context of the respective cloud service. 

  Service integration tools : It is important for customers to be able to integrate cloud 
services with in-house IT. This functionality is specifi cally relevant in the context of 
hybrid clouds, where seamless integrated management and usage of different cloud 
services and in-house IT is critical. 

 Cloud reference architecture framework: 
 This section describes the step-by-step approach that will lead to better utiliza-

tion of cloud services, seamless integration of different services. This leads to better 
customer services, higher business benefi ts for the end users. The reference archi-
tecture supports the detailed design of the cloud solution in three major steps:

    1.    Defi ne the requirements (both functional and non-functional) for the cloud 
implementation by leveraging and extending the defi ned roles, use cases and 
non-functional requirements from the reference architecture. Furthermore, the 
reference architecture defi nes a step-by-step process for creating new cloud ser-
vices as the basis for capturing requirements associated with each new service 
that the cloud implementation will deliver. Finally, the reference architecture 
provides the considerations for the consumability of the cloud services that can 
be used to impose further requirements on the implementation.   
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   2.    The logical design of the cloud solution can be derived from the detailed 
 architecture overview provided by the reference architecture. The architect/
designer can choose from existing solution patterns to guide the design, choose 
the applicable architectural components that are needed to support the require-
ments, and choose the appropriate products to implement the components.   

   3.    The physical design of the cloud solution defi nes the details of the implementa-
tion. The fi rst step is to choose the detailed components and nodes from those 
defi ned in the reference architecture that will form the basis of the implementa-
tion. These are augmented with the defi nition of the service fl ows (derived from 
those provided by the reference architecture) of the automated management pro-
cesses. The fi nal step is to layout the details of the solution deployment, includ-
ing nodes, networking and topologies. The above design approach is further 
supported by the reference architecture through the defi nition of applicable 
architectural decisions, standards and detailed technical domains (e.g. scalability 
and performance) that can be used to guide the solution design and implementa-
tion details. Note that the reference architecture provides this support in terms of 
documented work products that cover each of the areas discussed above, and is 
consistent with the solution design methodology. Please see Fig.  4.2  for compo-
nents of cloud management.

       Thus, cloud reference architecture should have a comprehensive set of cloud 
capabilities:

•    Technology, tools, and skilled resources to help clients plan, build and deliver 
cloud services. CLOUD ARCHITECTURE provides clear economic value and 
helps the client work through the right mix of delivery models and choices by 
workload to reap the maximum benefi t.  

•    A proven ,  common architecture  for the design, build and management of all ser-
vices across the CLOUD ARCHITECTURE portfolio, including the cloud envi-
ronment. The CLOUD architecture captures the aggregate experience of 100 of 
CLOUD ARCHITECTURE experts in building cloud environments and service- 
oriented architectures, across all divisions specializing in hardware, software, 
service management, research, and security.  

•    Unequalled experience and expertise  with hybrid cloud solutions.  
•    Global relevance . CLOUD ARCHITECTURE has partners, delivery centres, 

and a worldwide network of partners in 174 countries. CLOUD ARCHITECTURE 
also has the experience of running a globally integrated enterprise and under-
stands what it takes to make a global company run.  

•    IT fl exibility . Easy connectivity across a wide infrastructure and ecosystem of 
partners.  

•    Robust and secure cloud solutions  based on the demanding needs for clear visi-
bility of assets, complex data governance, and security and resilience of the 
solution.  

•    Simplicity of design . From sourcing to usage to maintenance, CLOUD 
ARCHITECTURE cloud solutions are designed to be simple, intuitive and based 
on how people actually work.  
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•    Open standards . CLOUD ARCHITECTURE has taken a leadership role in 
developing standards for cloud computing built on current architecture, industry 
and open standards, including SOA, assuring consistency and compatibility 
across all cloud platforms.     

   Types of Cloud Services 

 Infrastructure cloud services (“infrastructure as a service” or IaaS)—The capability 
provided to the consumer is to provision processing, storage, networks, and other 
fundamental computing resources where the consumer is able to deploy and run 
arbitrary software, which can include operating systems and applications. The con-
sumer does not manage or control the underlying cloud infrastructure but has con-
trol over operating systems, storage, deployed applications, and possibly limited 
control of select networking components (e.g. host fi rewalls). 
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  Fig. 4.2    Cloud security and resiliency architecture components       
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 Platform cloud services (“platform as a service” or PaaS)—The capability 
 provided to the consumer is to deploy onto the cloud infrastructure consumer- 
created or acquired applications created using programming languages and tools 
supported by the provider. The consumer does not manage or control the underlying 
cloud infrastructure including network, servers, operating systems, or storage, but 
has control over the deployed applications and possibly application hosting environ-
ment confi gurations. 

 Application cloud services (“software as a service” or SaaS)—The capability 
provided to the consumer is to use the provider’s applications running on a cloud 
infrastructure. The applications are accessible from various client devices through a 
thin client interface such as a web browser (e.g. web-based email). The consumer 
does not manage or control the underlying cloud infrastructure including network, 
servers, operating systems, storage, or even individual application capabilities, with 
the possible exception of limited user-specifi c application confi guration settings. 

 Business process cloud services (“business process as a service” or BPaaS)—
Business process services are any business process (horizontal or vertical) delivered 
through the cloud service model (multitenant, self-service provisioning, elastic 
scaling and usage metering or pricing) via the Internet with access via web-centric 
interfaces and exploiting web-oriented cloud architecture. The BPaaS provider is 
responsible for the related business function(s). 

 The reference architecture includes a detailed component model that:

•    Defi nes each component and sub-component, including how the components are 
different from the traditional enterprise IT management scope.  

•   Incorporates industry standards, including ITIL-based best practices for service 
management.  

•   Provides product-neutral guidance (specifi cation) on how each functional com-
ponent should be scoped and realized to support cloud-scale effi ciencies and 
costs.  

•   Details the relationships and dependencies between individual components, 
including diagrams and textual descriptions of component interfaces.    

 Public PaaS, for a variety of reasons, is not accessible to a majority of enterprise 
IT use cases. PaaS, however, provides signifi cant value ranging from the automation 
of typically mundane and long running tasks such as application deployment, to 
providing a foundational architecture for guest application scalability. The ability to 
deploy a PaaS within your enterprise IT infrastructure, a “private PaaS”, allows for 
your enterprise developers to access PaaS value without the accessibility problems 
of public PaaS. By deploying a private PaaS and moving current and future custom 
applications to the private PaaS, your enterprise IT organization will experience 
signifi cant value including:

•    Faster time to market: Private PaaS provides for a self-service utility model that 
allows you to upload your compiled code and in a button click, “publish” it. 
Never confi gure an application or server again.  

•   Deploy apps in minutes rather than weeks or months.  
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•   Increased Agility: Leveraging private PaaS simplifi es application deployment 
and management, and increases developer productivity through shared services.  

•   Reduced Costs: Private PaaS allows for greatly improved infrastructure utiliza-
tion, removes human confi guration tasks where appropriate, and provides 
 self- service interfaces.  

•   Reduced Complexity: Private PaaS simplifi es ongoing application management 
by abstracting applications away from infrastructure and enforcing a common, 
inheritable architecture.  

•   Streamlined Application Management: Private PaaS enables you to manage all 
of your applications from a central place and never worry about being outside the 
bounds of IT governance.    

 The prospect of leverage cloud architectures like PaaS within the enterprise IT 
infrastructure provides a “best of both worlds” outcome: signifi cant cloud-based 
improvements in the enterprise IT experience without the adoption hurdles associ-
ated with public PaaS.   

   Cloud Architecture 

 The sea change of the past decade in enterprise IT has been driven by SOA and 
virtualization. These technologies have brought tremendous value to numerous 
organizations, solving problems related to agility and complexity. SOA has fulfi led 
the promise of a proper, reusable architecture pattern, and virtualization has deliv-
ered a clean, fl exible approach to managing unwieldy infrastructure requirements. 
As with any technology, however, neither has provided a panacea to all that ails 
enterprise IT strategies. Please refer to Fig.  4.2  for cloud resilience components: 

 Signifi cant issues still exist, ranging from how custom applications are archi-
tected and written by enterprise software developers all the way through cumber-
some deployment and management processes that can typically delay releasing a 
new custom application by 30–45 days. Enterprise IT has not realized the vision of 
rapid development, deployment, and management of new applications, nor has it 
pushed the envelope with respect to driving cost down and effi ciency up. 

 The era of cloud computing, and in particular of PaaS, which will be described a 
bit later, has been touted as the newest in technology shifts that promise to revolu-
tionize enterprise IT. Cloud computing will undoubtedly drive agility and cost sav-
ings to new heights. Today, enterprise software developers can write applications 
using traditional programming languages and modern architecture patterns, and 
deploy those applications in the cloud to a public PaaS. In addition to providing 
commoditized platform services (e.g. caching), the PaaS model allows enterprise 
software developers to bypass internal infrastructure and to avoid becoming entan-
gled in the cumbersome internal procedures required to deploy and manage their 
newly developed app. 

 While the promise of public PaaS is appealing, for a variety of reasons ranging 
from security to performance, a majority of enterprise use cases cannot leverage 
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public PaaS. This poses a problem. A PaaS, as an operational layer in a computing 
infrastructure, provides tremendous value–with or without the “outsourced IT” pro-
vided by a public option–but is typically tightly coupled to a public deployment 
model where a third party both built and operates the PaaS. This tight coupling is 
awkward and counter-productive. Assuming that a PaaS software layer must be 
coupled to a public context in order to provide value is a fallacy that we readily 
dismiss in analogous scenarios. 

 For example, the non-motorized bus (as in the road vehicle that carries multiple 
passengers) was fi rst put into use by Blaise Pascal in 1662 to support a public mass 
transit line. Although the bus was fi rst deployed to support public transit by Pascal, 
the utility and value of the bus, namely the ability to amortize transport costs across 
many individuals, goes well beyond public transit. Modern motorized buses are used 
by private agencies including private charter companies, police departments, tourism 
agencies, sports teams and many more. To state that PaaS is valuable only in its pub-
lic form factor is akin to stating the bus is valuable only in the context of public mass 
transit: clearly a broken world view. The analogy is not attempting to discredit public 
mass transit, but only to highlight the tremendous value of the bus in general. 

 This brings us to the vital question for enterprises: how can enterprise IT secure 
the value of PaaS without the adoption friction inherent in public offerings? These 
are the questions that they need to answer:

    1.    The concept of a private PaaS.   
   2.    Why the software layer that enables PaaS and not the outsourcing function pro-

vided by the public form factor is the primary value driver.   
   3.    Advantages of deploying a private PaaS.   
   4.    How Apprenda is designed as a “plug and play” private PaaS for custom 

Microsoft .NET web and SOA applications.     

 The book does not intend to prove that private cloud or public cloud is better. 
Rather, it illustrates that the software technologies to enable public cloud, and spe-
cifi cally public PaaS, are extremely useful in the private context, and provide sig-
nifi cant ROI on their own. This section describes different components in cloud 
management and their role in cloud computing strategy. Please see Fig.  4.3 . 
Interactions between different components in cloud management are described.
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     Understanding Private Platform as a Service 

 PaaS is best and most simply defi ned as the application container at the centre of a 
revolutionary approach to computing platforms where a full stack–data centre, OS, 
runtime, and deployment mechanics–are offered as a service. This means that appli-
cation developers can write apps that conform to the PaaS’s standards, and deploy 
them to the PaaS with the click of a button. The PaaS depicts a majority of the heavy 
lifting related to deployment, confi guration, and even scaling of a web or SOA appli-
cation. It also exposes complex workfl ows associated with application deployment 
and management to developers through web portals and/or application programming 
interface (API) calls (described in detail later in this whitepaper). PaaS accomplishes 
this by abstracting away any number of server, OS, and networking components like 
load balancers into a single resource pool that can be co-habited by multiple “guest 
applications.” In a PaaS, the application components are the fi rst class citizens, while 
server infrastructure and OS images are merely commodity resources. This is in 
stark contrast to the current application delivery model where infrastructure and vir-
tual machines (VMs) are the fi rst class citizens in a network, with applications as 
secondary and subservient to the constraints of the infrastructure. 

 More advanced PaaS offerings may go beyond simply deploying and managing 
guest applications, and may also take a critical role in the application execution by 
routing trac and even managing memory. Additionally, a PaaS may wrap guest 
applications with developer operations workfl ows such as lifecycle management, 
scale-out capability, and identity management, and may cover cross-cutting services 
such as caching via an API. Conceptually, this is not much different than traditional 
application servers—think of PaaS as the application server for the cloud era. 

 PaaS is typically deployed in a “public” fashion, meaning that a PaaS provider 
deals with both the PaaS and operates the underlying infrastructure; the entire ser-
vice is accessible in an “outsourced” fashion to other organizations. While this form 
factor is good for small development shops, some independent software vendors, 
and for a number of enterprise use cases, it by no means addresses all, or even a 
majority of, the needs of enterprise IT. In enterprise IT, there are a myriad of use 
cases that call for keeping applications behind the fi rewall, where leveraging a pub-
lic PaaS is not an option. Constraints such as SLA requirements, latency, regulatory 
concerns, risk management, and co-located integrations and data access are real 
concerns that might prevent an enterprise from leveraging public PaaS.  

   Cloud-Ready Network Architecture 

 We are at a critical infl ection point in the cloud evolution. Enterprise clients are now 
moving from “sandbox” projects to full-scale production of important IT and busi-
ness services. The market forecast bears this out: cloud revenue is expected to grow 
almost fi ve times faster than traditional IT. According to IDC, worldwide revenue 
from public IT cloud services is expected to exceed $55 billion in 2014, a com-
pound annual growth rate of 27 % from $16 billion in 2009. Traditional IT product 
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revenue is projected to grow 5 % in the same period.1Cloud solutions should deliver 
deep insight, breakthrough technologies, and cloud services squarely focused on the 
enterprise to provide for clear progression paths to achieve long-term and sustained 
value. Simply stated, cloud describes an architecture in which the servers and net-
works in the data centre can rapidly respond to changing demands, by quickly scal-
ing compute capacity and connecting that server capacity where it is needed. The 
technology underlying this fl uidity is server virtualization, which by now has been 
established as a reliable and essential core technology for most data centres. Cloud 
architectures are being massively deployed in today’s data centres because they 
offer unprecedented fl exibility, scalability, and cost-effectiveness. The cloud’s 
advantages are critical to many Wall Street fi rms, which have implemented cloud 
computing to help them innovate and compete more successfully. Fortune 500 
enterprises are also using cloud computing to scale application capacity in response 
to changing business conditions. Instead of waiting for servers to be delivered, 
installed, and provisioned, cloud computing lets administrators increase capacity 
simply by making selections on a control screen. 

 At the other end of the spectrum, smaller businesses are turning to cloud comput-
ing to accomplish more work with limited budgets, using virtualization to squeeze 
out optimal effi ciency from their server and network investments. Regardless of 
the size of the data centre, it is critical that improvements to the network infrastruc-
ture are put in place to enable the benefi ts of the new fl exible server capacity. Data 
centre administrators that hope to realize similar benefi ts from cloud computing 
should consider three network fundamentals when building a cloud-ready network 
infrastructure:

•     Compute elements —the rapid growth of virtualization technology has helped 
data centre managers use server resources more effi ciently. Today, virtualization 
can provide even greater benefi ts when it is used to support virtual machine 
mobility. The ability to establish and move virtual machines around the network 
quickly and automatically lets data centres add application capacity and support 
dynamic business requirements quickly.  

•    Connectivity fabric —a feature-rich fabric that connects the compute elements 
with high bandwidth and low latency is critical to cloud computing. Features 
should support capabilities such as disaster recovery, provisioning, and load 
balancing.  

•    Orchestration —as the data centre becomes more complex and takes advantage 
of more technology, integrated management tools become increasingly impor-
tant—especially as activity scales. Many early adopters and technology experts 
expect to see data centres scaling to 10 of 1,000 of servers using cloud comput-
ing. Supporting this environment will require data centre administrators to man-
age policies; service-level agreements; and network, application, and storage 
traffi c from any location in the cloud today, and between clouds in the future.    

 As data centre administrators address these areas and begin to implement cloud 
computing, they will need to understand the new demands that a dynamic, 
 cloud- enabled infrastructure will place on the network. One of the most signifi cant 
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challenges will therefore be how to best execute the networking layer that is the 
heart of the cloud. 

 Cloud-enabled data centres place higher technical demands on the network in 
areas such as speed, fl exibility, cost-effective operation, and scalability. From a 
business perspective, a viable network architecture for today’s cloud computing 
applications should also support incremental deployment that does not require raz-
ing an existing facility and building a new one. And as new pieces of the cloud are 
fi tted into place, IT managers do not want to be locked into a single-vendor 
 implementation for any aspect of the solution. They want the freedom to select best-
in- class hardware and software components. To meet the technical and business 
requirements of cloud computing, the networking layer of a cloud must offer

•    High bandwidth with low latency.  
•   Converged communications and storage.  
•   Agile networks for mobile virtual machines.  
•   Scalable management tools.  
•   Power effi ciency.     

   High Bandwidth with Low Latency 

 In the past, adding bandwidth meant adding more Gigabit Ethernet (GbE) connec-
tions. Today, the rapidly rising server utilization and network traffi c levels fuelled 
by technology advances such as multicore processors, virtualization, and the con-
vergence of storage and data networks have made that strategy impractical. Scaling 
the number of GbE connections to the levels necessary for cloud computing would 
be too costly and require too many ports to manage effi ciently. With 10 GbE now a 
viable technology, and low-latency 10 GbE switches available for less than $500 per 
port, cloud computing becomes a realistic alternative. A network architecture suit-
able for cloud computing can be practical for users and profi table for service provid-
ers if they offer 10 GbE performance and low latency to support high application 
performance and server utilization.  

   Converged Communications and Storage 

 One of the main advantages of cloud computing is the ability to carry massive 
amounts of data. Managing and maintaining separate local area network (LAN) and 
storage area network (SAN) infrastructures for such vast quantities of data make 
little sense when today’s converged networks can provide suffi cient performance 
and scalability. Therefore, convergence will be vital to building, maintaining, and 
managing a cloud computing infrastructure cost-effectively. And with the availabil-
ity of network attached storage (NAS), Internet small computer system inter-
face (iSCSI), and Fibre Channel over Ethernet (FCoE), that network is certain to be 
Ethernet. Also vital, FCoE must be deployed with lossless characteristics to ensure 
that storage traffi c is delivered reliably and in a timely manner. A lossless imple-
mentation also adds the benefi t of increasing TCP/IP traffi c effi ciency.  
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   Agile Networks for Mobile Virtual Machines 

 One of the main advantages of cloud computing is on-demand access to resources. 
Virtualization plays a key role in providing those resources. The advantage of on- 
demand resources can be greatly magnifi ed with the ability to move virtual machines 
between physical servers while applications continue to run. An infrastructure with 
mobile, active virtual machines can respond to new requirements much more 
quickly and cost-effectively. Cloud computing users can gain even greater advan-
tages from mobile virtual machines when they can be moved not only within a 
cloud, but over greater distances to connect multiple clouds. Movement between 
clouds enables applications such as disaster recovery and data replication. 

 Moving running virtual machines has traditionally been a complex task because 
of the time-consuming requirements of moving the network-level policies associ-
ated with each virtual machine to its new location. These policies govern factors 
such as security and Quality of Service (QoS). The policies differ based on the users 
and applications, making their movement with the virtual machine critical. Without 
a virtualization-aware network, moving policies along with virtual machines 
requires extensive manual confi guration and carries a signifi cant opportunity for 
misconfi guration and security breaches if not implemented correctly. In the fl uid 
cloud environment, administrators need tools that can manage mobile virtual 
machines with their associated policies, and scale to potentially 10 of 1,000 of phys-
ical servers. Such tools and the ability to automate mobile virtual machine manage-
ment will be critical to administrator productivity.  

   Scalable Management Tools 

 Outside the realm of virtual machine management, administrators also need basic 
management tools that can scale to cloud computing proportions. Server-by-server 
management is simply not practical when a network is handling a trillion packets 
per second. All management tools must be scalable and replicable to minimize 
administrator effort. Real-time metrics, ready navigation through logical resource 
groupings, and the ability to drilldown to see problem areas quickly are important 
features of managing cloud computing networks.   

   Power effi ciency 

 Power and cooling are some of the biggest expenses facing data centre managers 
today. New environmental mandates, combined with rising energy costs and 
demand, are forcing administrators to focus on green initiatives. A common esti-
mate for data centre cooling and distribution costs is 2 W for every watt consumed 
by data centre equipment—so choosing the most power-effi cient network compo-
nents is essential. As clouds expand to 1,000 of servers and beyond, per-component 
power savings will be magnifi ed into vital budget reductions.  
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   Case Study: Maharashtra Government Shows Power 
of Cloud with Savings of Rs. 50 Crore 

 Maharashtra’s (It is a state in India) IT Secretary Rajesh Aggarwal, the key driving 
force behind MahaGov Cloud, is showing other government departments, on how 
the cloud can be a real transformational force within the government. Virtual 
machines customized to your requirement for a measly Rs. 4,000 per month; ability 
to kick start projects quickly and a massive ROI of Rs. 50 crore—this is just a 
glimpse of the potential of a technology like cloud computing for the Government. 
Led by an aggressive IT secretary in Rajesh Aggarwal, the Maharashtra government 
is showing other departments what one can achieve if technology is leveraged to its 
optimum. Called MahaGov Cloud—a private cloud setup by DIT, Government of 
Maharashtra, the initiative seeks to provide IaaS, PaaS and SaaS cloud services to 
various departments in Government of Maharashtra. Led by a passionate and enthu-
siastic IT secretary, Rajesh Aggarwal, the initiative has quietly transformed the way 
IT services are provisioned by the government. Today, the MahaGov Cloud has 
been implemented in the State. The list of departments which use the cloud include 
departments like Public Health Dept., Mhada, DIT, Charity Commissioner, Textile, 
Law and Judiciary, Water Supply and Sanitation, IGRO, Food and Drugs, School 
Education, Social Justice, Relief and Rehabilitation, Forest Department, 
Rojgarvahini, Tribal, Bombay High court, UID, Solapur University, Sales Tax 
Department and CIDCO. 

 Our objective was to reduce the cost of providing IT services, while increasing 
the capacity of our IT team to kickstart projects with maximum fl exibility and scal-
ability. The cloud has already delivered approximate savings of Rs. 50 crore on a 
conservative basis, and has given us the ability to accelerate projects of national 
importance,” says Maharashtra IT secretary, Rajesh Aggarwal. The Maharashtra 
SDC happens to be the fi rst State Data Center (SDC) in the country to have a fully 
operational government cloud. It is also the only SDC in India to be a member of 
APNIC, making it vendor independent for internet bandwidth. 

 During implementation of MH-SDC, the State had conceptualized on imple-
menting virtualization for effi cient utilization of the infrastructure in SDC. 
Accordingly, a PoC on virtualization using VMWare and Microsoft Hyper V was 
started in November 2011 leading to implementation of fully operational cloud by 
May 2012. To avoid dependence on a particular technology, MahaGov Cloud works 
on Microsoft as well as VMware. The VMware cloud has been chosen for critical 
applications, for now. Around 350 VMs were deployed in just 3 months as part of 
the MahaGov Cloud on Vmware. 

 Due to template and clone features, the time to provision a server along with OS 
and database has been reduced tremendously. Using feature of thin provision of 
storage and memory, resources are effi ciently utilized and allocated as per the 
requirement and performance. The department is also taking advantage of features 
like live migration has helped the SDC team to manage planned maintenance 
 without requiring any downtime of the application. The entire management and 
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monitoring of cloud can be done using a dashboard with appropriate alerts and 
reports. To encourage adoption, the team is also conducting a series of awareness 
sessions on cloud for sharing knowledge. 

   Chargeback Model: A First in the Government 

 What’s also noteworthy and unique about the MahGov Cloud initiative is the fact 
that the department has in a fi rst created a comprehensive rate chart for availing 
cloud services. Departments can pick and choose IT components as per their 
requirement. Departments can also access a self-provisioning portal for cloud. To 
encourage adoption, initially, cloud services are being offered for free to all 
departments.

  “We want to make the cloud self-sustainable. Based on initial capital and maintenance 
costs, we have devised a chargeback and metering mechanism. Some departments are being 
served dummy bills so that they know how much is actually provisioned and consumed by 
them in the SDC. We are encouraging departments to host their applications on our 
SDC. The rate card has acted as a counterforce for containing costs and has also contributed 
in stabilizing and putting an upper cap for prices of standard services,” says Aggarwal. 

      Everything as a Service 

 Having established the cloud as a basic platform, Maharashtra’s IT secretary is now 
experimenting with all possible options. Besides providing IaaS, PaaS and SaaS on 
a monthly basis, the department is offering Business Intelligence tools as a Service 
(BIaaS), GIS thematic map as a Service (GISaaS), API as a service and Survey as a 
Service and Authentication as a service.

  “We want to provide every possible combination for government departments. Many senior 
government executives now carry iPads, and we want to encourage them to start experi-
menting with data by providing them with an interface to analyze using what-if-scenarios. 
We have a vision that all departments, commissionerates and organizations within 
Maharashtra should be able to use business intelligence reports and dashboards to perform 
analysis to get meaningful and actionable information,” states Aggarwal. 

   For example, dashboards have been created for tracking UID enrolment and 
comparison of enrolment data with Census data. The dashboards enable key insights 
into demographic profi le of enrolled residents and also into the process and perfor-
mance of enrolment. The state government has also implemented a tablet based 
application for conducting audit of UID enrolment centres and has made it available 
to other states over cloud. Dashboards have also been created for the transaction 
details of service delivery through Citizen Service Centers. Some interesting obser-
vations and information from the analysis of this data is currently being investigated 
to understand patterns of consumption of services across the state. 

 The GIS as a service has been rolled out to encourage and enable all departments 
to subscribe and avail the benefi ts of GIS. The future roadmap for GIS includes 
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mapping of electricity metres in each household of Maharashtra and UID  integration 
of the household data. Once the basic household data is mapped, and UID based 
integration is achieved, GIS would become the common platform for delivery of 
services and benefi ts across several schemes and programs.  

   The Opportunity to Accelerate 

 Apart from the huge cost savings, the real benefi t is the opportunity to accelerate. 
Aggarwal gives the example of a department which had a project cost of Rs. 20 
crore, and would have required a timeframe of 6–7 months to setup the infrastruc-
ture. “We showed the department that by hosting the applications on our cloud, the 
department could reduce the signifi cantly reduce the cost and accelerate the project. 
We reduced the cost from Rs. 20 crore to Rs. 5 crore and enabled the department to 
go live quickly. In many cases, if a project is started quickly, the effect can be trans-
formational,” opines Aggarwal. The Maharashtra government’s approach and 
aggressive embracement of cloud technologies is a superb case to showcase how a 
technology like cloud can be fully leveraged to bring about large scale transforma-
tion. If other state governments start going on the cloud path, the journey towards 
transformation of India will be faster and much more effi cient. 

 ta Centre and    is extensively used by departments for website and application 
hosting.

  The cloud has already delivered approximate savings of Rs. 50 crore on a conservative 
basis, and has given us the ability to accelerate projects of national importance 

       Risk Management in Cloud Computing 

 As more companies move operations to the cloud, the unique risk management 
issues that accompany data are a growing concern. A recent SearchCompliance.
com survey found that almost 40 % of respondents expected their spending on cloud 
security products to increase in the fi rst half of 2013. 

 To alleviate these problems, organizations need to ask the right questions of 
cloud providers and prepare their own governance, risk and compliance processes 
for the cloud. This handbook offers detailed risk management advice for organiza-
tions pursuing cloud computing arrangements. 

 In “Risk Management Frameworks for Cloud Security,” Eric Holmquist lists sev-
eral readily available risk management frameworks that can be applied to cloud 
computing, and spells out the 20 questions that should be asked of every cloud 
provider. In our second article, consultant Ed Moyle looks at how to create harmony 
between the compliance and information security functions, two sometimes- 
contentious groups that must be able to work together to ensure a successful cloud 
deployment. 
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 And fi nally, SearchCIO.com features writer Karen Goulart examines cloud 
 provider service-level agreements and provides real-world examples of how IT 
leaders across the country use SLAs to protect their security and compliance 
 processes when using the cloud. 

 We hope this information helps ease the transition as your organization moves 
data storage and other business processes to the cloud. 

 Companies looking to expand their infrastructure capabilities are increasingly 
turning to cloud-based solutions for remote hosting, colocation data centres or full 
infrastructure outsourcing. CSPs have proven to be a very cost-effective, highly 
effi cient resource for businesses of all sizes, and confi dence is growing that the 
cloud can be an effective way to host data and applications, as well as reduce key 
infrastructure costs. 

 But as CSPs continue to evolve, so, too, does the related security infrastructure 
required to ensure that client data remains safely segregated and accessible only to 
authorized users. 

 The key to managing cloud computing information security is to understand that 
it cannot be managed using an 80/20 rule—that is, mitigating the obvious risks and 
then dealing with the rest as it occurs. Unlike other forms of operational risks, this 
is an area that has to be managed to a “zero event”—a data loss just cannot happen. 
Simply put, businesses can outsource the technology but can’t outsource the risk. 
Therefore, CSPs must be managed proactively, aggressively and with a carefully 
structured approach.  

   Applying Risk Frameworks 

 While there are a number of standards and frameworks available, very few specifi -
cally address any outsourced IT services, let alone CSPs. Nevertheless, many of 
these standards and frameworks can be helpful to risk management in the cloud. 
The frameworks described in Fig.  4.4  address some key governance issues in cloud 
risk management processes:

    COBIT . The Control Objectives for Information and Related Technology remains 
the gold standard for IT governance. It is the most widely used control framework 
and integrates easily with both COSO and ISO 27000x. It is fairly inexpensive and 
is available to all ISACA members. COBIT is not strong on information security, so 
it does need to be amended with an organization’s specifi c security standards. 
However, COBIT’s fundamental processes for identifying potential risks and imple-
menting suitable mitigating controls applies and extends to CSP management as 
much as it does other internal business processes. 

  ITIL . The IT Infrastructure Library provides some strong guidance for the IT envi-
ronment’s service aspect. It is not a governance framework and does not address 
enterprise architecture, but the ITIL processes depicting the “availability” aspect of 
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IT services certainly relate to the cloud environment. ITIL aligns very well with the 
COBIT framework and includes a certifi cation process. 

  ISO 27000x . The international standard for information security practices remains 
one of the best resources for information security guidance. The standard follows a 
risk-based approach to prioritizing security emphases and contains practical data 
control strategies. In addition, the standard goes beyond confi dentiality and also 
covers availability and integrity—all of which are applicable to managing third-
party service providers. All CSPs should attest to being ISO 27000x compliant. 

  PCI - DSS . Although the Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard is only 
applicable to companies that store or process credit card data, it is still a very good 
standard to use as a reference tool. It does not provide a governance structure and is 
fairly high level, but it provides some input on managing third parties. It also con-
tains a decent self-assessment and is free to download. 

  CSA . Finally, while not a standard or framework, the latest entrant into the risk 
 governance universe is the Cloud Security Alliance, a not-for-profi t organization 
with a mission to promote best practices for providing cloud computing security 
assurance. The CSA provides a “Cloud Controls Matrix,” as well as mapping tools 
to other standards and frameworks (including ISO, COBIT, PCI, etc.). The CSA is 
a relatively new resource, but one that should be in every IT manager’s risk assess-
ment toolbox.  
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   Cloud Provider Due Diligence 

 Regardless of whether you use one or more standards or frameworks, there are some 
basic risk management principles that must be followed when managing outsourced 
CSPs. The essential elements of third-party due diligence are fairly straightforward. 
These include: 

 Third-party reviews (SSAE 16, PCI certifi cation, etc.)

•    Documentation on the provider’s information security and business continuity 
programs.  

•   Financial and insurance information.  
•   References and independent research.  
•   Vendor history (service interruptions, security breaches, legal or regulatory 

issues, etc.).    

 It is critical not just to acquire this information, but also to conduct a detailed 
review and analysis of it. Any information that raises issues or concerns should be 
addressed promptly with the CSP. 

 While there are almost infi nite number of questions that can be asked of any CSP, 
ultimately all of the due diligence comes down to answering two key questions:

   How do you know the cloud provider can support your operation, and up to your 
service-level expectations?  

  How do you know the provider can protect your data?    

 Acquiring enough governance and technical information to answer both of these 
questions satisfactorily is the key to CSP management. If any other IT or risk man-
agement frameworks help in this management process, then they also may be worth 
considering as part of your overall risk management programme. 

   Information Security, Compliance and the Cloud 

 To say that information security and compliance professionals are sometimes at 
odds with each other is a bit of an understatement. Despite IT industry guidance 
about the value of network security and compliance teams working together, quite a 
bit of friction can occur. The root cause, most often, has to do with the fundamental 
disconnect between how the two disciplines prioritize specifi c efforts, including 
individual technology controls. 

 Understanding why this friction crops up isn’t diffi cult. Information security pro-
fessionals focus on risk management (i.e. keeping technology-related risk within 
acceptable parameters), so they concentrate on deploying controls with the potential 
to signifi cantly lower overall technological risk. Compliance professionals, by con-
trast, need to ensure that technology controls fully address regulatory compliance 
requirements. 
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 From the compliance professional’s point of view, failing to implement a required 
control is a risk in and of itself. Disagreement between the information security and 
compliance camps comes when there is disparity between how a given control ful-
fi ls one function but not the other. For example, a control required by regulatory 
mandates sometimes provides little in the way of overall technological risk reduc-
tion, and a control with practical risk reduction doesn’t always meet a regulatory 
objective. 

 This prioritization gap has been diffi cult to rectify. Organizations sometimes try 
to align the information security and compliance functions via governance, risk and 
compliance unifi cation efforts. Very often, however, these integrated functions tend 
to drift back towards a more independent dichotomy. 

 Recent changes in the way organizations purchase IT services—specifi cally, 
the  adoption of provider-supplied services through cloud technologies—helps 
redefi ne the relationship between info security and compliance teams. This can har-
monize the working relationship between each department’s resources through 
necessity. By the same token, when that necessity is ignored and contentious rela-
tionships persist, it can become a recipe for security and compliance concern. 

 The use of cloud—especially multitenant, provider-supplied technology 
 services—requires high-level coordination between compliance and technical secu-
rity teams. Why? A signifi cant percentage of cloud security controls in this context 
are provider-supplied resources. As a result, these controls require input from both 
disciplines to be managed and evaluated effectively.   

   Forging an Alliance 

 A primary goal of compliance professionals is to validate vendor-implemented 
controls and deem them suffi cient to meet regulatory mandates. To do so, they 
almost certainly need to draw upon technical insights from information security 
stakeholders. Not only are information security teams (usually) more technically 
focused than their compliance counterparts, but they are also intimately familiar 
with the organization’s internal technical security controls. 

 This means that the information security department is best equipped to under-
stand the technical challenges when operating those controls post-deployment. 
These professionals are also more likely to understand the potential integration 
issues (including possible gaps in control coverage) that can occur when internal 
processes, applications and systems start to directly interact with vendor-managed 
ones. 

 Correspondingly, IT security personnel need to draw on compliance team mem-
bers’ skill sets to understand the risk dynamics of a vendor-hosted environment. It 
is the compliance team that has the processes, methodologies and subject matter 
expertise to properly audit suffi ciency, scope and coverage. Because compliance 
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team members have this audit and data collection expertise, they are (or at least have 
the capability to be) the eyes and ears of risk management relative to the vendor- 
managed services and controls. It’s important for organizations to recognize that 
both teams have a role to play in evaluating cloud deployment from a security and 
compliance standpoint. The same is true for monitoring activities post-deployment. 
In situations where the information security and compliance teams are already 
working well together on a consistent basis, a tighter working relationship will hap-
pen naturally. But in situations where they are either completely independent or 
where they don’t see eye to eye, it’s imperative that a closer-knit relationship be 
formed. If the two teams don’t communicate or otherwise work together, both tech-
nical risk and compliance risk come into play. 

 In those situations where there isn’t an already-established close working rela-
tionship between security and compliance, a few productive measures can go a long 
way towards starting one. One approach is the designation of a cloud “tiger team”—
a multidisciplinary team that incorporates stakeholders from across the organization 
(including security and compliance) when considering and implementing cloud 
deployment. As team members work closely together, they solidify relationships 
that tend to carry over into other business processes. 

 A modifi ed version of the team approach that incorporates direct partnership 
between information security and compliance (without the rest of the multidisci-
plinary team) can work, but requires an internal champion in one or both of the 
disciplines. Alternatively, standardization and toolset sharing for tracking vendor 
compliance can also be helpful, assuming you can get to a consensus on what the 
tool should be and how it will be used. 

 When all else fails, a “top-down” approach or, put simply, a directive from senior 
management outlining joint ownership of tasks, is better than nothing. But because 
this approach doesn’t start demonstrating the value of this cooperation, it can be 
more brittle than relationships that evolve themselves. 

 Whichever route organizations take to remove the information security and com-
pliance disconnect, it is vital to the success of any cloud deployment, as well as 
many other organizational functions. If the two functions don’t work together when 
it comes to cloud deployment, risk and compliance concerns will abound. 

   Cloud SLAs 

 If you want to make IT and compliance professionals laugh, try suggesting that the 
importance of service-level agreements is overblown when it comes to cloud ser-
vices. Take a spin around the Web, or read some blogs, and it becomes apparent that 
leaders from top CSPs believe IT executives put too much emphasis on cloud 
service- level agreements (SLAs). These providers often claim that IT customers fret 
more about potential out outages than about mastering the details of how the tech-
nology will be applied to and benefi t their business. 
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 Recognizing the business value of one’s cloud service doesn’t, however,  diminish 
the value of an SLA, many experts insist. As more cloud offerings enter the market 
and fi nd their way into not just IT departments but business units across the enter-
prise, proponents of cloud SLAs say that getting base-level parameters in  writing—
from up-time expectations to incident notifi cation—is a must for risk management 
purposes. 

 Don Peterson, Merced College’s director of IT, takes the SLA very seriously. 
He recently oversaw the implementation of cloud-based storage to support the data 
security and compliance demands of the California college’s nearly 18,000  students, 
staff and faculty.

  “We wouldn’t even think about [using cloud technology] without an SLA,” Peterson said. 
“It’s the ground rules.” 

   Arlis Brotner, Peterson’s network manager who researched and proposed that 
Merced turn to the cloud for storage, said base-level expectations, especially from a 
security and compliance standpoint, have to be explicitly stated in writing. “It’s not 
just about downtime; it’s about response time, how quickly we report it and how 
they respond to it—that’s critical to have,” he said. 

 Otherwise, you’re essentially left in the dark when it comes to cloud use. Unlike 
with on-premises technology, there is no one to turn to with questions or with blame 
when there are security or compliance issues. 

 As it turned out, Peterson and Brotner were fortunate to forge a good relation-
ship with their cloud storage vendor, which didn’t balk at an SLA that included 
some fi ner points. “We needed it to really spell out how they were protecting our 
data, the redundancy, that it was encrypted in transit and in storage, all those things,” 
Peterson said. “Some SLAs aren’t quite so granular as that, but we needed that. It 
protects us and it protects the vendor.” Cloud gateways (and their accompanying 
SLAs) might be another answer for those still hesitant about moving data opera-
tions to the cloud. In an August 2012 report, Forrester Research analyst Andrew 
Reichman asserted that issues holding back cloud-based storage solutions from 
broader adoption in the enterprise could be addressed through agreements with 
gateway providers. 

 Reichman identifi ed latency, uncertainty about accessing data across the 
WAN, diffi culty coding to cloud providers’ APIs and the risk of data leaks as 
enterprise organizations’ chief cloud storage concerns. In response, the market is 
seeing a growing number of cloud gateway vendors. Most gateways provide 
data  caching for frequently accessed data; WAN optimization; API integration; 
protocol translation; and data encryption, protection, synchronization and 
deduplication.   
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   The Cloud SLA Bill of Rights 

 The importance of cloud SLAs and setting ground rules for cloud risk  
management are more important than ever, according to analyst group Constellation 
Research Inc. The San Francisco-based fi rm recently released The Enterprise 
Cloud Buyers Bill of Rights. Focused on Software as a Service (SaaS), the docu-
ment includes 55 “basic rights” that organizations should demand over the life of 
a cloud service. 

 Constellation Principal Analyst and CEO R “Ray” Wang said that with the 
majority of enterprise software now being consumed via SaaS or cloud deployment, 
companies need to apply the same rigor and expectations in adopting and negotiat-
ing these contracts as for on-premises software. Just in terms of customer  experience, 
for example, three “critical rights” must be met: quality guarantees and  remuneration, 
ownership of and access to data with no questions asked, and ongoing fi nancial and 
risk management transparency. 

 Those rights go well beyond the ones demanded by the IT department. As Wang 
states, the relationship between the vendor and the “client” today often includes not 
just IT but the chief marketing offi cer and other business executives, including com-
pliance offi cers. Going from on-premises software to the cloud is a chance for a 
clean slate for the IT department—not only in building a trusted relationship with 
the vendor but also in building a strong partnership with the business units that are 
served by the cloud. 

 The security issues and legal concerns inherent in cloud computing are com-
plex, to be sure, said analyst Robert Desisto at Stamford, Conn.-based Gartner, Inc. 
But there are some things that should be simple and straightforward. For example, 
some cloud applications are less mission-critical than others, and their lack of 
availability might not harm a company, he said. But even for these less critical 
business apps, buyers must insist on reaching a written agreement on performance 
expectations.

  “The bottom line is, if vendors are so confi dent about their performance, why not put it 
down on paper? What is the resistance?” he said. “The resistance is they don’t want to have 
the liability out there that they won’t be able to perform as advertised.” 

   Desisto won’t get any argument about that from Walter Weir. In 2012, the 
University of Nebraska CIO and his IT team carried out a cloud migration that 
moved 13,000 staff and faculty members from an on-premises system to a cloud- 
based system. For him, those more specifi c details about business value were cov-
ered in a request for proposals. But, he said, that didn’t diminish the importance of 
the cloud SLA.

  “There’s an understanding that stuff happens and nobody’s going to go gunning for any-
body unless it’s drastic,” Weir said. “But you still want some degree of confi dence that your 
partnership will be driven, managed and evaluated on the vendor’s ability to live up to this 
agreement.”— Karen Goulart . 

Introduction
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        Cloud ROI 

 Chargeback (Cost Accounting) in a cloud is becoming a necessity. A Cloud/virtual 
environment provides extensive computing resources which it shares with multiple 
consumers (referred to as multi-tenancy). Such consumers (individuals, depart-
ments, Business Units) own and control their Virtual Machines (VM) which runs 
inside the cloud (private or public). Cloud or virtual environment providers 

 Twenty Questions for CSP 
 What is the basic systems architecture? 
 Where will the data be held, physically and logically? 
 Who will have access to the data? 
 How, when and where is data encrypted, both at rest and in motion? 
 Are clear text protocols allowed on the network and in use? 
 How is incident response handled? 
 What is the CSP’s fault tolerance capability? 
 What is the provider’s business model (consumer/enterprise, small  business/

corporate, etc.)? 
 What type of applications will you be hosting? What information will they 

contain? 
 What internal technical standards need to be replicated to the CSP? 
 What regulatory requirements need to be applied to the CSP? 
 How are encryption keys stored and managed? Who has access to these keys? 
 Is anti-virus/anti-malware installed on all servers and workstations, and how 

is it updated? 
 Is security penetration testing performed against the external and internal 

networks? 
 What is the CSP’s password policy? Are user access policies and  procedures 

documented, approved and implemented? 
 What fi rewalls, IPS/IDS and Web fi ltering technologies are in place? 
 Are data leakage prevention controls in place at the network, email and end-

user computing layers? 
 Are baseline security requirements established and applied to the design and 

implementation of applications, databases, systems and network infra-
structure and information processing? 

 Are existing wireless networks encrypted with WPAv2, and are these  networks 
isolated from the internal networks? 

 Is two-factor authentication required for remote administration of all 
 networking and infrastructure devices? 

4 Cloud Computing Strategy
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(e.g. hosting companies, or internal IT departments) are accountable for and must 
safeguard the following:

•    Performance.  
•   Security.  
•   Disaster Recovery.  
•   Scalability.  
•    Cost control — Financial Management.   
•   Governance.  
•   Regulatory compliance.  
•   Monitoring, Reporting.    

 There are three methods for Chargeback in a cloud:

    1.    Allocation   
   2.    Metered   
   3.    Hybrid (combination of Allocation and Metered)     

 Many organizations perceive Chargeback in a cloud or virtual environment to be 
too cumbersome and complex. Hence they rely on outdated methods (e.g. Fixed 
cost pricing) and cost models. Software solutions help reduce complexity and auto-
mate many tasks of a Chargeback process (e.g. Automated invoicing). The current 
market trend (exponentially driven by cloud computing) is to utilize a metered 
Chargeback model. Various literature refers to this method as a  PAYG  (Pay As You 
Go) strategy, allowing consumers to only pay for what they actually use. 

 While cloud providers can decide on the pricing policies and payment options 
they would like to offers its customers, they must be able to accurately measure 
consumption and forecast demand. Consumers demand a “roll up” fi gure (total cost 
of service) and the ability to “drill down” to the granular level, identifying cost 
 drivers. Successful fi nancial management in a cloud must meet the following 
requirements:

•    Accurate measurement of consumption data.  
•   Transparent cost models.  
•   Flexible billing options (e.g. Fixed, PAYG).  
•   Reporting (historical data and forecasting).  
•   Competitive service rates.  
•   Cost recovery strategy.  
•   Budgeting.    

 The current industry trend (driven by consumers) for Chargeback and cost 
accounting in a cloud is to select the Metered method. In the future (some advanced 
software vendors are already leading the way) a move towards the hybrid method 
will emerge. The hybrid method (Activity Based Costing/Management—ABC/M) 
is the move from a unit measurement method to an activity based cost management 
method. A hybrid method will assist TCO (Total Cost of Ownership) objectives, 
identifying the true cost of providing services, measuring tangible and intangible 
resources. Organizations that acquire the capability for performing Chargeback 
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with the hybrid method will be in a better position, due to advanced cost visibility 
of resources (tangibles and intangibles, such as human time). Such cost visibility 
will provide a competitive advantage to organizations, as it will allow them to iden-
tify ineffi ciency at an earlier stage and help optimize activities within their value 
chain. Once and organization has selected the Chargeback method, it can begin with 
the creation of Cost Models. 

 Cost modelling is still a manual task, as accountants and fi nancially oriented 
personas need to discover the TCO of services and activities (covering tangibles and 
intangibles). Many software solutions available today allow for sophisticated cost 
modelling within their applications. Some vendor solutions provide parallel cost 
models (e.g. Allocation and Metered) for an accounting period. This can highlight 
cost differences and has the potential of providing fi nancial incentives to consum-
ers. Pricing strategies need to be transparent, fair and competitive as information is 
widely available to the consumer. As there is no standardization in cloud computing 
(yet), many discrepancies will exist, especially in the tightly guarded space of 
costing and pricing.  

   Summary 

 Cloud computing seems to be ever increasing in its presence. However, caution 
should be applied before adopting cloud computing. Not every company should 
move towards cloud. Hence, cloud computing readiness should be assessed before 
deciding to transition. There are several risks associated with cloud computing and 
hence this chapter proposes a cloud architecture that would help to minimize the 
risk as well as align business benefi ts to components of cloud computing strategy. 
Every investment needs to be measured with respect to the benefi ts that it provides 
in terms of returns on investment. The chapter also deals with an approach for 
 calculating ROI. The subsequent chapters are case studies that have applied the 
framework and have calculated ROI.  

   Review Questions 

     1.    How can you determine cloud readiness for a fi rm?   
   2.    How do you calculate ROI for cloud investment?   
   3.    Does CIO have a role in cloud computing strategy?   
   4.    What are the components of cloud architecture?   
   5.    What are different types of cloud services? Explain their usage in terms of 

applications.   
   6.    What are risks involved in cloud computing/How do you mitigate the same?        
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    Chapter 5   
 Cloud Computing Strategy Design 
for  Myntra.com  

                     Case Overview  

  The purpose of the case is to analyze and study the processes of Myntra, an 
e- commerce vendor, and also understand the role of various factors which have 
impact on these processes and the overall integration between IT and the processes. 
Also to fi nd solutions to integrate the present processes with cloud strategy to align 
itself with the vision and mission of the company. 

 For the fulfi lment of this objective we analyzed the data, processes and encap-
sulated our fi ndings in the following chapter. Study of different departments and 
the process within the company gave us a foundation platform and we integrated 
those sub-processes in order to assimilate the overall major processes. We ana-
lyzed the different issues that might arise out of the different processes. We then 
recommended few IT (cloud) strategic solutions for the issues with respect to the 
big picture helping Myntra to achieve their goals in the near future and also stream-
lining their business. We also did a cost analysis and calculated ROI of IT solu-
tions and architectural designs along with an outline to a brief road map for 
implementation of the IT (Cloud) Strategy. We defi ned the Critical Success Factors 
(CSF) important to achieve the overall goal. Change management and Risk man-
agement needed to be followed in order to implement the IT (Cloud) Strategy 
effectively.  

    Introduction 

 Myntra was established by three IIT alumni Mukesh Bansal, Vineet Saxena and 
Ashutosh Lawania in February 2007. It has its headquarters in Bangalore and has 
three regional offi ces in New Delhi, Mumbai and Chennai. 

 It began its operations in the B2B (business to business) segment with the 
 personalization of gifts, which included mugs, caps and t-shirts. 
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 In 2010, the company shifted its strategy from being a B2B to becoming a B2C 
(business to customer) oriented fi rm. 

 Myntra.com is ranked among the top ten e-commerce fi rms in India. In the last 
3 years, Myntra has become the most popular destination for personalized products 
in the country. Myntra is known for its innovative and out-of-the box marketing. 
It involves being the fi rst one to start online coupons, promotion coupons, tying up 
with top fashion and lifestyle brands in India like Reebok, Puma, Nike Inc., etc. so 
as to offer a wide range of current seasonal merchandise. Undoubtedly it enjoyed 
the fi rst mover advantage in the e-tailing business.  

    Industry Analysis (PESTEL) 

    Political 

 High government investment in National IT infrastructure leads to faster, better 
and more reliable Internet access for all users. It is the key for the e-commerce 
industry. 

 Another aspect is 100 % FDI in retail. This will allow retailers like Wal-Mart to 
enter the Indian market. This could be considered as a threat from substitutes.  

    Economic 

 With a rise in PPP, more people are getting Internet connections with the growing 
economy. This would imply more online buyers. Another factor is that the 
e- commerce industry thrives on giving promotional offers to attract customers. 
It might be benefi cial only if there are economies of scale. Logistics cost is one of 
the vital factors which determines the profi tability of the e-commerce industry.  

    Social 

 Increase in social networking e-marketer online has given Marketing the advan-
tage to promote e-commerce. But at the same time, Product category risk and 
fi nancial risk decrease the popularity of online shopping. The e-commerce indus-
try needs to win the confi dence of the customer so as to gain market share and 
increase customer base. 

 Another factor, the absence of the “touch/feel” has been detrimental to the 
e-commerce industry in general.  
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    Technological 

 To increase the frequency of use—there has been a rapid development of “high 
speed” network services—also leading to the increase in usability of media-rich 
applications. Increase in telecommunications and information technologies for 
Internet access has played an important role.  

    Environmental 

 The increased awareness of global warming has created a positive impact on 
e- commerce industry. People prefer buying online according to their convenience. 

 Sites need to adopt the “go-green” strategy to attract consumers. Companies can 
do that by changing their postage, work environment and packaging.  

    Legal 

 There is no uniform regulation governing the e-commerce industry. It is an impedi-
ment while dealing with customers all over the world.   

    Organization 

    VMG Framework 

•     Vision: 
 Aims at providing a hassle free and enjoyable shopping experience to shoppers 
across the country with the widest range of brands and products on its portal. 

 It is making a conscious effort to bring the power of fashion to shoppers with 
an array of the latest and trendiest products available in the country.  

•   Mission: 
 Giving customers the power and ease of purchasing fashion and lifestyle prod-
ucts online.  

•   Goals:
   To expand the logistics network in at least 4–5 new cities per quarter.  
  To fulfi l 20,000/- orders per month from 5,000/- per month.  
  To reach 800 crores turnover mark by 2014.        

 Organization
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    OLC 

 Right now Myntra is in the 2nd–3rd stage. Reason being the processes are still in 
progress. The Process Improvement Process is being implemented. For example, 
Myntra recently bought Fitiquette, a developer of virtual fi tting room technology and 
a TC Disrupt fi nalist from Sep 2012. It intends to use Fitiquette’s core product on its 
retail site to drive more fashion purchases online. Moreover, acquisition is in full 
swing. There have been two recent acquisitions by Myntra. The fi rst one in November 
2012 when it acquired New York based Exclusively, which has the private label ver-
tical, Sher Singh. The most recent being Fitiquette—a virtual fi tting room    (Fig.  5.1 ).

       Strategy 

 The various strategies that should be employed to attain the targeted business goals 
are corporate strategy, marketing strategy and HR strategy. 

  Corporate strategy  involves the goal of reaching the 800 crores turnover mark by 
2014, i.e. almost the double, to increase productivity, to provide better customer 
service—by increasing the service level agreement. It also involves introducing the 
exchange policy in some cities. Moreover, it also involves building customer confi -
dence in online shopping by providing relevant fashion solutions to the shoppers 
and making online shopping easier for them.  The metrics to measure the success of 
the strategy are productivity  ( productivity  =  output / input )  and increase in overall 
market share . 

 The second strategy is  Marketing Strategy . This strategy involves increasing 
brand visibility by investing in brand promotion. It would involve investing 8–10 % 

Introduction Growth Maturity Decline Time

Product extension

  Fig. 5.1    OLC       
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of the sales revenue in brand promotion to develop the market. Moreover, it will also 
include penetration in small tier-2 cities. To deepen its presence in the online space, 
Myntra has decided to shift its focus towards tier-2 cities. It is observed that people 
residing in tier-2 cities are more attracted towards promotional discounts, are price 
sensitive. To cash in on that human tendency, Myntra has recently raised USD65 mil-
lion through venture capital route for expansion.  The metrics to measure the success 
of the strategy are sales growth ,  existing customer retention ratio ,  budget allocation 
for research and development. Sales growth is measured by the following formula :

  

Sales growth Revenue this year Revenueof previous year
Revenu

= ( )- /
eeof previous year    

  The next strategy is the  HR Strategy . Myntra, being an e-commerce fi rm, the 
main focus of it is gaining customer’s confi dence. HR Strategy involves incorporat-
ing better customer service through improved SLA by recruiting more people. 
It also involves training and development so as to be abreast with latest technology. 
 The metrics that can be used to measure the success of the employed strategy are no 
of people added per quarter ,  increase in customer satisfaction due to improved SLA , 
 employee productivity ,  average percentage of hike across departments .  

    Stakeholders 

 The various stakeholders of Myntra are  customers ,  investors ,  employees ,  business 
partners — Suppliers ,  Distributors ,  Collaborators and environment . The objectives 
of customers are to get high value for money, good customer service and high qual-
ity products. Investors have the basic objective of getting a high ROI. Employees 
want a good career progression and work-life balance. Similar to investors, business 
partners want a high profi t/ROI. The objective of considering environment as one of 
the main stakeholders is to have a social ROI. It helps in identifying ways to improve 
performance, and to enhance the performance of investments. It involves family, 
society at large and the economic environment. It involves family, society at large 
and the economic environment. Family implies work-life balance. Society wants 
high employment, no degradation and no decay. The economic environment 
involves GDP and FDI.   

    Functions 

    L0—The Context Diagram 

 Myntra is an e-commerce website. The main entities it interacts with are the inves-
tors, employees, customers and the environment. Employees and Investors give their 
valuable inputs to Myntra and only then the organization can operate successfully. 
Myntra interacts with the environment and provides output to Customers (Fig.  5.2 ).

 Functions
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   The main departments identifi ed are: Marketing, Logistics, Operations, Finance 
and Human Resources. 

 Each of these departments interacts with each other for the organization to work 
well as a whole. For example, The Marketing Department sends its information 
about sales forecasting to the Finance Department so that they can accordingly work 
on allocating the necessary capital.  

    L1 Diagrams 

 L1 involves Identifi cation of the various processes and analyzing them with the 
ETVXMF framework. 

    Marketing Department 

 Marketing Department consists of the following main processes: Advertising and 
Promotion, Sales Forecasting, Market Research, Pricing, New Product Category 
Launch and Customer Relationship Management (CRM) (Fig.  5.3 ).

   Each of these processes, in turn interact with each other. For example, depending 
on the input from the “Advertising and Promotion” function—the “Pricing” team 
decides the price of the products according to the packages/offerings.

Customers
Marketing Logistics Operations Finance HR

Environment

Myntra Organisation

Investors

Employees

  Fig. 5.2    L0 for Myntra       

CRM
New Product/

Category Launch
PricingMarket ResearchSales ForecastingAdvertising &

Promotion

  Fig. 5.3    L1 marketing department       
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  ETVXMF Framework for Sales Forecasting 

•    Entry : At the beginning of each period (maybe monthly, quarterly, or half-yearly 
depending on the inventory management).  

•    Tasks  consist of—gathering data, selecting the sales forecasting model, checking 
the consistency or accuracy of the model after getting the results, fi nalizing the 
forecast and fi nally, sending the results to other related departments like 
Operations, Finance, etc.  

•    Verifi cation / Validation : Check whether the forecasted data was accurate by com-
paring the previous year’s actual sales with the forecasted data values.  

•    Exit : Once the fi gures are fi nalized and orders are about to be placed in tandem 
with the forecasted fi gure.  

•    Metrics  are Profi t and Sales.  
•    Feedback : ____________________________________________   

  ETVXMF Framework for Market Research 

•    Entry : When there is a decision to launch a new product or category, to under-
stand market share.  

•    Tasks  consist of Study market trends, understand consumer buying behaviour 
through surveys, questionnaire, etc.  

•    Verifi cation / Validation : Check if the study of market trends resulted in increased 
sales of that product or category.  

•    Exit : Once the decided category is launched successfully and the sales are steady.  
•    Metric : Increased turnover in sales of that particular category or an increase in 

market share.  
•    Feedback : ____________________________________________   

  ETVXMF Framework for Pricing 

•    Entry : Once the vendor and the design of the product/category is decided.  
•    Tasks  consist of Negotiate on the purchase price, Check the demand for similar 

products, Decide on promotional discounts or less price and Finalize the price 
after calculating the profi tability.  

•    Verifi cation / Validation : Check if the sales and the demand of the product are 
steady with the decided pricing.  

•    Exit : It is an ongoing process. Exit from the main pricing process will take place 
once a price is agreed upon for those set of products.  

•    Metric : Increased turnover in sales of that particular category.  
•    Feedback : ____________________________________________     

    Logistics Department 

 Logistics Department consists of the following main processes: Inbound Logistics, 
Value Addition, and Shipping and Delivery (Fig.  5.4 ).

 Functions
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   Each of these processes, in turn interact with each other. For example, after the 
“Value addition” stage, the order is sent to be “Shipped and Delivered” to the 
Customer.

  ETVXMF for Inbound Logistics 

•    Entry : Arrival of customer order or the need for replenishment arises.  
•    Task  consists of the following steps—Check if the required stock is available or 

not, if it is below the required level, decide the product, quantity and the SKU 
requirement of each category. Next comes—select the distributor, create invoice 
and send it to distributor, run a quality check on receiving the merchandise and 
fi nally perform warehouse management.  

•    Verifi cation / Validation : Check the quality of the goods received. Only if the mer-
chandise passes the quality check, it is ready for storage or for sale.  

•    Exit : When the products are certifi ed “OK” and ready to be stored or dispatched 
to the end user.  

•    Metric : Effi ciency of the entire process, Time taken to get the goods.  
•    Feedback : ____________________________________________   

  ETVXMF for Outbound Logistics 

•    Entry : Takes place when an Order Placement/Confi rmation happens.  
•    Tasks  consist of—Capture the order details –Quantity, SKU id, Price, Create the 

entire delivery, delivery through 3PL or own—depending on the area (pin-code) 
to be serviced. Check the 3PL contract and charges, on delivery 3PL collects the 
exact amount (COD) or in case of pre-payment just delivers the order with the 
signature.  

•   The amount collected after COD order deliveries is to be sent back to Myntra 
after deducting the commissioning fee. The website displays “Order Delivered”  

•    Validation / Verifi cation : Once the goods are safely delivered to the customer with 
the packaging intact, the order verifi cation process is completed.  

•    Exit : When the customer receives the order and the website is updated with the 
receiver’s details.  

•    Metric : Time taken for the delivery, Success rate of CODs, delivery to the correct 
recipient.  

•    Feedback : ____________________________________________     

Inbound Value Addition Shipping &
Delivery

  Fig. 5.4    L1 logistics department       
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    Operations Department 

 Operations Department consists of the following main processes: Maintenance of 
website and customer accounts, Order Creation, Payment Processing, Order 
Tracking, Warehousing, and Vendor Selection (Fig.  5.5 ).

   Each of these processes, in turn interact with each other. For example, “Order 
Creation” will forward the Customer to “Payment Processing.”

  ETVXMF for Order Creation 

•    Entry : User browsing items on the website of Myntra and selecting some items.  
•    Task : Order processing consists of multiple steps—Select items with details: 

Quantity, Size, Price, Do Cart Management, Checkout and calculate payment 
amount on basis of user profi le. Proceed to payment and fi nally send a confi rma-
tion e-mail from Myntra to the user regarding the placement of the order.  

•    Verifi cation / Validation : The order is successfully created. Order no is sent to the 
user. Ease of placing an order will determine the number of new customers shop-
ping with Myntra.  

•    Exit : Successful order being placed or transaction failing.  
•    Metric : Number of successful order creation in a month, Number of new custom-

ers, No of repeat purchasers.  
•    Feedback : ____________________________________________   

  ETVXMF for Payment Processing 

•    Entry : Payment details received by customer as part of order processing  
•    Tasks : Check for the mode of payment as Net banking, Credit card or Debit Card, 

COD. Proceed with payment processing in stages of authorization and verifi ca-
tion and post the receipt except in the case of COD.  

•    Verifi cation / Validation : For each order, it is checked if successful payment trans-
action was possible or not.  

•    Exit : Once the required amount is deducted from the customer’s account, the 
process is completed by generating the transaction no and the order no and posi-
tioning the receipt.  

•    Metric : No of CODs, No of pre-payment orders, Time taken to perform one 
transaction, No. of failed transactions due to server errors or other reasons.  

•    Feedback : ____________________________________________     

Maintenance of
website &
customer
accounts

Order Creation
Payment

Processing
Order Tracking Warehousing Vendor Selection

  Fig. 5.5    L1 operations department       
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    Finance Department 

 Finance Department consists of the following main processes: Means of Financing, 
Capital Budgeting and Cash and Credit Management (Fig.  5.6 ).

   Each of these processes, in turn interact with each other. For example, “Capital 
Budgeting” will help decide the “Cash and Credit Management.”

  ETVXMF for Accounts Receivable 

•    Entry  point of this process is when the invoices are obtained by the 
organization  

•    Tasks  consist of selecting the payment option, setting up reminders in case the 
payment option is COD, receiving the payment.  

•    Verifi cation / Validation  consists of checking whether the payment is received in 
the bank’s account.  

•    Exit : Once the fi gure in the invoice and that of actual cash payment is tallied and 
the account settlement is confi rmed.  

•    Metrics : Amount in invoice = Amount actually credited to the organization’s 
account  

•    Feedback : ____________________________________________     

    Human Resources Department 

 Human Resources Department consists of the following main processes: Employee 
Engagement and Retention, Employee Performance, T&D, Compensation, 
Administration and Performance and Recruitment (Fig.  5.7 ).

   Each of these processes, in turn interact with each other. For example, “Employee 
Performance, T&D, Compensation” will be involved in setting up the “Employee 
Engagement and Retention” process.

Means of
Financing

Capital Budgeting
Cash & Credit
Management

  Fig. 5.6    L1 fi nance department       
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  Fig. 5.7    L1 human resources department       
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  ETVXMF for Training and Development 

•    Entry : Business goals is set and the gap is identifi ed  
•    Tasks  consist of multiple steps—Information is gathered about the required and 

available skill set of the employees. Create an action plan to reach the goals, offer 
training programmes. Evaluate the employees and ensure they get an opportunity 
to apply them.  

•    Verifi cation / Validation : The training programmes are checked for their relevance 
and effectiveness.  

•    Exit : Once the employees understand the tricks of the trade, the process is 
completed.  

•    Metric : Effectiveness of the training and development programmes in terms of 
customer service and increase in sales.  

•    Feedback : ____________________________________________      

    L2 Diagrams 

     1.    Sales Forecasting  
 (Fig.  5.8 )

       2.    Inbound Logistics 
 (Fig.  5.9 )

       3.    Outbound Logistics 
 (Fig.  5.10 )

       4.    Order Processing 
 (Fig.  5.11 )

       5.    Payment Processing 
 (Fig.  5.12 )

       6.    Accounts Receivable 
 (Fig.  5.13 )

       7.    Training and Development 
 (Fig.  5.14 )

          Factors that Affect IT Strategy 

 There are basically three factors which affect IT strategy 

   Industry Characteristics 

 The penetration of Internet and therefore e-commerce is low in India in compared 
to markets like the United States and the United Kingdom but is growing at a much 
faster rate with a large number of new entrants. India has a vibrant cash economy, 

 Functions
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as a result of which 80 % of Indian e-commerce tends to be COD, i.e. cash on 
 delivery. Demand for international consumer is growing at a much faster rate than 
in- country supply from authorized distributors and e-commerce offerings. Hence, 
direct imports constitute a large component of online sales.  

   Organization 

 Myntra was established by Mukesh Bansal, Vineet Saxena and Ashutosh Lawania 
in February 2007, headquartered in Bangalore and has been funded by Venture 
Capital funds like IndoUS, IDG and Accel Partners. Myntra.com is an aggregator 
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  Fig. 5.8    L2 sales forecasting       
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of multiple brands. Its business model is based on procuring current season 
 merchandise from various brands and making them available on the portal at the 
same time as in respective retail brand outlets. In 2013, Myntra acquired a virtual 
fi tting room technology fi rm based out of San-Francisco Fitiquette.  
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  Fig. 5.10    L2 outbound logistics       
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   Issues and Challenges 

 The major barriers are (1) resistance to technology, (2) implementation diffi culties, 
(3) security concerns, (4) lack of technology skills, (5) lack of potential customers, 
and (6) internal and external barriers. Along with these cultural differences, incom-
patible B2B interfaces, organizational differences, international trade barriers, and 
lack of standards mar the company’s image at some point of time.     

StartInput

User Browsing
Itemson
Myntra

Select Items with
details: Qty, size

Add to cart

Continue
Shopping?

Edit Cart?

Registered?

No

Yes

Add/Remove
ITems

Yes

Yes

Checkout?No

No

Login into the A/c

Enter Shipping &
Delivery

Information

Yes
Payment Type

Decision

Payment
Fulfillment

Stop

Create Profile
(registration)

Database

Details stored

Debit/Credit

No

COD

Output
E-mail receipt of
confirmed order

Check for discounts on basis of
1.Loyalty Power
2.Coupon code

3.Promotional Discounts

Recalculate
Payment amount

  Fig. 5.11    L2 order processing       
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Verification Pin
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Stop Output

Post/
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  Fig. 5.12    L2 payment processing       
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StartInput

Receive Invoice

Payment
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End
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Netbanking
Output
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Payment

Enter Invoice in
calendar with 7
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Cash on Delivery
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Set Reminder for
3 days

NoClear the calendar Yes

  Fig. 5.13    L2 accounts receivable       
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  Fig. 5.14    L2 training 
and development       
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    Process Integration 

 The identifi ed processes are now evaluated for integration across departments as 
well as in the same department (if applicable) (Fig.  5.15 ).

   For example, Order Tracking is to be integrated with Outbound Logistics. This 
ensures that the details of the shipping and delivery are accessible to the Customer 
for tracking the shipment.  

  Fig. 5.15    Process integration       
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    Applications Integration 

 After integrating the processes across functions, depending on the business 
 requirements, there is a need for application integration. The approach used for this 
is that the processes were determined and then applications were searched to inte-
grate those processes. It takes into account the availability of best practices in indus-
try. Some of the applications that can be used to integrate the processes are IBM 
Tools, Teradata, CRM+, SAP, Microsoft Dynamics, SAP R/5, SAP Tally Kronos, 
etc. (Fig.  5.16 ).

Applications Processes
IBM Tools, TERADATA Sales Forecasting Warehousing

civiCRM,CRM+
Advertisement & 
Promotion

Maintenance of website 
and customer accounts CRM

SAP,Microsoft Dynamics Order Tracking
Vendor 
Selection

SAP R/5 Payment processing
Cash & Credit
Management 

SAP, Tally Capital Budgeting Pricing

iCMS, KRONOS
Employee Retention and 
recruitment

Employee performance -
T&D, compensation

Administration 
& Performance 
Management

Outbound Logistics  -
shipping & delivery

  Fig. 5.16    Application integration       
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       Technology Integration 

     (a)    Cloud Strategy: 
 Based on our analysis of Myntra’s business model and its growth aspiration, we 
propose the following cloud strategy for Myntra. We will keep a cold site on 
public cloud.

 No.  Service type 

 1  Private IaaS  Customer Relationship Management 
 Master Data Management 
 Enterprise Management 

 2  Private SaaS  POS Application 
 Real-time Reporting Application 
 HR Management application 
 Knowledge management 

 3  Public/Hybrid PaaS  Analytics Applications (Big Data and Business Intelligence) 
 Backup and Restore 

       (b)    Cloud Architecture

   Private IaaS (Fig.  5.17 ).
     Private SaaS (Fig.  5.18 ).
     Hybrid PaaS (Fig.  5.19 ).

  Fig. 5.17    Private IaaS       
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  Fig. 5.18    Private SaaS       

  Fig. 5.19    Hybrid PaaS       
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          (c)    Benefi ts of Cloud Computing to all Stakeholders

 No.  Stakeholder  Benefi ts 

 1  Investor and Promoter  Lower upfront Investment and lower burn rate 
 2  Employee  Streamlined and centralized Processes 
 3  Suppliers  Transparency in data brings in Collaborative planning 

   Economies of scale: 
 Myntra is expected to grow at 70 % CAGR for the next 5 years. This will require 
huge IT infrastructure to support the growth. Cloud provides increased volume out-
put or productivity with fewer people. The cost per unit, project or product reduces. 

 Reduced spending from proposed cloud model: 
 Public cloud computing reduces the capex for IT infrastructure. Also private 
cloud reduces spending because of removal of overlapping of IT infra. With the 
proposed cloud strategy for Myntra, spending on IT will be substantially reduced. 

 Cheap workforce: 
 People can use cloud if they have access to Internet/VPN. Myntra can place its 
workforce anywhere taking advantage of cheap workforce. 
 Minimize licensing new software: 
 With public computing pay per use model it is possible to grow without the 
need to buy expensive software licenses or programmes upfront. This can help 
Myntra to lower its burn rate. 

 Streamline processes 
 Cloud computing streamlines the processes hence makes it easier to do more 
work done with less time with less people.   

   (d)    Cloud ROI: 
 Assumptions: 
 We have assumed IT assets of Myntra to be 8 % of Total Assets, 12 % of 
Operational Expenses are IT Operational Expenses, IT Assets are procured 
every 3 years, Cost of IT Assets increases 20 % over 3 years, IT Operational 
Expenses will rise 4 % every year Without Cloud and With Cloud, IT Operational 
Expenses reduce by 5 % every year (Fig.  5.20 ).
   Discount Rate: 10.0 % 

 Sensitivity Analysis

 Sl. No.  Operational expenses from Cloud  NPV (lakhs) 

 1.  Reduction in Operational Expenses by 5 % Annually (Best Case)  135.46 
 2.  Operational Expenses Constant throughout the period  107.10 
 3.  Operational Expenses remains same as Non-Cloud Scenario   35.33 

       (e)    Risk Analysis for Cloud Strategy 
 (Fig.  5.21 )

       (f)    Roadmap for Cloud 
 (Fig.  5.22 )
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All Values in Lakh rupee

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Year 7

Non-Cloud Total Capex 32 38.4 46.1
OPEX 48 52.8 58.08 63.9 70.3 77.3 85.0
Total Expenses 80 52.8 58.08 102.3 70.3 77.3 131.1

Sales 400 800 1100 1350 1600 1850 2100

With Cloud OPEX 48 48 48 48 48 48 48
Capex for cloud 48
Total Expenses 96.0 48.0 48.0 48.0 48.0 48.0 48.0

Sales 400 800 1100 1350 1600 1850 2100

Benefit -16.0 4.8 10.1 54.3 22.3 29.3 83.1

NPV 107.10

  Fig. 5.20    Cloud ROI       

No. Risk Identified Probability Risk Index Risk Mitigation Cost
Annual 
Loss Remark 

1

Data 
availability 
and business 
continuity 
(Per hr loss)

10 3.0% 8 2.4

1. Using 
multiple ISP's 
(at least 3)

30 7008

Cost<Annual 
loss, Will 
implement 
Risk 
Mitigation 
plan2. Maintaining

backup server 

2

security
(Attacks)
( depends on
attack 
severity)

100 5.0% 8 40

1. Frequent
updation of all
software
patches

5 40

Cost<Annual 
loss, Will 
implement 
Risk 
Mitigation 
plan

3

Disaster 
recovery  —
(Per day loss) 112 0.1% 7 0.784

1. Maintaining
hot and cold 
sites in 
different 
geographies 

60 286.16
Cost<Annual 
loss, Will 
implement 
Risk 
Mitigation 
plan

2. Mock drills
to testify the 
operational of 
cold sites

4

Data privacy 
and security -

15 20.0% 3 9

1. Setting up 
compliance
office 6 9

Cost<Annual 
loss, Will 
implement 
Risk 
Mitigation 
plan

5

Record 
retention 
requirements 
—

15 20.0% 3 9
1. Increased 
cost of storage 6 9

Cost<Annual 
loss, Will 
implement 
Risk 
Mitigation 
plan

Impact
factor

Impact
(In 
Lakhs 
Rs)

  Fig. 5.21    Risk analysis for Cloud strategy       
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           Department Scorecard 

       

GOALS To expand the logistics network in at least 4-5 new cities per quarter
To fulfil 20,000/- orders per month from 5,000/- per month.
To reach 800 Cr.turnover mark by 2014

  

        

ASSUMPTIONS PIP is in full swing along with Acquisitions
Industry growth rate is 15%
Myntra is scalable enough to adopt the change   

Cloud Roadmap

Processes 
Aug-
13

Sep-
13

Oct-
13

Nov-
13

Dec-
13

Jan-
14

Feb-
14

Mar-
14

Setting up 
cloud 
infrastructure

Knowledge 
mgmt

Creation/Generation

Codification

Usage 

Transfer
HR 
Management

HR Planning

Career Development

Compensation & 
Benefits

Performance 
Management

Training & 
Development

Orientation

ERP

Billing

POS

Inventory 
management

CRM

Sales

Marketing

Services

  Fig. 5.22    Roadmap for Cloud       
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    Figure  5.23 

Consolidated Department Score Card

No. Departments Functional Goals Weight

1

Customer Relationship Department

Keep Store Managers on the Selling Floor, 
Not Behind a Desk. Give Store Operations 
the Right Information at the Right Time to 
Make the Right Decisions. 20%

2
Merchandizing Department

Significantly reduce costs, eliminate the 
expense of stock-outs and overstocks, and 
make powerful, rapid decisions 10%

3

Operations Department

Keep Store Managers on the Selling Floor, 
Not Behind a Desk. Give Store Operations 
the Right Information at the Right Time to 
Make the Right Decisions. 10%

4

Vendor and SKU Management 
Department

Analyze Vendor Performance, Drive 
Improvement, and Strengthen 
Negotiations. Improve Performance Across 
the Supply Chain 15%

5

Marketing Department

Online and social becomes a big factor in 
deciding to make a purchase, new 
techniques are emerging around cross -
selling, location-based marketing, in-store
behavior analysis, customer micro -
segmentation, sentiment analysis and 
enhanced multichannel consumer 
experience. 20%

6 Finance and Accounts Department Returns, Fraud and Loss Prevention 10%

7
HR Department

Human resource and allocation of 
resources to indiviual project and 
assignments 15%

Total 100%

  Fig. 5.23    Consolidated department scorecard       
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        Change Management for Cloud Strategy 

 The organization would go through the following change curve during the change 
management process: 

 The change curve moves through the following stages: 

  Shock —This is the initial stage of introducing the change and hence comes as a 
shock to the employees. The employees are most resistant to change in this stage 
(Fig.  5.24 ).

    Denial —The employees do not want the new system and want to stick to the old 
system. 

  Frustration —The employees are frustrated in this stage because they are ignorant of 
the new system. They do not encourage learning the new system too. 

  Depression —This is the stage when the leader’s role is most important. The employ-
ees should be motivated to welcome the change. 

  Experiments —The employees need to be trained and imparted knowledge about the 
new system in the experimentation stage. The leaders should ensure to reduce 
sources of confusion and anxiety. 

  Decisions —Here employees take the decision whether to accept or reject the change. 

  Integration —In this phase, changes throughout the organization are integrated for 
successful completion of the entire process. 

The Change Curve

Dental

Frustration Experiments

Decisions

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

Integration

Depression

Shock

INFORMATION/
COMMUNICATION

EMOTIONAL
SUPPORT

GUIDANCE/
DIRECTION

  Fig. 5.24    Change curve       
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 With the implementation of new processes, different stakeholders are affected 
and involved. The way they work and interact with each other will change. This 
might create the apprehensions in them leading to resistance. 

 Before implementing the change management process, the following should be 
kept in mind: 

  Find out ,  who all will be impacted by the change and how ? 
 Employees will be the most impacted. As they have to go through trainings to learn 
new skill sets as well as processes. This might increase their workload. Employees 
also have to adhere to new policies as well as reporting standards. 

  Find out why they will create resistance ? 
 One of the primary resistances might be due to the adoption of new technology. 
With the use of new technology, resources with older technologies might be appre-
hensive of losing their jobs and hence might create resistance. Another might be due 
to the new reporting procedures which might cause the employees to be more regu-
lar and punctual. One more potential resistance might be due to the increased work-
load because of increase in training activities to prepare them to work with the 
changed system and process. 

  The Change Management process has to incorporate the following steps :  
 First of all we identify those processes which need to be modifi ed and/or automated. 
Then a cost benefi t analysis and a feasibility test are performed and we check if 
there are any integration issues with the existing system. In case there are no inte-
gration issues, we proceed with a detailed roadmap citing the milestones and the 
estimated duration of the each intermediary step. We also provide necessary training 
to the concerned staff who would be handling the system. The progress is being 
monitored at regular intervals and we check whether the actual benefi ts achieved are 
the same as envisaged. In case of integration issues, resolve them taking into con-
sideration the opinions of the concerned stakeholders. 

  Certain key elements needed to be taken in order to ensure successful transition : 
 Firstly, management at the level above where the change takes place should play an 
active and visible role throughout the transition period. Moreover, the direct super-
visors of individuals concerned should be put to contribution. Overall leadership of 
the operation should be entrusted to a top manager. On the whole, there should be 
no change in priorities so long as the intended change has not been suffi ciently inte-
grated. And a mechanism parallel to the usual management mechanisms is put in 
place to ensure that the project is managed and monitored. While, the affected staff 
members are provided with tangible, close and sustained support, suffi cient 
resources are also made available to support the staff in its transition efforts. Finally, 
Progress is regularly monitored in order to identify gaps, which are then rapidly 
corrected.  

 Change Management for Cloud Strategy
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    Implementation Framework 

    Business Objective 

 Myntra’s long-term business strategy is designed to capitalize on the numerous 
opportunities that exist in the e-commerce marketplace and related markets. They 
strategically invest in product, technology, brand support and customer service to 
improve their market positioning in an effort to achieve long-term growth and prof-
itability and create shareholder value. In support of this strategy, they are investing 
in operations on a wide basis while controlling the growth of operating expenses. 
The main business objectives towards driving this project are acquiring new cus-
tomers, improving customer service and providing high quality deliverables and 
effi cient supply chain management.  

    Business Process 

 Business Process is implemented based on priorities, which in turn are chosen based 
on business requirements. Myntra being a rapidly growing e-commerce website—
the CRM process is a highly critical process followed by Market Research and Sales 
Forecasting. The next set of processes is Advertising and Promotion, Payment 
Processing and Outbound Logistics.  
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    Roadmap 

         

        Critical Success Factors 

 CSF are the essential areas of activity that must be performed well if you are to 
achieve the mission, objectives or goals for your business or project. As a common 
point of reference, CSFs help everyone in the team to know exactly what’s most 
important. And this helps people perform their own work in the right context and so 
pull together towards the same overall aims. 

 Implementation Framework
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 A CSF is not a key performance indicator (KPI). CSF are elements that are vital 
for a strategy to be successful. KPIs are measures that quantify management objec-
tives and enable the measurement of strategic performance. A CSF is what drives 
the company forward, it is what makes the company or breaks the company. As staff 
must ask themselves everyday “What makes us the fi rst choice of customers?” and 
they will fi nd the answer is the CSF. 

 There are four basic types of CSF. They are:

    1.    Industry CSFs resulting from specifi c industry characteristics;   
   2.    Strategy CSFs resulting from the chosen competitive strategy of the business;   
   3.    Environmental CSFs resulting from economic or technological changes; and   
   4.    Temporal CSFs resulting from internal organizational needs and changes.     

 All data of stakeholders in the master database are making information retrieval 
instantaneous. We need to confi rm that there is Single Data Entry point to store the 
master data. Implementation of project is within the budgeted amount and stipulated 
time without any major deviations or variability. We also assume that all the end 
users are happy and satisfi ed with less number of complaints. Also all the users are 
using the implemented system in the system with higher frequency. Assume 
improved relations with Suppliers and vendors as an outcome of faster processes. 
And the success of the project coincides with increase in productivity and effi ciency 
of the system.  

    Steering Committee 

 Any Cloud strategy implementation faces the biggest hurdle in the form of change 
management. People are reluctant to adopt the new processes and the customers as 
well pose stiff resistance. However, in order to have a smooth transition to the new 
process, the roles and responsibilities should be clearly defi ned so as to have 
accountability in the system (Fig.  5.25 ).

       Senior Management Review 

    Role of VP-Human Resources 

 The main role of a VP-HR will be primarily to improve the recruitment process to 
take motivated employees and reduce attrition. Also improve training and develop-
ment to improve employee performance. Designing the salary structure for employ-
ees and review of compensation based on employee’s cost-to-company and revenue 
generated per employee also falls under the gamut of responsibilities. Provide 
incentives to reduce absenteeism and implement the performance appraisal process 
and help the senior management in conducting the process.  
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    Role of Head-Brand Marketing 

 The main responsibility of a BM-Head will be primarily to connect users with 
brands in creative and most effective ways. Performing analytics through social 
media to fi nd consumer insights and current trends and leveraging these consumer 
insights to infl uence product development also fall under the umbrella. He must also 
oversee brand management and work on bringing new brands to the store while 
improving social media presence and promotions in social media to improve brand 
visibility.  

Critical Success Factor for Myntra 
Critical Success Factor Source of CSF Primary Measures & Targets 

Increase in Customers 
count 

 

Increase in the number of new users 

Increase in customer retention 

Robust front end architecture for smoother 
customer buying experience with lesser lag time (for 
all gadgets and pc) 

Increase in Sales  Increase in average time spent per user 

Increase in ROI 
Increase the Traffic Sales Conversion rate to >10% 

 Increase average basket size of customers to 
bundling and dynamic buying recommendations 

 High Quality Deliverable 

 

Zero Customer Complaints 

Provide personalized service 

Suppliers and Vendors 
better relationship  

Faster Clearance Process 

Reliable supply of merchandising to cater to the 

demand 

Robust Master Data 
Management 

Strategy  
(Improve 
timeliness of 
deliverables) 

Business process re-engineering and linking the back 
office systems to the cloud 

Acceptance of  activity 
tracker by stakeholders 100% workflow management and activity tracker  

 
Higher frequency of System Usage 

 
 Training and 99% automated data entry process and 
analytics and metrics 

 Many Strategic Reports 

Industry 
(Quality of work)

Environmental 
(Targeting the 
tier2 and 3 
cities)

MIS/ERP/CRM Accuracy, 
efficiency and relevance

Acceptance and use of 
automated processes by 
the employees and 
peripherals

Increasing the repeat 
sales

  Fig. 5.25    Critical success factors       
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    Role of Chief Operating Offi cer 

 The main role of a COO will be primarily to coordinate with the CEO to decide on 
the future direction of the company. Oversee periodic fi nancial statements to ascer-
tain the fi nancial health of the company, to improve the inventory turnover rate, 
oversee the design and implementation of labour schedules are some of the other 
roles of the COO too. Improve the inventory management systems and look for new 
opportunities and threats to the company also lie under the hood.  

    Role of Chief Strategy Offi cer 

 The main responsibility of a CSO will be primarily to assess the strengths/weak-
nesses of the current business strategy, develop a new business strategy, if needed. 
Also to check the feasibility of the strategy and implement it across departments and 
to cascade the strategy to the lower levels of the company, with appropriate incen-
tives to align personnel goals with company goals falls under the gamut of 
responsibilities.  

    Role of the Chief Technology Offi cer 

 The main role of a COO    will be primarily to overview the current technologies used 
in the company’s products and services manage innovation in the company and 
identify new and emerging technologies and their feasibility for implementation in 
the company  

    Role of Chief Executive Offi cer 

 The main responsibility of a CSO    will be primarily to lead, in conjunction with 
the Board of Directors, the development of the company’s strategy as well as 
oversee the implementation of the Company’s short and long-term plans in accor-
dance with its strategy. He also has to act as a liaison between the management 
and the Board, while communicating effectively with employees, Government 
authorities, other stakeholders and the public. He also needs to determine the date, 
place and time of the annual meeting of shareholders and to develop the agenda 
for the meetings. On an overall basis he needs to keep abreast of all material 
undertakings and activities of the company and all material external factors affect-
ing the company.  
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    Roles and Responsibilities 

 Roles  Responsibilities 

 Steering Committee  • Drive the project—set goals and milestones 
 • Oversee the adherences to the timelines 
 • Organize and review the effi ciency of the project 
 • Resolve the exceptions generated—technology decision 

 Consultant  • The auditor to review the correctness of the process, procedures 
and standards for the “To Be Process” 

 • Validate the effectiveness and effi ciency us of the process. 
 • Compliance to Quality standards 

 Users  • To adhere to the processes and timelines. 
 • Report any discrepancy spotted. 
 • Undergo training for profi ciency in use of system to achieve 

optimum productivity. 
 • Provide Feedback 

       Communication Protocol 
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        Stakeholder Prioritization Matrix 

         

     High Infl uence Challengers : Outreach efforts should be designed to convert them to 
champions. Simultaneously plan of countermeasures to help equalize/neutralize any 
actions they might take that could potentially harm or sabotage the project should 
be done. 

  High Infl uence Champions : Proactively leverage the positive inputs from these 
 individuals to further the business objectives and to build a strong support 
foundation. 

  Low Infl uence Challengers : Maintain awareness of any awareness that could poten-
tially harm the project, but put less energy into converting these challengers to 
champions. 

  Low Infl uence Champions : Make an effort to ensure that the positive relationships 
are maintained, but put less energy into further cultivating these champions.  
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    Training 

 Initially the deliverables that are expected at the end of training are clearly  identifi ed. 
After the deliverables are clearly defi ned, we identify the methods and assist in 
coaching and training so required skills are developed. This would be done through 
hands-on workshop for the user/employees. The employees need training for using 
the cloud implementation (CRM/ERP/MDM, etc.). We also need to develop a train-
ing calendar and a review mechanism for the imparted training. In the meanwhile 
we continue motivating and counselling the users through various channels to 
 reiterate the benefi ts of the new system and the process enablement.    

    Risk Management 

 Please refer the worksheet for detailed elaboration
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       Conclusion 

 Myntra today faces numerous challenges which are synonymous with any growing 
company. As Myntra had carved a niche for itself in the beginning, it was able to 
manage its operations with ease. But with the deluge of numerous e-tailing web-
sites, the company is losing its charm. 

 In order to grow to the next level, Myntra must re-engineer some of its processes 
and bring in automation and cloud to manage its ever growing product line and 
satisfy its evermore demanding customers. The implementation of cloud strategy 
may be carried out in order to improve the processes, quality of service while 
increasing the revenue (and profi tability). 

 The suggestions made, if implemented, will drastically reduce the cost of opera-
tions for Myntra and at the same time free more working capital which is essential 
for catapulting the company to a higher trajectory of growth. Also it would help the 
operations of the company to be aligned towards its vision, mission and goals.    

Conclusion
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    Chapter 6   
  Case Study : Developing Cloud Computing 
Strategy for Dabur 

                            

     Case Overview  

  The major objective of this project is to design an IT Implementation strategy for 
Dabur. Many of the FMCG companies in India have a similar structure hence this 
IT strategy might as well be applicable to other companies in the Indian FMCG 
 sector. Most of the processes in Dabur have now been computerized with the 
advancement of technology, but there is a disconnect between various functions at 
Dabur and a major portion on data available cannot be leveraged for obtaining com-
petitive advantage due to this lack of integration. We interviewed few of the profes-
sionals (ASMs and Sales Executives) working in Dabur to get an idea of the existing 
processes in Dabur. We also looked at the competitors of Dabur such as Reckitt 
Benckiser and P&G to analyze processes followed there. We also looked at industry 
reports on current trends in the Indian FMCG sector and current applicability of 
Cloud Implementation in the FMCG segment. And then taking into account the 
Vision, Mission and Goals of Dabur we were able to chalk out an implementation 
plan for IT Strategy for Dabur. 

 We have suggested that Dabur leverage the Cloud Implementation technology to 
streamline its business processes. This will not only ensure that they are able to 
fulfi ll their promise to their investors to accelerate profi table growth, but also will 
ensure future scalability, security and higher effi ciency at lower costs. 

 Stakeholders such as investors, suppliers, distributors, etc. will have better inte-
gration with one another and with Dabur, resulting in a just-in-time model, which 
will ultimately add value to the business partners. 

 With increase in its business Dabur needs an IT infrastructure that is Scalable, 
Manageable, Secured, Portable and Durable. Cloud is defi nitely the way forward 
with the growing demand for fl exibility and increase in competition.  
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    SWOT Analysis for Indian FMCG Sector 

•      Strengths :

 –    Moderate operating costs.  
 –   Established distribution networks in both urban and rural areas.  
 –   Presence of well-known brands in FMCG sector.  
 –   Favourable government policies.     

•    Weaknesses :

 –    Lower scope of investing in technology and achieving economies of scale, 
especially in small sectors.  

 –   Low exports levels.  
 –   Counterfeit Products.     

•    Opportunities :

 –    Untapped rural market.  
 –   Rising income levels, i.e. increase in purchasing power of consumers.  
 –   Large domestic market—a population of over one billion.  
 –   Export potential.  
 –   High consumer goods spending.     

•    Threats :

 –    Removal of import restrictions resulting in replacement of domestic brands.  
 –   Slowdown in rural demand.  
 –   Tax and regulatory structure.        

    PES Analysis of Indian FMCG Sector 

•      Political :

 –     Tax Structure : Complicated tax structure, high indirect tax, lack of uniformity, 
high octroi and entry tax and changing tax policies.  

 –    Infrastructure Issues : Performance of FMCG is very much depended on gov-
ernment spending on Agricultural Infrastructure, Power, and Transportation 
Infrastructure.  

 –    Regulatory Constraints : Requirement for multiplicity of permits and licenses 
for various states, prevailing outdated labour laws, cumbersome and lengthy 
export procedures, confusing and time consuming subsidy availing procedures.  

 –    Policy framework : Approval related to investment of FDI into Retail sector 
(   single-brand retail and multi-brand retail), license rules in setting up of 
Industry, changes in Statutory Minimum Price (SMP) of commodities and 
Priority sector classifi cation of Industries.     

6 Case Study: Developing Cloud Computing Strategy for Dabur
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•    Economic :

 –     GDP Growth : Growth of the industry is consistent with the Indian economy.  
 –    Infl ation : Infl ationary pressures alter the purchasing power of money. This has 

a direct impact on consumer spending and business investment.  
 –    Consumer Income : Increase in incomes is mainly an outcome of economic 

growth across sectors. Over the past few years, India has seen increased 
 economic growth, with a continuous and substantial impact on consumer dis-
posable income which enabled good growth for the FMCG sector.  

 –    Private Consumption : The Indian economy, unlike other economies, has high 
rate of private consumption (61 %).  

 –    Urbanization : India has 70 % of its population living in rural areas. With 
 rising urbanization, more people will have exposure to modern products and 
brands and thus market focus shifts to branded and packaged goods and 
products.     

•    Social :

 –     Change in consumer Profi le : Rapid urbanization, increased literacy and rising 
per capita income, have all caused rapid growth and change in demand pat-
terns, leading to an explosion of new opportunities. Around 45 % of the popu-
lation in India is below 20 years of age and the young population is set to rise 
further.  

 –    Change in Lifestyle : Changing Lifestyle of Indian consumers has led to focus 
on premium products among Indian FMCG players.  

 –    Rural focus : As market is getting saturated, companies are focusing on rural 
area for penetration, by providing consumers with bite-sized or single-use 
packs.      

        

 PES Analysis of Indian FMCG Sector
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        About Dabur 

 Dabur India Limited is a leading Indian consumer goods company with interests in 
Hair Care, Oral Care, Health Care, Skin Care, Home Care and Foods. It is one of the 
leading consumer goods company in India with a turnover of Rs. 5,283 crores 
(FY12). It has two major strategic business units—Consumer Care Business and 
International Business Division (IBD). It also has two Subsidiary Group 
 companies—Dabur International and NewU. It has 17 ultra-modern manufacturing 
units spread around the globe. Dabur’s products are marketed in over 60 countries. 
Dabur has achieved wide and deep market penetration through 50 C&F agents, 
more than 5,000 distributors and over 3.4 million retail outlets all over India.  

    TEL Analysis of Dabur 

•      Technological :

 –    Dabur established Dabur Research Foundation (R&D centre) to focus on new 
product developments in FMCG and Pharmaceutical segment.  

 –   Dabur has also made continuous efforts towards technology absorption and 
innovation, which have contributed towards preserving natural resources. 
These efforts include:

   Minimum use of water in process by pre-concentration of herbal extract and 
reduction in concentration time.  

  Uniform heating in VTDs by hot water as against steam earlier, resulting in 
30 % reduction in bulk wastage by using non-stick coating and formulation 
change.  

  Improvement in water treatment plant through introduction of RO (reverse 
osmosis) system for DM water, reutilization of waste water from pump 
seal cooling and RO reject waste-water management.  

  Introduction of water effi cient CIP system with recycling of water in fruit 
juice manufacturing.  

  Development of in-house technology to convert fruit waste into organic 
manure by using the culture  Lactobacillus burchi .     

 –   The Company has achieved a host of signifi cant benefi ts in terms of product 
improvement, cost reduction, product development, import substitution, 
cleaner environment and waste disposal, among others.     

•    Environmental :

 –     At Dabur ,  environment and nature is the lifeline of our business : With a 
 portfolio of Ayurveda and nature-based products, conservation of nature and 
natural resources is deep rooted in the organizational DNA, and in every 
aspect of Dabur’s business.  

6 Case Study: Developing Cloud Computing Strategy for Dabur
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 –    Conservation of Energy :

   Dabur has been undertaking a host of energy conservation measures. 
Successful implementation of various energy conservation projects has 
resulted in a 13.8 % reduction in the Company’s energy bill in the 
 2008–2009 fi scal alone. What was noteworthy was the fact that this reduc-
tion has come despite an 8–9 % volume increase in manufacturing, and an 
average 11.7 % increase in cost of key input fuels.  

  The host of measures—key among them being use of bio-fuels in boilers, 
generation of biogas and installation of energy effi cient equipment—
helped lower the cost of production, besides reduce effl uent and improve 
hygiene conditions and productivity.     

 –   Health Safety and Environmental Review

   Renewing the commitment to Health Safety and Environment, Dabur has for-
mulated a policy focusing on People, Technology and Facilities. A dedi-
cated “Safety Management Team” has also been put in place to work 
towards the prevention of untoward incidents at the corporate and unit 
level, besides educate and motivate employees on various aspects of 
Health, Safety and Environment  

  The Company is also continuously monitoring its waste in adherence with the 
pollution control norms. In pursuance of its commitment towards the 
 society, efforts have also been initiated to conserve and maintain the 
ground water level. The efforts include implementation of rainwater har-
vesting, which has delivered encouraging results and has put the company 
on the path to becoming a Water-Positive Corporation  

  Dabur also initiated a Carbon Foot Print Study at the unit level with an aim to 
become a carbon positive Company in years to come           

    Vision and Mission of Dabur 

•      Vision :

 –    “Dedicated to the health and well-being of every household.”     

•    Mission :

 –    Being a Leader in the Natural Foods and Beverages Industry and aiming at 
offering High Quality products while creating maximum returns for the 
Stakeholders.       

 Vision and Mission of Dabur
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  Strategic Intent of Dabur for Business and its Stakeholders : 
 The strategic intent is to signifi cantly  accelerate profi table growth . To do this, 

Dabur will:

•    Focus on growing its core brands across categories, extending to new geogra-
phies, within and outside India, and improving operational effi ciencies by lever-
aging information technology.  

•   Be the preferred company by target consumers to meet their health and personal 
grooming needs with safe, effi cacious, natural solutions by intermingling their 
deep knowledge of Ayurveda and herbs with modern science.  

•   Provide target consumers with innovative products within easy access.  
•   Build a platform to enable Dabur to become a global Ayurvedic leader.  
•   Be a professionally managed employer of choice, attracting, developing and 

retaining quality personnel.  
•   Be a responsible citizen with a commitment to environmental protection.  
•   Try to provide superior returns to its shareholders, relative to its competitors.     

    Mapping Functions and Processes within Dabur 

 Dabur resembles any typical FMCG company in its structure with following being 
the major functions:

•    Sales and Marketing  
•   Logistics and Operations  
•   HR  
•   Manufacturing    

  The following diagram depicts an L0 ,  L1 and L2 view of the various processes in 
these functional departments :

6 Case Study: Developing Cloud Computing Strategy for Dabur
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L0 L1 L2

Primary Sales: Sales done by the
Sales Representatives

Secondary Sales: Sales done by 
the Distributor in market
Claims Management:
Employees’ Claims, 
Distributor/Sub-Distributors’ & 
Wholesalers’ Claims
Marketing Schemes: Various 

Allocations & Truck-loading: The 
Regional Logistics Manager is 
responsible for allocation of the 
cases of products to various 

Each CnF Agent is responsible for 
logistics of the products to the 
Super-Stockists and the Distributors

Training & Development of new
recruits for end-to-end sales

The Corporate HR is responsible for
deciding the salary levels of each 
employee and approving incentives 
and reimbursements

  

        Factors Affecting IT Strategy 

  Service Level Agreements : The SLA between Dabur and other stakeholders such as 
the suppliers, logistics, distributors, etc. will play an important role in formulating 
the IT strategy. 

  Real-Time Data Issues : There may be a need to update Product price and data on a 
real-time basis so that there are no discrepancies. 

  Time to Market : With development of the competition, the need of the hour is to 
respond quickly to customer demands, hence time to market in these conditions 
becomes very important to gain competitiveness over the others. 

  Reliability of system : The system needs to deliver 99.99 % up time for continued 
service. 

  Regulatory Compliance Requirements : Governmental agencies regularly track vari-
ous records to check compliance. Hence, effective compliance requires real- time 

 Factors Affecting IT Strategy
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information and identifi cation of compliance issues. Moreover any change in the 
regulatory framework of health–related issues will have a severe impact on parts of 
Dabur’s business and profi tability. Therefore, while designing IT strategy the above 
factors need to be considered and serves as one of the key challenges. 

  Business Continuity and Data Recovery : With a size of the company as Dabur it is 
imperative to have business running without any obstacles. IT will help Dabur to 
plan business actions well in time, so as to avoid any roadblock to business. 

  Transparency : Uniformity of information over data and customer details.  

    Applications Integration 

   Application Integration Considerations 

•   Request for information versus request for processing

 –    Is the application integration solution intended for informational access only 
or is it intended to integrate requests for processing as well?     

•   Foreground versus background integration

 –    Are the applications providing some result to the user (e.g. a real-time process 
where user is retrieving a price quote for a particular product) or are the appli-
cations running behind the scenes (e.g. data synchronization of pricing infor-
mation to all the local stores from the central offi ce).     

•   Operation latency (applications and/or data queries)

 –    What is the time required for completion of an operation in the application? 
Operations that can’t be completed in less than a few seconds require imple-
mentation of asynchronous methods of integration. For example, a query on 
product inventory could be a quick operation whereas the assessment of the 
production plan for manufacturing that inventory could even take hours to 
complete.     

•   Geographic proximity

 –    What is the geographical proximity of the applications being integrated w.r.t 
one another? Integration of applications residing at the same data centre may 
have smaller integration latency than integration of applications present at 
geographically distant locations.     

•   Process re-engineering

 –    Are we looking at re-engineering the business processes or just extending the 
already existing business processes?        

6 Case Study: Developing Cloud Computing Strategy for Dabur
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    Best Practices for Application Integration Using Cloud 

•      Enabling smooth and non - disruptive consolidation : System consolidation is a 
key step to private cloud architectures. But, we should ensure that there should 
be no or very less downtime for our critical systems. We can leverage log-based, 
real-time data replication to consolidate the databases without database down-
time. Automation should be preferred over manual scripts for fast time to value.  

•    Integrate applications at data - laye r: In the private cloud environment, shared 
application services are a key requirement for enabling agility and best use of 
resources. The same applies to data access and other important data manipula-
tion requirements like transformations and data quality. The application integra-
tion should be done at a cloud environment with easy-to-deploy data services.  

•    Connect non - cloud systems with private cloud : If some applications are being 
hosted on private cloud, most likely we won’t have all the desired applications in 
the cloud environment from the fi rst day itself. For business operations, we will 
need to share the data in our stand-alone enterprise systems with the newly 
implemented private cloud environment. Real-time data integration can help by 
enabling data sharing and distribution to support the fast-paced business pro-
cesses and to achieve a holistic and up-to-date view of operations.  

•    Connect non - cloud systems with public cloud : Some of our applications may be 
present on public cloud and we may need to access the application data from the 
cloud for our business operations. This is critical not only for some of the busi-
ness processes depending on this data on the cloud, but also have a complete 
view of your business for better decision making across the board. Hence the 
non-cloud systems should be properly integrated with the public cloud.  

•    Ensuring continuous availability for data infrastructure : In addition to enabling 
continuous operations while migrating to cloud, we need to choose or build an 
environment that has minimal unplanned and planned downtime.     

    Technology Integration 

    Cloud Strategy 

 A cloud strategy implementation will impact the way Dabur innovate products and 
processes. The huge amount of computing power will enable Dabur to effi ciently 
manage the various resources leading to better profi tability. 

    IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service) 

 Dabur would require its own servers and storage devices for running its OS, applica-
tions and databases for its confi dential and secure data and applications. IaaS is 
required for the on-premise private cloud component as mentioned later on in the 
cloud architecture. 

 Technology Integration
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 The service delivery layer processes like demand management, procurement, 
business relationship management, service catalog management, service lifecycle 
management, capacity management and information security management are to be 
implemented on the private cloud. 

 The management layer processes like fi nancial management, services reporting, 
security management, network management, corporate HR, sales and marketing 
and production management are also to be implemented on the private cloud.  

    Platform as a Service 

 Dabur would also need fl exibility to confi gure the applications as per its own 
requirement. Platform as a Service (PaaS) model can be implemented for the provi-
sioning of Public cloud component of the hybrid network. Application developers 
can develop and implement the software solutions on the cloud platform without 
incurring the complexity and cost of buying and managing the underlying software 
and hardware layers. 

 The operations layer processes like secondary sales tracking, master data man-
agement, employee management, knowledge management, request fulfi llment, 
change management and claims management are to be implemented in the public 
cloud. Operations layer is directly connected with the services delivery layer and 
management layer which are part of the private cloud. The various processes as 
part of the cloud strategy will have to be implemented with the platform as a 
service model. 

 In the FMCG industry data associated for channel usages, service requests, and 
history on a channel basis are collated on a regular basis. Products are sold quite fast 
compared to any other industry. In case of Dabur, the cloud implementation strategy 
must consider the fact that FMCGs have a shot shelf life, so the amount of data that 
has to be collected for effi cient market research is huge. PaaS implementation for 
provisioning of public cloud has to take care of the various data collection processes 
in such a way that there can be continuous data movement to service delivery and 
management layer on demand basis.   

    Challenges in Implementation of Cloud Strategy 

 The effi cient management of supply chain in the FMCG industry is a big challenge. 
The cloud implementation must take care of all the intricacies of the supply chain in 
case of Dabur. Reduction of process costs and minimization of wastage are of prime 
importance while implementing cloud. Effi cient collaboration and communication 
among the stakeholders should be taken care off. The various campaigns during a 
product launch leads to sudden fl ow of huge amount of data. An effi cient system 
will be able to capture data on constant basis and can deliver on demand basis.  

6 Case Study: Developing Cloud Computing Strategy for Dabur
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    Cloud Architecture 

 Dabur is a major player in the fi eld of Ayurvedic products. Hence it owns a lot of 
patents, copyrights and other such sensitive information. The  R&D department  of 
Dabur deals with new product developments, the data for which needs a highly 
secure environment. These factors demand that the cloud implementation for Dabur 
should be on a highly secure network in order to prevent data leakage/data loss of 
any kind. An on-premise  Private Cloud  model would thus be apt to host the applica-
tions related to these functions. The Private Cloud model would thus help Dabur in 
the standardization of cloud service management processes while maintaining 
 highest level of security. 

 But apart from this, other general processes, e.g.  Primary and Secondary Sales 
Tracking , which may not require such high security environment could be hosted on 
a  Public Cloud  for cost minimization. A public cloud offers high scalability and a 
huge cost advantage. 

 Thus the two deployment models can be integrated together in the  Hybrid Cloud 
architecture  for Dabur.

        

    Two combinations of Service Models and Deployment Models can be prescribed 
for Dabur. Dabur would require its own servers and storage devices for running its 
OS, applications and databases for its confi dential and secure data and applications. 
Thus it would require  Infrastructure as a Service  ( IaaS ) for the on-premise Private 

 Technology Integration
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Cloud component. Similarly for general applications, Dabur would need fl exibility 
to confi gure the applications as per its own requirement and hence could go for 
 Platform as a Service  ( PaaS ) model for the provisioned Public Cloud component of 
the Hybrid Network.  

    Benefi ts of Cloud to Stakeholders 

  Suppliers : The suppliers will be able to monitor demand in the factories well in 
advance, thereby reducing lead times. Demand forecasting and some data analytics 
could be done by the public cloud itself for the suppliers. 

  Distributors : The distributors will be able to place orders for the products which are 
high in demand in advance preventing any stock out situations. 

  Sales Representatives : The sales representatives will be able to monitor both 
Primary and Secondary sales data, which in turn will help them in achieving monthly 
targets and fulfi lling their KPIs. 

  Marketing : The marketing team can make use of the previous demands and existing 
demands to create various promotions on the products and instantly roll them out to 
the market due to integration of the various other stakeholders, thereby reducing go 
to market time signifi cantly, which in turn will affect the bottom line by pumping up 
sales.  

    ROI from Implementing Cloud 

     1.     Cost savings and rate of adaption : By reducing costs brought about by delays in 
decision and quick transitioning to new capabilities to keep up with market 
trends, Dabur can rapidly improve the standing of their company against the 
competition which brings about more revenue quicker and gives them a chance 
to grab important market share.   

   2.     Total cost of ownership : Because of a virtually non-existent barrier to entry and 
low technical skill requirement, cloud computing ensures that even non-IT staff 
can confi gure and run infrastructure and applications suited for the organiza-
tion’s needs. This includes savings through labour and expertise cost, mainte-
nance costs, and of course installation costs.   

   3.     Rapid and dynamic provisioning of resources : Cloud computing allows for the 
rapid provisioning of resources to scale to the growth or reduction eliminating the 
need for new equipment or decommissioning of no longer needed ones, ensuring 
that the new department or business unit becomes productive very quickly.   

   4.     Increased cost and margin control : Growth in revenue and opportunities will 
allow Dabur to cater to new markets and widen its customer base for further 
growth and improvement. The scalability of cloud computing allows for the 
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avoidance of under or over provisioning of IT services which always ensures 
enhanced capacity utilization and avoidance of waste.   

   5.     Process improvement : Through on demand solutions and shared services, orga-
nizations can capitalize on the development of new skills and solutions. This 
leads to better business processes which in turn ensure that the organization is 
lean enough to adapt to market changes and even see them as new opportunities 
for growth.     

  Methodology for Dabur : The cost savings for the industry in which Dabur operates 
comes to about 11 % of the Operating Expenditure. So the OPEX was fi rst obtained 
from the annual report of the company. The opex rises on an average by about 5 % 
on a yearly basis and the cost of capital comes to about 16 %. So we discounted the 
cost savings of the fi rst 5 years of implementation at the abovementioned rate and 
arrived at the present value of cost savings. The total return was thereby ascertained 
and annualized over a period of 5 years. The Return on an assumed investment of 
Rs. 100,000 lakhs came to about 8.98 %.

 All fi gures are in lakhs  Year 1  Year 2  Year 3  Year 4  Year 5 

 Cost savings  41,000  43,050  47,355  5,2090.5  5,7299.55 
 Incremental CAPEX  100,000 
 Discounting factor  0.862069  0.743163  0.640658  0.552291  0.476113 
 PV of infl ows/(outfl ows)  −5,0862.1  3,1993.16  3,0338.34  2,8769.12  2,7281.06 
 Net present value (NPV)  6,7519.62 
 Total return over a period 
of 5 years 

 1,53726.5 

 Total investment  100,000 
 ROI over a period of 5 years 
annualized 

 8.98 % 

        Roadmap for Cloud Implementation 

•     Step 1: Assembling the team  
 The adoption of the cloud is a strategic business decision that will allow Dabur 
not only to improve its IT effi ciency but also help in achieving of business goals 
like streamlining its supply chain and extending its existing business processes to 
make them more accessible by third parties. Hence, the adoption of the cloud 
should be led by senior management of Dabur including the CEO and CFO. 
The CIO and CTO will play the role of key enablers. Resources will be drawn 
from IT, business (sales and marketing), fi nance, administrative and legal depart-
ments of Dabur to build a team that can address the various aspects of cloud 
adoption—strategic, tactical and operational.  

•   Step 2: Deciding on the enterprise cloud strategy  
 While developing a strategic plan for adoption of cloud, each new cloud service 
will need to be evaluated against the current cost of delivery. For example, the 
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reduced capital costs for cloud services will need to be weighed against cloud 
service charges. Dabur will also have to determine whether to train its own inter-
nal resources on the new cloud technologies or pay for external services to pro-
vide the resources temporarily or permanently.  

•   Step 3: Selecting Cloud Services and Deployment Models  
 We have come to the conclusion that Dabur should adopt IaaS and PaaS service 
models and the hybrid model of cloud deployment. Below is an example of how 
the service model may be adopted:

 –     Example Approach for PaaS adoption :  
 Analyze the available PaaS offerings in terms of TCO/ROI and the associated 

risks such as vendor lock in, interoperability and existing IT infrastructure.  
 Defi ne a PaaS strategy for both private and public implementations before 

adopting any specifi c PaaS offering.     

•   Step 4: Determining who will develop, test and deploy the cloud services  
 The next step involves determining who will develop test and deploy the cloud 
services needed by Dabur.  

•   Step 5: Developing a proof-of-concept (POC) before the move to production  
 The implementation team needs to ensure the following activities are completed 
before the existing systems are integrated with the cloud:

 –    Verifying that the cloud service delivers required functionality in a test 
environment.  

 –   Verifying that all processes continue to work-end users simulate transactions.  
 –   Verify data recovery activities.     

•   Step 6: Integrating cloud with the existing enterprise services  
 A huge company like Dabur has already invested a lot in existing services. Hence 
cloud adoption does not mean that all the existing services are replaced. Thus a 
seamless link needs to be established between the existing services and the newly 
implemented cloud services.  

•   Step 7: Developing and managing SLAs  
 Creation of an SLA is important set expectations for service between Dabur and 
the cloud provider. As part of the SLA, a service availability target from the 
cloud provider should be included. The level of service may be lower if the ser-
vice is tied to a non-critical data whereas if the data is critical, higher levels of 
service and appropriate penalty clauses may be agreed upon. Considerations 
must also be given to the different kinds of service models (IaaS, PaaS and SaaS) 
since each model brings in different requirements.  

•   Step 8: Managing the cloud environment

 –     Technical and Customer Support Requirements :  
 For an onsite private cloud, the management of the cloud would be consistent 
with the management of existing services within the enterprise.  
 For Public cloud, the responsibility for management of the cloud service(s) 

would be decided in the SLA. The SLA will establish processes for 
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identifying a problem, who is responsible and depending on the impact of 
the  problem, what resources are brought to bear to resolve the problem 
(from both  consumer and provider).       

 A disaster recovery process must also be defi ned and implemented to protect 
Dabur and its digital assets.  

    Department Score Card 

 It helps in identifying the strategies pertaining to individual functional departments 
and further assisting in aligning the functional strategies to the functional goals 
which in turn are associated with the business goals. 

  Business Goals of Dabur :

•    To be a market leader in the consumer healthcare space.  
•   Dabur has set itself a target to achieve a topline of Rs. 7,000 crores by the end of 

the 2013–2014 fi scal.    

    Business Metrics 

 The business metrics used can be broadly categorized into:

•    Manufacturing and Operations Metrics:

 –    No. of new products offered.  
 –   Percentage increase in the sale of adapted products.  
 –   Percentage of products adapted/targeted to the low-income consumer 

segment.  
 –   Order-to-delivery lead time.  
 –   Supply chain response time.  
 –   Delivery performance (On Time/Delivery Date).  
 –   Percentage reduction in energy/water usage/waste generated per unit pro-

duced/carbon footprint.  
 –   Percentage products in compliance with consumer product safety and label-

ing regulation.  
 –   Forecasting techniques and average forecast error rate.  
 –   Stock out rate.  
 –   Time-to-market.     

•   Sales and Marketing Metrics

 –    ROMI = Increase in sales − Marketing campaign investment)/(Marketing 
 campaign investment).  

 Department Score Card
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 –   Cost per lead = Total cost of marketing campaign/Number of leads 
generated.  

 –   Engagement score = Number of leads generated/Number of contacts made.  
 –   Brand awareness = (Number of people who know brand Dabur/Number of 

people surveyed).  
 –   Market share = (Total sales made by Dabur/Total sales made by competitors).  
 –   Existing customer retention ratio = (Sales made to existing customers/Total 

sales).  
 –   Social media marketing on Facebook and other social networking websites.  
 –   CSR initiatives through Sustainable Development Society (SUNDESH).  
 –   Brand Fame Index = Perceived Popularity/Actual Popularity.     

•   Procurement Metrics

 –    Past Trends.  
 –   Long Forward positions.     

•   HR metrics

 –    No. of employees added per quarter.  
 –   Employee Productivity = No. of units manufactured per employee.  
 –   Average Salary person takes across departments.  
 –   Rate of fi lling the position.     

•   Financial Metrics

 –    Sales.  
 –   EBITDA.  
 –   PAT (profi t after Tax).  
 –   Shareholder’s Fund.  
 –   Book Value per Share = (Equity + Reserve)/Total no. of outstanding shares.  
 –   Net fi xed Asset Turnover.  
 –   Earnings per Share = Profi t after tax/Total no. of outstanding shares.  
 –   Dividend per Share.  
 –   Market Capitalization = Total no. of outstanding shares × Market Price of a 

share.        

    Organization Structure 

 The following are the identifi ed departments of Dabur industries:

•    Manufacturing and Operations  
•   Sales and Marketing  
•   Procurement  
•   HR    
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  The organization structure for HR department is shown below :

        

     The organization structure of marketing department is shown below :

      

Country Head

National Sales Director/Marketing
Director

Regional Sales Manager

Zonal Sales Manager/Regional Trade
Marketing Manager

Zonal Sales Manager/Regional Trade
Marketing Manager

Area Sales Managers/Assistant Brand Manager Area Sales Managers/Assistant Brand Manager

Area Sales Executives Area Sales Executives

Territory Sales In-charge Territory Sales In-charge

Sales Rep Sales Rep Sales Rep Sales Rep

Regional Sales Manager Regional Sales Manager......

...
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         Department Scorecard 

 Functional 
goals  Functional strategy 

 Strategy 
weight  Metrics 

 Weighted 
score 

  Marketing  ( 0.40 ) 
 Increasing 
market share to 
be a market 
leader 

 Increase in market 
share ( Entering new 
geographies ) 

 0.4  • ROMI = Increase in 
sales—Marketing 
campaign investment)/
(Marketing campaign 
investment) 

 0.16 

 • Cost per lead = Total cost 
of marketing campaign/
Number of leads 
generated 

 • Engagement 
score = Number of leads 
generated/Number of 
contacts made 

 • Brand 
awareness = (Number of 
people who know brand 
Dabur/Number of people 
surveyed) 

 Increase in market 
share ( Penetrating 
existing markets ) 

 0.4  • Market share = (Total 
sales made by Dabur/
Total sales made by 
competitors) 

 0.16 

 • Existing customer 
retention ratio = (Sales 
made to existing 
customers/Total sales) 

 Branding Strategy  0.2  • Social media marketing 
on Facebook and other 
social networking 
websites 

 0.08 

 • CSR initiatives through 
Sustainable Development 
Society (SUNDESH) 

 • Brand Fame 
Index = Perceived 
Popularity/Actual 
Popularity 

(continued)
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 Functional 
goals  Functional strategy 

 Strategy 
weight  Metrics 

 Weighted 
score 

  Manufacturing / Operations  ( 0.3 ) 
 Introducing 
new, innovative 
and quality 
product within 
affordable 
price 

 Manufacturing 
innovative products 
and new packs within 
easy reach 

 0.4  • No. of new products 
offered 

 0.12 

 • Percentage increase in the 
sale of adapted products 

 • Percentage of products 
adapted/targeted to the 
low-income consumer 
segment 

 Supply Chain 
realignment with 
corporate strategy 

 0.3  • Order-to-delivery lead 
time 

 0.09 

 • Supply chain response 
time 

 • Delivery performance 
(On Time/Delivery Date) 

 Safety awareness and 
quality improvement 

 0.2  • Percentage reduction in 
energy/water usage/waste 
generated per unit 
produced/carbon footprint 

 0.06 

 • Percentage products in 
compliance with 
consumer product safety 
and labelling regulation 

 Pull production 
system—Quantity of 
production at every 
stage is controlled by 
the demand in the 
next stage 

 0.1  Stock out rate, 
time-to-market 

 0.03 

  Procurement  ( 0.15 ) 
 Maintaining 
Profi t margin 
by lowering 
procurement 
cost 

 Predicting 
commodity price 
movements in 
commodity exchange 

 0.6  •  Past Trends   0.09 

 Hedging activities  0.4  • Long Forward positions  0.06 
  HR  ( 0.15 ) 
 Talent 
acquisition, 
retention and 
improving 
productivity 

 Talent Acquisition  0.25  No. of employees added per 
quarter 

 0.0375 

 Training and 
Development 

 0.35  Employee Productivity = No. 
of units manufactured per 
employee 

 0.0525 

 Compensation  0.2  Average Salary person takes 
across departments 

 0.03 

 Retention and 
Motivation 

 0.2  Rate of fi lling the position  0.03 

(continued)
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       Change Management for Cloud Implementation 

  Defi ning the Future State and Assessing organizational Readiness : Transition to 
cloud exposes an organization to many benefi ts and capabilities. Many leaders do 
not fully understand the impact of a cloud-based environment on the resources, 
training, communications, and cultural changes. Hence defi ning the targeted future 
state and assessing organizational readiness is necessary, which includes the scope 
of benefi ts the organization anticipates. 

  Building Internal Support and Momentum : Transition to cloud may raise a lot of 
concerns among employees regarding changes in the mobility policies and changes 
in tools that enable document sharing and management. All staff should be confi -
dent that the move to cloud delivers the appropriate output for the entire organiza-
tion. Through stakeholder engagement strategies, proofs of concept, business 
testing, and change teams, the organization should try to understand the full range 
of staff and management perspectives, and thus garner employee support for imple-
mentation success. 

  Cultivating Collaboration and Adoption : Leadership action planning, strategic 
communications, and training to employees is necessary for proper adoption of the 
new cloud tools. 

  Supporting Mobility and Aligning Policy : With the improvement in mobility that 
results from cloud solutions, employees need not be at the offi ce or use a particular 
device to access their fi les or to engage with their team. But to achieve these 
improvements, legacy policies need to be reviewed and updated to support a mobile 
culture. The managers should roll-out plans to help staff understand new capabili-
ties and expectations and adapt to new more agile ways of working

      

• Proofs of Concepts 
• Stakeholder 

Analysis 
• Organization 

Readiness 
Assessment  

• Change 
Communication Plan 

• Training Plan 

• Change Impact 
Assessment  

• Change 
Communication 

• Stakeholder 
Briefing 

• Policy Review 
• Employee Pulse 

Checks 

• Ongoing 
support 
Resources 

• Measurement 
and monitoring 
of Transition 
success  

• Stakeholder
Briefings 
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        Managerial Implication for Cloud Strategy 

 The managerial implications will include the following-

    1.     Information Sharing : In the FMCG sector, extensive communication and 
 collaboration among the different stakeholders is supremely important. The dif-
ferent stakeholder viz. suppliers, investors, employees and the end-consumers 
must have proper set of information for effi cient functioning of the value chain. 
Dabur wants to innovate processes and products continuously to fulfi ll the needs 
of the consumers through its superior understanding of consumer requirements. 
Cloud implementation will enable the company to effi ciently manage informa-
tion on a larger scale thus providing various opportunities to the different stake-
holders to reap collaborative benefi t.   

   2.     Careful Supplier Selection : Manufacturing industry without suppliers is like a 
building without iron pillars. Ineffi cient management of suppliers will surely 
lead to catastrophic results both fi nancially and economically. Dabur will be able 
to select the best suppliers following the consistent set of information with the 
other stakeholders. The raw material information can be shared more effi ciently 
with the suppliers in cloud strategy approach. The suppliers have proper infor-
mation on the raw materials need to be supplied and Dabur can effi ciently and 
effectively manage the quantity, quality, price and various other factors of a typi-
cal delivery system.   

   3.     Governance Process : Dabur wants to be one of the preferred companies world-
wide to meet the personal grooming and health requirements of the target con-
sumers as part of its strategic intent. A solid governance process powered by an 
effi cient cloud implementation strategy will help Dabur to manufacture effi ca-
cious and safe natural solutions by synthesizing in-depth knowledge of herbs and 
Ayurveda in coordination with modern sciences.   

   4.     Scalability : There is a plethora of underlying process in Dabur like Secondary 
Sales Tracking, Service Catalog Management, Capacity Management, Master 
Data Management, etc. Scaling up is a fundamental requirement to stay competi-
tive in the present business world. The only thing that needs to be taken care by 
Dabur is to innovate new processes but not at the cost of the underlying pro-
cesses. An effi cient cloud implementation strategy will help Dabur to understand 
the objective of growth from the stakeholder’s perspective and to scale up strate-
gically. The focus on developing brands categories across different core brands 
must not dilute the very strategic intent of Dabur.   

   5.     Cost Effi ciency : Managing supply chain and the associated cost is slowly becom-
ing a burden for big multinationals across the world. Cloud implementation in 
Dabur will help the organization to manage cost effi ciently within prescribed 
limit. Rental fees to the cloud service provider and routine audit of the service 
are the only associated cost in implementation of cloud. The most important 
 savings come in the effi cient management of the supply chain with proper infor-
mation sharing architecture.      

 Managerial Implication for Cloud Strategy
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    Benefi ts to Stakeholders Through Cloud Strategy 

     1.     Backup and Recovery : Data loss in any company is a huge loss. Data stored on 
physical data servers in the company premises are subjected to various kinds 
of losses. There are an ample number of processes in Dabur which are inter-
linked with each other. The loss of data related to one process may indirectly 
or directly affect other processes thus creating immense issues for Dabur. 
A FMCG company like Dabur has to manage huge amount of information 
related to various stakeholders for operational effi ciency. The consumer behav-
ior, buying pattern, sales related data and various other point-of-sales data is 
extremely necessary for a company like Dabur. Cloud strategy will help Dabur 
to assure the various stakeholders in perspective of data losses and steps taken 
to recover back.   

   2.     Unlimited Storage Capacity : New product information and related stakeholder 
information will slowly eat up storage space, Companies like Dabur which is 
focusing on growing its core brands across categories may face issues if storage 
is not available to store the constantly changing consumer information. The 
FMCG companies worldwide are slowly implementing cloud to manage the 
storage issue. Unlimited storage capacity will help Dabur to effi ciently innovate 
new products without much looking into data storage constraints.   

   3.     Quick Deployment : The different processes of Dabur can be subdivided in 
 various layers namely management, operations and services delivery. This sub-
division of layers will help Dabur to quickly deploy various resources according 
to the cloud strategy. The effi cient management of resources with the help of 
cloud implementation will help Dabur to categorize products and innovate 
according to the availability of various parallel resources.   

   4.     Optimal Resource Utilization : Utilization of resources optimally has become a 
major concern for various companies across the globe. Competition in the mar-
ket is the major reason because of which every other company is trying to fi nd 
out ways to optimally use the available resources to reap maximum benefi t. 
Cloud implementation in Dabur will defi nitely prove to be a strong weapon. The 
strategic intent to build a strong platform can be effi ciently targeted by Dabur 
while optimally managing the resources.   

   5.     Automatic Software Integration : Absence of cloud in various companies is 
inducing them to customize and integrate the processes to manage the value 
chain. Dabur can very well focus on innovation and market leadership without 
facing technology constraint. There is not a huge requirement to customize pro-
cesses on adoption of cloud strategy. The automatic software integration capabil-
ity is built-in in various cloud services.      
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    Risk Management 

 Revenue of Dabur as on 2013 is Rs. 6,146.38 crores. If any of the below discussed 
contingencies actually takes place, it is expected that the revenue as well as the 
brand value of Dabur will take a hit. Thus, in the calculation of “Impact” the sum-
mation of estimated losses in both the cases is used.

•    Total impact is calculated in Rupees = Estimated loss in revenue + Expected 
reduction in brand value.  

•   Impact factor rates the degree to which Dabur will get affected by the adversity 
on a scale of 1–10; 1 denoting least severe and 10 the most severe of impacts.  

•   Risk index (Rs.) = Impact (Rs.) × Probability × Impact factor.   

 Risk Management
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   We have tried to assess the risk based on these important parameters. The cost 
associated with the solution for the problem includes the summation of all the costs 
associated following the implementation of different alternatives.  

    Conclusion 

 Cloud implementation can produce signifi cant transformational benefi ts over the 
course of long-range strategic plans or incremental improvements through tactical 
implementation of discrete capabilities. 

 In Dabur we wanted to reduce the cost of integrating IT systems into the 
 organization to increase business agility. Cloud implementation can hence provide 
a foundation for achieving these goals. We have taken a pragmatic approach to 
Cloud adoption designed to deliver specifi c desired benefi ts.    

6 Case Study: Developing Cloud Computing Strategy for Dabur
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    Chapter 7   
 Cloud Computing Strategy 
for Mahindra Automobiles 

                     Case Overview  

        Automotive industry demonstrates complex operational challenges. It has a long 
supply chain and multiple stakeholders. With increasing global competition, 
Mahindra & Mahindra faces key challenges in quality, technology and cost fronts. 
In order to be successful, M&M needs to leverage technology throughout their 
value chain. 

 In this project we have studied various functions of the company and automobile 
industry in general. We have worked on formulating a cloud implementation strat-
egy for the fi rm. Cloud computing provides dynamically scalable and virtualized 
resources as a service. With implementation of cloud model investment is consid-
ered an operating expense rather than a capital expenditure. Another key driver to 
cloud model is the ability to deploy resources quickly or speed to value, which can 
be crucial in environments like the automotive industry with fl uctuating needs that 
may grow or shrink rapidly. 

 The analysis done here is with secondary data. We have studied automobile indus-
try in general as well to understand the functions in a better way. Tools like depart-
mental scorecard have been used to demonstrate the necessity of cloud strategy.  

    Industry Analysis (PESTEL) 

    Political Scenario 

•     In 2002, Indian government formulated an auto policy that aimed at promoting 
integrated, enduring and self-sustained growth of the Indian automotive 
industry.  

•   Allows automatic approval for foreign equity investment up to 100 % in the auto-
motive sector and does not lay down any minimum investment criteria.  
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•   Formulation of an appropriate auto fuel policy to ensure availability of adequate 
amount of appropriate fuel to meet emission norms.  

•   Lying emphasis on R&D activities carried out by companies in India, by giving 
a weighted tax deduction of up to 150 % for in-house research and R&D 
activities.  

•   Promoting multi-model transportation and the implementation of mass rapid 
transport system.  

•   Plan to have a terminal life policy for CVs along with incentives for replacement 
for such vehicles.  

•   Ensures a balanced transition to open trade at minimal risk to the Indian econ-
omy and local industry.  

•   International hub for manufacturing small, affordable passenger cars as well as 
tractor and two wheelers.     

    Economic Scenario 

•     The manufacturing sector has grown at 8–10 % per annum in the last few years. 
Projected growth rate for 2013 is 5.8 %.  

•   Weighted tax deduction of up to 150 % for in-house research and R&D 
activities.  

•   Finance availability to CV buyers has grown in scope during the last few years.  
•   Several Indian fi rms have partnered with global players. While some have formed 

joint ventures with equity participation, other also has entered into technology 
tie-ups.  

•   India is now a established manufacturing hub, for mini, compact cars, OEMs and 
for auto components.  

•   The level of infl ation Employment level per capita is right.  
•   Economic pressures on the industry are causing automobile companies to 

 reorganize the traditional sales process.  
•   Govt. has granted concessions, such as reduced interest rates for export 

fi nancing.     

    Social Scenario 

•     Since changed lifestyle of people, leads to increased purchase of automobiles, so 
automobile sector have a large customer base to serve.  

•   The average family size is 4, which makes it favourable to buy a four wheeler.  
•   Growth in urbanization, fourth largest economy by PPP index.  
•   85 % of cars are fi nanced in India.  
•   Vehicles priced between INR 300,000 and 650,000 form the largest segment in 

the passenger car market.  

7 Cloud Computing Strategy for Mahindra Automobiles
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•   Indian customers are highly discerning, educated and well informed. They are 
price sensitive and put a lot of emphasis on value for money.  

•   Preference for small and compact cars. They are socially acceptable even among 
the well off.  

•   Car priced below INR 650,000 accounts for nearly 80 % of the market.     

    Technological Scenario 

•     The Government of India is promoting National Automotive Testing and R&D 
Infrastructure Project (NATRIP) to support the growth of the auto industry in 
India.  

•   With the entry of global companies into the Indian market, advanced technolo-
gies, both in product and production process have developed.  

•   Other prominent global players have setup R&D centres in India.  
•   Customized solutions (designer cars, etc.) can be provided with the proliferation 

of technology.  
•   Internet makes it easy to collect and analyze customer feedback.     

    Environmental Scenario 

•     With the entry of global companies into the Indian market, advanced technolo-
gies, both in product and production process have developed.  

•   Introduction of Bharat Stage-V emission norms will lead to stricter regulations 
of the emission standards of engines.  

•   With the development or evolution of alternate fuels, hybrid cars have made an 
entry into the market.  

•   Physical conditions like environmental situation affect the use of automobiles. 
If the environment is pleasant then it will lead to more use of vehicles.     

    Legal Scenario 

•     Legal provision relate to environmental pollution by automobiles and its norms.  
•   Legal provisions relate to safety measures.  
•   Confi rms the government’s intention on harmonizing the regulatory standards 

with the rest of the world.  
•   Indian government auto policy aimed at promoting an integrated, phased and 

conductive growth of the Indian automobile industry.  
•   Ensure a balanced transition to open trade at minimal risk to the Indian economy 

and local industry.      

 Industry Analysis (PESTEL)
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    Organization 

    VMG Framework 

    Vision 

 To create a fully collaborative environment in which suppliers can deliver exactly 
what the company needs, when it needs it, and at a competitive cost.  

    Mission 

 To create India’s largest automobile and automobile-related products distribution 
network by providing dealers and customers with the largest choice of unique 
world-class products and services   

    Strategies 

 To unify Mahindra’s image across industries and geographies the conglomerate 
launched a new corporate brand—Mahindra Rise. The brand positions Mahindra 
products and services as aspirational, supporting customers’ ambitions to “Rise.” 

 The Rise philosophy has three pillars to it:

 –    Accepting no limits  
 –   Thinking innovatively  
 –   Driving positive change    

 Very recently the company also shifted from its previous Mergers and 
Acquisitions strategy to stitching up global alliances. One of them was with Spanish 
auto components maker CIE Automotive. Mahindra will merge all its auto compo-
nents businesses into its Mahindra Forgings unit, which will be renamed Mahindra 
CIE Automotive. CIE will hold 51 % of Mahindra CIE and Mahindra about 20 %, 
with the remaining owned by institutional and public shareholders. In April 2010, it 
bought out French auto maker Renault SA’s 49 % stake in a 5-year-old joint venture, 
Mahindra Renault India Pvt. Ltd. Mahindra’s auto component business comprises 
companies that are into forging, casting, stamping, gears and composites. Mahindra 
Systech clocked revenue of INR 4,000 crores in fi scal 2013. Mahindra Systech, as 
the auto components business is known, had acquired ten companies in the past 8 
years, making consolidation critical. This will also help them focus on its core busi-
ness of manufacturing passenger vehicles better. 

 Mahindra, that has interests in businesses including automobile and information 
technology, will merge all its auto components businesses into its Mahindra Forgings 
(MAFR.NS) unit. Mahindra Forgings will be renamed Mahindra CIE Automotive, 
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in which Spanish auto components maker CIE will hold 51 % and Mahindra will 
own about 20 %. The rest will be held by institutional and public shareholders. 

 Mahindra was concerned that its dominance would wane due to globalization, 
entry of foreign companies, import of pre-used vehicles under World Trade 
Organization (WTO) mandates, and more stringent emission, noise and safety 
norms. Mahindra Satyam created a 5 year plan for Business Process Reengineering 
which was to be carried out in the following three phases:

    1.    Long-term Business Strategy—Mahindra Satyam helped the company identify 
suitable business opportunities and craft strategies to capitalize on them, enabling 
it to achieve the business objectives irrespective of mounting competition.   

   2.    Process-Centric Enterprise (PCE) Phase I—Preparation: Mahindra Satyam cre-
ated a plan for the client to migrate into a Process-Centric Organization.   

   3.    PCE Phase II—Transformation: Mahindra Satyam helped the client become a 
PCE by redesigning key business processes.     

 Mahindra Auto aspires to be among the top 50 most admired brands in the world 
by 2021. This alongside developing a work-culture of good governance, clean 
administration, fair dealing and transparency, where entrepreneurship can thrive 
will be the key strategies for Mahindra automotive.  

    Business Metrics 

 Business metrics and performance measures serve as dashboard gauges that help in 
guiding the strategic direction of a fi rm. The purpose of the same is to indicate the 
directional trends, performance, baselines, and targets. For instance where stake-
holders are internal—business metrics are defi ned to be the basis for organizational 
tune-up, quality improvement, or BPR. Shareholders, customers, creditors, or ven-
dors also use business metrics to evaluate the quality of a provider or estimating the 
future growth of a fi rm. 

 With the strategies as defi ned above, the business metrics for Mahindra 
Automotive can be listed under following headers as: 

    Marketing Metric 

     (a)     Sales volume growth : This is to gauge all product offerings from Mahindra and 
their YoY increase in sales.   

   (b)     Total sales : Comparative sales across product line length and breadth.   
   (c)     Customers ’  intent to purchase : This is a non-traditional metric that signals 

future sales growth and market-share formation   
   (d)     Market penetration and share : Both actual and perceived market share of 

Mahindra automobiles across segments.      

 Organization
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    Financial Metrics 

     (a)     Liquidity : The availability of liquid assets to Mahindra automotive.   
   (b)     Dividends : The EPS and dividend payout will form an important business 

 metric for external stakeholders.   
   (c)     Sales revenue : Revenues earned from sales and after sales service.      

    Environmental Metrics 

     (a)     Natural resources consumption : With a lot of emphasis on sustainable growth, 
the check on natural resource consumption becomes important for both external 
and internal stakeholders.   

   (b)     Emission norms : Compliance to the tighter emission norms.       

    Stakeholders 

 Many people are involved in running a business. Some have direct interest while 
others have indirect interest in the running of the business. These individuals or 
groups are known as stakeholders. The key stakeholders as identifi ed by the 
Mahindra group are Employees, Customers, Suppliers, Dealers and Community.  

    Employees 

 The Mahindra Group has always given importance to the nurturing and all-round 
development of its employees—these include sharing of knowledge and sharpening 
of logical and statistical ability. The Group HR (corporate centre) has started orga-
nizing an initiative known as “Fireside Chats.” These are informal meetings held at 
every quarter where top management engage with young talent in small groups in a 
freewheeling discussion about the company’s vision, mission, and strategic direc-
tion and objectives for the future. 

 The Mahindra STAT club consists of bright, young executives working together 
to deal with key priorities and examine strategic issues of the Sector and provide an 
“alternative” point of view to the senior management. Conducting training on 
advanced statistical tools and techniques, organizing seminars on various statistical 
topics and building competency are few of the objectives of the STAT club.  
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    Customers 

 Mahindra Great Escape gave customers an opportunity to fully explore the off-road 
capabilities of their vehicles with strict safety measures in mind. 

 Coalesce—The objective of the meeting is to understand and address the opera-
tional issues that customers may face. Moreover it serves as a forum to address 
customers’ feedback on operational issues. 

 Home user guide—This guidebook introduces the green features installed in the 
home providing technical help and practical tips on energy saving and recycling. 

 E-Engagement continues actively on social networking websites like Facebook 
and Twitter. 

 Kisan Mela—The stall provided the ideal platform for interaction and knowl-
edge sharing with the farming community.  

    Suppliers 

 “Supplier Meet 2010” was organized by Automotive and Farm Divisions. The aim 
was to share the current and future scenario of automotive and tractor industry, 
Mahindra’s business plans and expectations from suppliers on QCD. This helps in 
keeping suppliers abreast of the organizations’ plans and expectations of building a 
greener supply chain.  

    Dealers 

 Dealer Advisory committee: The objective of the committee is to form a common 
platform between Mahindra Finance and Mahindra’s dealers by making them a stra-
tegic partner in the group. The aim is to create a sustainable future for both, in their 
respective core businesses. 

 Force 500/1,000 Dealers Meet: Dealers with sales of more than 500 or 1,000 
tractors in a year, invited. Seminars on wide ranging topics like alignment of pur-
pose, identity and values between the Company and its channel partners, value 
proposition in the coming year and the key challenge were conducted.  

    Local Community 

 Mahindra Group has always strived to bring about a positive change in the local 
community that resides around its manufacturing facilities as well as the society in 
general. For the same, it has started setting up Samriddhi centres in rural India since 

 Organization
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2007. These educate farmers about various technological inputs that keep them 
abreast with world-class solutions to farming issues. 

 Mahindra also started a Project: “Sapno Ka Bharat” (Dream India). This was 
initiated with the aim to conduct Education, Health and Environmental activities 
targeting the present and future generation under one umbrella.   

    Functions 

 Increase in global competition has led Indian fi rms to continually reduce their costs 
while, simultaneously, maintaining innovation and quality leadership. 

 The role of information technology has been immense in the gradual transforma-
tion of the industry from its original status as a product industry into what is increas-
ingly a service industry. The role of information technology (IT) has always been 
infrastructural, making possible subtle but profound changes in nearly every aspect 
of the industry. 

 The following diagram shows the major functions in an automobile industry: 

 Level: L0 → Context diagram
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       Processes and Factors That Would Affect IT Strategy 

 In order to compete in the increased competition, following necessities mandate the 
implementation of a robust IT strategy for the fi rm:

    1.    Markets and product requirements are frequently changing which indeed 
enhances process complexity. The cost pressures add to the need for high opera-
tional effi ciency.   

   2.    Since, product life cycle is shortening, development; manufacturing and logistics 
need to be highly integrated.   

   3.    Legacy systems are slow and redundant. Moreover they are expensive to 
maintain.   

   4.    Global networking is growing continually to accommodate the vendors in the 
system.   

   5.    Frequent sales fl uctuation requires fl exibility in production systems.     

 To become future-oriented in the automotive industry a fi rm requires horizontal 
technology integration and optimization of entire business processes. 

 The top level functions highlighted above, contain major sub-functions as shown 
in the diagram below:

     

 Functions
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    Each of the processes is discussed in detail below: 

  Planning :

     

       

    Distribution Network: Generally, automobile industries in India follow 3PL 
logistics system. 

  Sourcing : 
 The gradual globalization of markets necessitates global procurement of required 
production material and the manufacturing of goods in large volumes. This leads to 
issues such as:
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•    Tracking of parts.  
•   Procurement, capacity management, parts naming and buyer assignment.  
•   Global sourcing and respective strategy.  
•   Supplier shortlist and monitoring.    

 Another key challenge is the ever-increasing cost pressure. This necessitates a 
high fl exibility in procurement and production.

     

    Companies in automotive sector are focusing on their core competencies and so 
reducing the extent of in-house manufacturing. Suppliers are being commissioned 
to develop and manufacture complete modules and system units. This is leading to 
an increase in purchasing volumes and making effi cient supplier management an 
even more crucial strategic success factor. 

 The integrated approach to supplier management therefore extends from supplier 
evaluation through risk-oriented and demand-based supplier assessment to the 
demand-based development and optimization of supplier cooperation. The manage-
ment of strategic partners plays a special role here. 

  Make: Product Manufacturing  
 The maturity of the market in terms of volume and the continuously growing com-
petition drives automotive manufacturers to improve their profi tability in every area, 
especially their plants. 

 Automotive manufacturers are also facing growing complexity in their business 
connections, which include suppliers who must cooperate to achieve required 
 production levels. This complex environment has to coexist with the extremely 
demanding features of the automotive market, where a high variety of products, 
short time to market, quality and strict compliance regulations have led to height-
ened management of manufacturing business processes. 

 Functions
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 Because of these challenges, the automotive organizations need a modular plat-
form that can provide key capabilities in the manufacturing landscape across plants, 
including:

•    Synchronization between manufacturing and business systems through 
interoperability  

•   Standardization of processes  
•   Production performance  
•   Integrated quality and quality data monitoring  
•   Transparency, effi ciency and responsiveness  
•   Complete part traceability  
•   Increased throughput and better delivery performances  
•   Better quality management  
•   Plant operations analytical and reporting capabilities    

 The integration of ERP systems and production solutions on a factory level with 
Manufacturing Execution Systems (MES) is critical to the long-term success of 
supply chain management solutions.
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    “The legacy IT environment required us to stock high inventory levels in each part of the 
supply chain—like tractors with the dealers and at the stockyards, raw materials and work 
in progress in the plant as well as with vendors and in transit. The planning cycle was very 
long. It included everything from the start of the demand plan to the production plan, and 
also to informing the vendors of supply schedules. Moreover, once production plans were 
fi nalised, they could not easily be adjusted to changing market demand. The planning was 
done in monthly buckets,” says Satish Moorjani, head-Supply Chain Planning & Control, 
Mahindra & Mahindra—Farm Equipment Sector. 

    Marketing : 
 In current scenario, companies need to fulfi l the responsibilities of marketing in an 
environment where data is overwhelming and customers are increasingly driving 
the brand conversation. 

 As a result, companies need to:

•    Understand each customer as an individual  
•   Create a system of engagement that optimizes value creation at every touch point  
•   Design the culture and brand so they are authentically single    

 The use of business analytics to track the social media impact can help automo-
tive companies identify what consumers need, identify whether brand messages are 
resonating with consumers and discover if brand messages are trending up or down 
with consumers. Business analytics is a powerful sales and marketing tool that can 
help design cash incentive programmes. Capturing web metrics and applying busi-
ness analytics can help determine consumer interest in incentives being offered. 

 Because the automobile industry is extremely competitive, cloud-based business 
analytics may reduce the time needed to identify changes in shopping trends in 
response to a competitor’s latest promotion and shorten the reaction time needed to 
introduce counter measures. 
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    Finance : 

     

    Human resources :

       

         Process Integration 
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        Application Integration 

        

    Technology Integration 

    Cloud Strategy 

 Cloud computing has lately gained a lot of interest for the advantages it delivers 
from a price to performance ratio based on the principles of multi-tenancy, distribu-
tion and scalability that forms the core principles of cloud computing. 

 There is not only a strong commercial aspect supporting migration of applica-
tions to cloud but also valid technical reasons to do so. cloud-based architectures 
allows applications to scale to massive levels dynamically with little tuning while 
leveraging the capabilities of the underlying architecture. 

 Cloud computing integration architecture will need to support composite 
 applications built from multiple services from external suppliers and internal IT 
sources    (Fig.  7.1 ).

   Many technical and legal issues prevent broader enterprise adoption of public 
clouds. These issues are largely addressed if the cloud operates inside the enterprise, 
where there is greater control over the cloud. Because of this, a private cloud is the 
ideal place to start proving cloud-related technologies and is a logical fi rst step 
before attempting more widespread migration to a public cloud. A large enterprise 
can gain many benefi ts from the greater abstraction of applications and infrastruc-
ture that accompanies a migration to a private cloud. Once standard interfaces and 

 Technology Integration
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protocols exist and technical and legal obstacles have been overcome, IT organiza-
tions can start to make greater use of public cloud-based capabilities with minimal 
disruption to users, while reducing the data centre footprint of their private physical 
infrastructure. 

 This means that IT organizations will need to balance three broad areas of 
 computing while making the transition to the public cloud:

•    Current, conventional computing  
•   Private cloud  
•   Public cloud     

    Cloud Architecture 

  Conventional Computing  
 Conventional computing will continue to provide the enterprise with capabilities for 
many years, with a gradual migration of applications to private and public clouds. 
Some conventional computing resources are likely to remain in long-term use, 
including those that need to be physically located on isolated segment or associated 
with specifi c hardware. 

  Private Cloud  
 In private cloud the infrastructure and services are maintained on a private network. 
These offer the highest level of security and control, but require the company to 
purchase and maintain all the software and infrastructure, which reduces the cost 
savings. A private cloud is the obvious choice when

External Clouds

External Cloud

Internal Cloud

Intel User

Internet-located service accessed indirectly through
an address managed an interna cloud

Directly accessed intranet-located service Directly accessed internet-located service

Intel service access name

Internet

  Fig. 7.1    Access to cloud computing services in multiple locations          
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•    Business is data and applications. Thus, control and security are paramount.  
•   Business is part of an industry that must conform to strict security and data pri-

vacy issues.  
•   Company is large to run a next generation cloud data centre effi ciently on its own.    

 Private clouds can have most of the features of public clouds. They can use 
 similar technologies to host cloud-aware applications and to provide a dynamic 
infrastructure that responds to demand and fault signals. IT organizations can try 
out new chargeback billing methods; these also provide a benchmark for measuring 
the value of moving a service to public suppliers. Private clouds can act as a bridge 
to a future based on the public cloud. Applications can be developed to standards 
supported by both private and public clouds, so that they may be readily migrated to 
a public cloud as necessary to support business strategy. It should be possible to 
move an application between locations within the private cloud without disruption 
to users. In the same way, it should ideally be possible to perform live migration of 
an application from a private Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) cloud to an public 
cloud without disruption to users. Much of an enterprise’s infrastructure could be 
serviced by a single private cloud comprised of multiple physical data centres. The 
private cloud could be logically and physically subdivided if necessary for business 
continuity or regulatory purposes. 

  Public Cloud  
 A public cloud is one in which the services and infrastructure are provided off- site 
over the Internet. These offer the highest level of effi ciency in shared resources; but, 
they are also more vulnerable than private clouds. A public cloud is the obvious 
choice when

•    Standardized workload for applications is used by lots of people, such as e-mail.  
•   Need to test and develop application code.  
•   Have SaaS (Software as a Service) applications from a vendor who has a well- 

implemented security strategy.  
•   Need incremental capacity (the ability to add computer capacity for peak times).  
•   Doing collaboration projects.  
•   Doing an ad hoc software development project using a Platform as a Service 

(PaaS) offering cloud.    

 Ultimately, public clouds will play a signifi cant role in delivering conventional 
enterprise compute needs, but the private cloud is expected to remain a critical part 
of the IT infrastructure for the foreseeable future. Key applications may never move 
completely out of the enterprise because of their mission-critical or business- 
sensitive nature. 

 Cloud Service Providers offer their services through several models. 

 Technology Integration
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    Infrastructure as a Service 

 IaaS is a provision model in which an organization outsources the equipment used 
to support operations, including storage, hardware, servers and networking compo-
nents. The service provider owns the equipment and is responsible for housing, 
running and maintaining it. The client typically pays on a per-use basis.  

    Platform as a Service 

 Platform as a Service (PaaS) is a way to rent hardware, operating systems, storage 
and network capacity over the Internet. The service delivery model allows the 
customer to rent virtualized servers and associated services for running existing 
applications or developing and testing new ones.  

    Software as a Service 

 SaaS is a software distribution model in which applications are hosted by a vendor 
or service provider and made available to customers over a network, typically the 
Internet.

7 Cloud Computing Strategy for Mahindra Automobiles
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        Our Recommendations 

      

         Benefi ts to Stakeholders Through Cloud Strategy 

     1.    Cost Effi cient to use, maintain and upgrade. The fi nances are shifted from Capex 
to Opex. Pay as you go is very benefi cial.   

   2.    Scalability and Performance—Cloud instances are deployed automatically only 
when needed and as a result, pay only for the applications and data storage. 
Elasticity is also a factor as clouds can be scaled to meet Mahindra’s changing IT 
system demands.   

   3.    Unlimited Storage—Mahindra can get as much space as required from the cloud.   
   4.    Backup and Recovery—Backup of data and restoring of the same is relatively 

simple and easier   
   5.    Automatic Software Integration—No need to take additional efforts to customize 

and integrate your applications as per your preferences.      

    ROI from Cloud Strategy 

 Technology Integration
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       Roadmap for Cloud 

 Mahindra need to consider how to take account of and plan for cloud computing 
services such as: 

  Infrastructure  
 CPU, memory, and disk capacity available on demand, real time, and usage based 
will be a big driver of benefi t 

  Applications  
 Commercial cloud-based organization applications that provide industrial strength 
functionality are emerging and growing rapidly. 

  Establish a clear structure for cloud computing  
 Mahindra already has rules and structures in place that govern how IT decisions are 
shared between departmental leaders and IT executives. Use them (and if they don’t 
exist, create them) to decide who inside and outside the IT Mahindra should be 
engaged in decisions on cloud computing, and what decision-making rights and 
responsibilities they have. 

  Global Expansion : 
 As companies consolidate across the world and expand to seize revenue and cost 
opportunities in emerging markets, they face the daunting task of standing up the 
technology infrastructure to support their increasingly diverse global operations. 
Cloud can substantially impact the related costs and speed to deliver. Put simply, if 
Mahindra want to expand and consolidate their global footprint in a cost-effi cient 
way, cloud is now the way to deliver it.

•    Business value is at the core of any technological investment, even more to con-
sider in the case of an automotive company like Mahindra. Business drivers may 
vary and hence a detailed analysis must be performed to identify reasons for 
cloud migration. These may be controlling up-front capital costs and expenses, 
or increased agility, business process improvement, or reduction in your physical 
technology footprint.  

•   Value is associated with comparison of cost benefi ts of cloud v/s on premise 
physical hardware and software. Access to expanded technical skill sets by the 
service providers allows hotels to focus on servicing guests rather than technol-
ogy focus.  

•   The roadmap should consider differences in enterprise size and IT maturity level.    

 The steps followed as follows:

•     Team Assembling : 
 Cloud adoption should be led by the CEO himself (Mr. Anand Mahindra), and 
the CFO, with the CIO and CTO as the key enablers and resources drawn from 
across all functional areas such as IT, marketing, fi nance, legal and administra-
tive. This diverse approach can best address the skills required at different stages 
of adoption.  

Technology Integration
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•    Develop Business case and an Enterprise cloud strategy : 
 Cloud strategy should be comprehensive such that it sets the foundation for project 
specifi c adoptions. Each cloud service should be compared against the cost of 
delivery. Even the training costs (internal or outsourced) should be considered in 
this stage.  

•    Cloud Deployment Model : 
 Depending on the IT maturity and size of the Mahindra, deployment model has 
to be chosen. Since on the cloud scale Mahindra will be in fi rst stage, it can go 
for all offi ces-all features (AO-AF). Factors to consider include: migration costs, 
security needs, multi-tenancy, and elasticity.  

•    Cloud Service Model : 
 Even though the conventional IaaS, PaaS and SaaS are available as a standard 
cloud service models, Mahindra has to look into core operations (automobile 
manufacturing) where the cloud will make an impact and align it with other ser-
vice models to fi nd feasibility and ROI.  

•    Determine who will develop ,  test and deploy the cloud service : 
 For large organizations like Mahindra, an In-house cloud service provider will 
work more favourably than a contracted service provider. In-house cloud 
resources should be designated based on cloud skills, start-up, service updates 
and regular testing  

•    Develop a proof of concept team before the actual implementation : 
 Proof of concept team (a team of professional IT architects and administrators 
representing each SBU) can be setup to simulate the cloud services in a test envi-
ronment. Also data recovery activities can be checked (redundancy-99.999 % 
reliability) and should develop a back out plan for an unexpected problem in the 
early stages.  

•    Integrate with existing enterprise services : 
 To increase inter operability, open infrastructure standards should be adopted, 
i.e. use the new cloud deployment as the baseline and integrating standards 
through APIs. By achieving this integration, data transfer will be much easier.  

•    Develop and Manage SLAs : 
 The key elements of Service Level Agreement include:

 –    Establishing a team from business, operations, IT to review SLA consi-
derations.  

 –   Defi ning critical processes with the cloud provider.  
 –   Scheduling reviews with different stakeholders.  
 –   Maintain a level of responsibility.     

•    Managing the cloud Environment : 
 Shared responsibility must exist for the deployment and maintenance of cloud 
between CIO, manager-support, of course, with the backing of the SLA. 

7 Cloud Computing Strategy for Mahindra Automobiles
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Change management process must be put in place to convert the validation and 
testing of needs from the business side and a disaster recovery process must be 
defi ned, implemented and verifi ed before going forward with cloud production.      

    Department Scorecard 

  Financial : 
 On managing and improving business process, customer and employee satisfaction, 
the fi nancial perspective should improve accordingly. The importance of fi nancial 
performance is to measure whether Mahindra’s strategy and implementation results 
the better bottom-line improvement, and good return to shareholders. Furthermore, 
improved sales revenue, sales growth, net profi t and gross profi t among fi nancial 
measure are preferred by market share, increase revenue, reduce expense, and 
improve fi nancial results. 

  Customer Relationship : 
 The customer perspective on the performance will help Mahindra to be concern 
about quality of product and service, cost of their products, customer service and 
satisfaction, effectiveness of its delivery, and then align its internal business process 
well with customers in order to improve fi nancial result. This perspective encom-
passes measures such as customer satisfaction, retention, response time, loyalty, mar-
ket share, and on time delivery. Therefore, the information and analysis data gathered 
from understanding of customers’ need based on specifi cation and  requirement will 
assist Mahindra to produce high quality product and service. This is because; cus-
tomer’s evaluation will have a direct impact on Mahindra’s performance. 

  Internal Business Process : 
 In order to develop internal business process measurement, top management should 
identify the operation management processes that give benefi cial effects to 
Mahindra’s strategy. This can be done through customer satisfaction, fi nancial 
returns to shareholders, an increase of the employee skill level and satisfaction. 
Operations management processes activities in manufacturing organizations like 
Mahindra involve acquiring raw materials from suppliers, converting raw materials 
to fi nished goods, distributing fi nished goods to customers, and managing risk. The 
key performance measures under this perspective may include such as manufactur-
ing effi ciency, quality, defect rate, and cycle time for continually improving the 
internal process. 

  Innovation and Learning : 
 Learning and growth perspective can determine Mahindra future in which it devel-
ops employee skill and satisfaction, improvement in technology system and proce-
dure, and innovation of new market development. The two objective satisfi ed are 
(1) the development of new product, new pattern, quality of leadership, new market, 
and new technology, (2) the improvement level of employee skill, health and safety, 

 Department Scorecard
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absenteeism, and satisfaction. Thus, innovation and learning growth measure is 
important to achieve long-term-value creation process, competing for global 
demand, enhancement external product markets. 

  Business Goal  →  Increase Revenue by 16  %

 Category  Functional Goals  Functional metrics  Weight age 

 Operations 
(40 %) 

 To improve the 
productivity and 
competitiveness 
(20 %) 

 Production equal to demand  0.06 
 Velocity and fl exibility 
 On time delivery 

 Effi ciently monitoring 
business operations 
(20 %) 

 % of logistics outsourcing  0.06 
 Elimination/reduction of waste 
 Project time frame 

 Effi cient Inventory 
management 
(30 %) 

 Inventory turns ratio  0.12 
 Raw Material availability 
 Finished goods in hand 

 Effi ciency of SCM 
operations (30 %) 

 Manufacturing cycle time  0.12 
 Outsourcing and off shoring 
distribution 
 Inventory Turns 

 Human 
Resources 
(25 %) 

 Recruitment (25 %)  Recruitment cost per employee  0.625 
 Number of interviews conducted 
per CV 
 % New hires achieving 24 months 
service 

 Training and 
Development 
(25 %) 

 Training expenditures/total wages  0.625 
 No of training hours per employee 
 %HR budget spent on training 
 Employee satisfaction index 

 Compensation 
(20 %) 

 Salary rate/sales turnover  0.05 
 Average income per employee by 
month 
 Cost rate of medical/social 
insurances 

 Labour relation 
(30 %) 

 Number of staff briefi ng sessions 
conducted 

 0.075 

 Number of teams meeting 
 Number of active fl exible working 
agreements 

(continued)
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 Category  Functional Goals  Functional metrics  Weight age 

 Marketing 
(20 %) 

 Marketing contribution 
to revenue (30 %) 

 % of revenue sourced by marketing  0.06 
 % of revenue infl uenced by 
marketing 

 Increase sales (40 %)  Customer retention or turnover  0.08 
 Frequent customers as a percentage 
of the total customers 

 Social Media 
Reach (20 %) 

 Number of lead conversions 
assisted by social media channel 

 0.04 

 % of traffi c associated with social 
media channels 

 Customer Lifetime 
Value (10 %) 

 Avg. sale/customer × Avg. no. 
of times a customer buys × Avg. 
retention time in months/years 

 0.02 

 Finance 
(15 %) 

 Profi tability (35 %)  Gross Profi t Margin  0.0525 
 Net Profi t Margin 

 Liquidity (35 %)  Current Ratio  0.0525 
 Quick Ratio 

 Working Capital 
Measurements (30 %) 

 Accounts Payable days  0.045 
 Accounts Receivable days 
 Inventory Turnover days 

   Examples of cloud computing in Automobile industries:

•    General Motors’ new IT strategy includes cloud.  
•   Ford My Touch uses cloud to help turn its vehicles into mobile communica-

tions hubs.  
•   Daimler uses cloud to connect with its supplier network.     

    Change Management for Cloud Strategy 

 Change management is the process of transitioning individuals, teams and organiza-
tions to a desired new state. In view of project management, it’s a process by which 
new changes to a project are formally approved and introduced. 

(continued)
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    Is Change Management Really Required 
for Implementing Cloud? 

 This question arises especially because of the perception that the cloud implementa-
tion is simple and easy. The impact of implementation of cloud can vary depending 
on the stage of maturity of the organization and to the extent to which it is imple-
menting cloud. Like an organization at Level 1 maturity would have relatively less 
impact compared to a Level 4 organization where the processes are relatively more 
mature and benchmarked. Moreover it’s easier to motivate employees of a level 1 
organization than a level 4 organization, as they are more open to change. So no 
matter how small or large the organization is and which level of maturity it is in, 
change management is necessary for a smoother transition. 

 By moving applications and workload to cloud, IT operating model is the most 
effected. It would result in changed roles and responsibilities and new expectations.  

    Change Management Strategy for Mahindra Automotive 

     1.     Scope of Implementation  
 The project would be implemented in two phases. 

 Phase 1 would consist of implementing IaaS on cloud. In this we would 
move our entire database on cloud but in a phased manner. In the second part of 
phase 1 we would be moving out Application servers, Web servers and Agent 
servers to cloud. 

 Phase 2 would consist of implementing SaaS on cloud. In this we would 
move all the tools and applications to cloud.   

   2.     Process Priorities  
 Priority of various processes would be set. Some of the processes would be 
implemented in parallel and the others in a sequence. The priorities would be 
clear in the roadmap section.   

   3.     Roadmap  
 Tentative roadmap of various implementations would be as below.

7 Cloud Computing Strategy for Mahindra Automobiles
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September
13

October 13 November
13

December
13

January 14 February
14

Primary DB
migration
Secondary
DB
migration
DB
manager
migration
Web Server
migration
Application
Server
migration
Agent
Server
migration
Tools and
Application
migration
Testing
(unit,
integration)      

     4.     Milestone Review  
 Milestone review would be done at the end of every month to check if the plan 
for the month is met or if there is any deviation from the actual plan. If there is 
a deviation corrective action is taken and reason for deviation is investigated.   

   5.     Senior Management Review  
 Senior management consisting of managing directors of all verticals would 
meet once in the beginning of every month to discuss the progress made the 
previous month. They would examine the impact of the change on their vertical 
and would suggest changes or steps to improve if any. A milestone would be 
said to be complete only if the Senior management approves it, and the next job 
can only be started after their approval.   

   6.     Critical Success Factors  
 Various CSFs are mentioned below

    (a)    Primary DB migration has to be successful before Secondary DB migration 
can be started.   

   (b)    DB migration has to be complete before other migrations like Web Server 
migration and Application server migration could begin.   

   (c)    Agent server migration would start only after Web server and Application 
server migration is fully done.   

   (d)    Agent server migration and tools and application migration should happen 
in parallel.   

   (e)    Each test stage should be successful and bug free before next stage starts.       

Change Management for Cloud Strategy
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   7.     Project Organization Structure 

    (a)    Steering Committee—Steering Committee would be set up consisting of 
Managers of each module. Every change has to be reviewed and approved 
by steering committee before its implemented and deployed.   

   (b)    Operational—Various roles and responsibilities would be specifi ed and 
training on the new roles would be given to the employees.    

      8.     Communication Strategy  
 It deals with the strategy that would be used to communicate changes to the 
various stakeholders especially the employees. 

 Posters would be put up in all strategic locations like lifts, notice boards, 
cafeteria, etc. well before the actual implementation begins so that the employ-
ees are mentally prepared for the change. The communication would clearly 
state the benefi ts of the change and what stake they have in the change. Regular 
updates on the progress of the project would be communicated through offi cial 
mail and would also be posted in employee forum. 

 Escalation chat is prepared and communicated.   
   9.     Rewards and Recognition  

 The employees who make effort to adopt to the new process will be duly rec-
ognized and rewarded. The rewards and recognition would be in line with the 
company’s rewards and recognition policy.   

   10.     Training  
 The employees and the stakeholders would be given classroom and on job 
training. Classroom training would be complete before the project goes live and 
on job training would happen after project goes live. Throughout the process 
the employees would be supported and guided by experts. This would continue 
till the employees are familiar with the new change and are comfortable taking 
it up on their own.   

   11.     Pilot Strategy  
 This would defi ne the scope of pilot and the number of departments and 
employees who would be covered under each pilot.       

    Managerial Implication for Cloud Strategy 

 The major implications are prominent over the below four departments: HR, IT, 
Finance, and Senior Management.
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   This framework correlates whether the cloud implementation is favourable or 
unfavourable, whether the impact is high/low/medium/interesting to know. 
Regarding the implications and importance aspect: it gives us an idea of timeframe 
of implementation, effect on performance, and importance. The overall rationale 
behind this analysis is that we can get a distinction as well as holistic view of 
the whole underlying system which has its stake while going for cloud 
implementation. 

 When it comes to the impact with respect to the stakeholders there can be two 
scenarios depending upon the outcome of implementing cloud: 

 Positive value addition:

•    Increase in the share price and in turn return on equity(ROE)  
•   Reduction in system cost so there can be more dividend distribution  
•   The capex will be converted to opex and thus externalizing the risk of 

investment    

 No/Negative value addition:

•    Share prices going down  
•   The stocks may get a hit due to the negative perception  
•   Investors may feel reluctant to invest as it will appear to be a rehabilitation phase     

    Risk Management 

 “The decision to embrace cloud computing technology is a risk-based decision, not 
a technology-based decision” (source: FEDRAMP). All organizations, interested in 
cloud implementation, needs to establish the right decision framework and mecha-
nisms to use the service successfully. These rely on an ability to analyze and assess 
the risks. 

    Risk Identifi cation 

 In this phase all possible factors which can be at a risk are written down and then a 
zeroing down happens where the most critical ones are listed which are further 
assessed to get the actual idea of what contributes to the make or break decision 
which is taken with regards to implementation.  

    Risk Assessment 

  Mission risks : The systemic risks that affect the programme’s ability to achieve its 
key objectives. A mission risk arises from a factor that has a strong infl uence on the 
eventual outcome or result. Such a factor is called a  driver . Drivers enable a systemic 
approach to risk management by aggregating the effects of conditions and potential 
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events. But to assess the feasibility Mahindra should identify gaps or areas of risk 
that might need to be taken into account in decisions to approve a cloud project or 
in assessing the use of the cloud service. 

 The following factors are important while taking a decision in this aspect: 

  Regulatory compliance : 
 Changing the host is not nullifying the risk and the accountability towards custom-
ers for any security and integrity issues remains the same. Risk is typically evalu-
ated through a process of regular external audits. 

  Geographical spread of our data : 
 Mahindra’s data may or may not be residing in the same city, state or even country. 

  Data loss and recovery : 
 Data on cloud is mostly encrypted; this is to ensure data security. This comes with 
a trade off—it is tougher to recover corrupted encrypted data as compared to unen-
crypted data. So planning for a disaster scenario and the mitigation strategy needs 
to present. 

  Availability of data : 
 It is essential to gaze tolerance level for information unavailability in case of a ven-
dor downtime. Cloud computing should be applied to specifi c low to medium risk 
business areas. Choosing a cloud provider requires a lot of due diligence than nor-
mal IT procurement. The risk premium is rewards can be tremendous if various 
risks are well managed. 

  Cloud Mission Risks 
•    The solution does not meet its fi nancial objectives  
•   It does not work in the context of the user enterprise’s partnership and culture  
•   It cannot be developed due to the diffi culty of integrating the cloud services 

involved  
•   It does not comply with its legal, contractual, and moral obligations  
•   A disaster occurs from which the solution cannot recover  
•   An external cloud service used by the solution is inadequate  
•   The system quality of the solution is inadequate, so that it does not meet its 

users’ needs     

    Risk Mitigation Plan 

 This step suggests plausible solution or remedies or prospective risk avoidance 
mechanisms. This will be subjective to industry, organization, and culture as well. 

  Risk Management Matrix : 
 In the below matrix the risk analysis is done across the seven most critical fi elds 
which can have a severe impact on the decision of whether to go or do not-go for 
cloud implementation in case of Mahindra Auto sector.

Risk Management
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         Conclusion 

 Automotive industry is a dynamic industry, with challenges at all levels starting 
from planning to production. In automotive industry, products have to be produced 
in a controlled environment, and make sure all the vehicles meet compliance stan-
dards and are produced, dispatched and distributed on time. Mahindra & Mahindra 
is demanding and chaotic, making it extremely important that their functions are 
running smoothly. To reduce the chaos and bring sanity in Mahindra, they require 
more than IT support. Cloud computing for Mahindra can revolutionize their work-
ing and operations. Cloud applications can engineer functions, customer services, 
administrative tasks, etc. Adopting cloud technology can allow Mahindra to achieve 
competency and gain optimum benefi ts. Cloud services provide support for variety 
of operations like coordinating tasks; organizing and securing data; critical fi nance 
functions; communicating with customers, so on and so forth. Cloud services can 
smooth out management tasks within the Mahindra. Apart from the obvious benefi ts 
such as more scalability, effi ciency in handling data and tasks, shift from Capex to 
Opex, cloud can help in making retrieval, collaboration and securing easier.    
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                         Glossary 

  OLC     Organization Life Cycle   
  CSF     Critical Success Factors   
  PESTEL    Political, Environmental, Social, Technological, Economic, and Legal   
  R&D     Research and Development   
  SCM     Supply Chain Management   
  IT     Information Technology   
  OLC     Organizational Life Cycle   
  ERP     Enterprise Resource Planning   
  KPI     Key Performance Indicators   
  CSFs     Critical Success Factors   
  SOA     Schedule of Authorization   
  HR     Human Resource   
  IT     Information Technology   
  SAIL     Steel Authority of India Limited   
  SCM     Supply Chain Management    
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